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CH.APTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Women's role in the economy and the bU:S"iness.world has undergone a 
profound change. Business has become a woman's sphere 9 as well as a 
. 1 
man's world. 
In the late 1800 1 s men did most of the buying for the household, 
but at the turn of the century they began to delegate an increasing 
number of buying duties to their wives. 2 This, coupled with the fact 
that about nine million women had entered industry and business during 
World War I, was the beginning of women's influence on the world of 
business. The majority of these nine million women remained in busi-
ness after World War I, thus leading to the speculation that "Women 
were in business to stay."3 
A statement in the early 1900 1 s by Edith Abbot voiced the impor-: 
tance of women in industry. 
In a study of our economic development it becomes clear 
that women have been from the beginning of our history 
an important factor in American industry. In the early 
days of the factory system they were an indispensable 
factor. The theory, therefore, that women are a new 
element in our industrial·life, or that th,ey are doing 
1 Doree Smedley and Lura Robinson, Careers .!!1 Business~ Women 
(New York, 194,5), p. 17. 
2 Ibid., p. 17. 
3 Ibid., p. 18. 
1 
'men's work, 1 or that they have I driven out the men,. 1 is a 
theory unsupported by facts. 4 · 
In 1929 Fleishman wrote that it had not been so long since the 
feminist movement had broken down the barriers between women and occu-
pational fields which had been regarded as exclusively men's areas. 5 
An article in~ in early 1954 stated that 
Outwardly, but only outwardly, American business:has become 
strongly feminized. of the total United States labor 
force of 6J million nearly 1/J are women, twice as big a 
proportion as 60 years ago. Nevertheless, there are not 
enough top women executives in the United States to form a 
medium sized chorus line.6 
The number of women in business and industry can be misleading 
when dealing with professional home economists, since only a small 
number of the total working force of women are in executive positions. 
2 
There were four million women in professional and technical occupations 
in 1969, which was one out of seven emplpyed women. 7 
A current article concerning women executives stated, "American 
industry produces almost as few top women executives as it did four 
8 yeal;'s ago - or 10 years ago." 
4Edith Abbot, Women.!!!. Industry (New York and London, 1909), 
p. 317. 
5Doris E. Fleishman, An Outline of Careers for Women (Garden City, 
1929), p. XI. 
. • .. :.-:._;,.,,. ·~··' . 611women Executives, 11 Time, Vol .• 6J, pt. 1 (January 11, 1954:), p. 72. 
7u. s. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1969 Handbook .Q!! Women 
Workers, Bul. No. 294 (Washington, D. c., 1970), p. 95 
8Labor, 11For Women, A Difficult Climb to the Top," Business Week 
. (August 2, 1969), p. 42. 
3 
The Problem 
Factors which influence the career choices of women are complex 
and are difficult to study. Prestige is one of the variables within 
this array of occupational choices. "In every complex society there is 
a division of labor and a hierarchy of prestige."9 
The purposes of this study were to investigate the relative pres-
tige of the professional occupations of female home economists in 
business as exp?"Elssed by selected prospective home economists, and to 
study the relationships of those prestige ratings to the choice of the 
major area of study. 
These purposes took shape in the following emergent hypotheses: 
1. There will be no significant difference between the 
freshmen and senior .women in their prestige ratings of 
selected occupational titles. 
2- There will be no identifiable relationship between the 
, higher prestige ratings of selected occupational titles 
of the freshmen and the choices of major areas of study. 
J~ There will be no identifiable relationship between the 
higher prestige ratings pf selected occupational titles of 
the seniors and the declared area of study. 
This was an exploratory study of the prestige ratings of certain 
home econQmist occupations as perceived by selected groups of home 
economics students. It was anticipated that this study might provide 
some insights of value in further investigations of a prestige nature. 
9Harold M. Hodges, Jr., Social Stratification (Cambridge, 196~), 
p. 1. 
Studies of this type could contribute to the sources of data used in 
career guidance. 
High school and junior colleges, bu~iness colleges, employ-
ment agencies, and even four-year colleges and universities 
sometimes fail to recognize how important it is to provide 
young women with adequate information and sympathetic 
advice about employment possibilities. 10 
An exploration of student's feelings and attitudes relative to 
occupational choices may be of help in career guidance. Prestige 
studies of this nature are based on the concept that prestige is the 
power to establish a position in one's mind. Prestige has been further 
characterized as a differentiated position in a hierarchy. 11 
A survey, in the form of a questionnaire, was conducted to investi-
gate the relative prestige ratings of selected occupational titles of 
home economists by studE!nts in the College of Home Economics at Okla-
homa State University. The first hypothesis used a quantitative 
approach to explore the difference between the prestige ratings of the 
74 freshmen and the 57 seniors. The 118 occupational titles selected 
were taken from the American Home Economics Association's current 
series of career leaflets shown in Appendix A. 
The second hypothesis required a qualitative approach to the 
problem of identifying relationships between the freshmen's higher 
rated occupations and the major areas of study. A similar approach was 
used to test the third hypothesis in order to identify the relation ... 
ships between the higher rated occupations of the seniors and the 
declared major area of study. 
10 · , 
Frank T. Stockton, "Higher Priority for Women, 11 National Busi-
ness Woman, Vol. J8 (Nov., 1959), p. 26. 
-
. 
1
~uzafer Sherif and Caro;t.yn W. Sherif, ~ Out;l.ine of' Social 
Psychology (United States, 1948), p. 222. 
Limitations 
Prestige - This concept was confined to the occupational titles 
for female home economists in the area of business. 
5 
Sample - The respondants were female freshmen and senior students 
enrolled in the College of Home Economics at Oklahoma State University. 
Occupational Titles - Teaching as an occupation was omitted for 
the purpose of this study. Two departments in the College of Home 
Economics prepare the students for a teaching certificate: the Home 
Economics Education Department, and the Family Relations and Child 
Development Department. 
Respondant Error - The possibility of error existed as a result 
of student's responses to the repetitive questionnaire form. 
Definitionof Terms 
Prestige Rating - A score designating the prestige level by nu-
merically calculating weighted adjectives which appeareq on the 
questionnaire. 
Prestige Rank - A number representing the position of a prestige 
rating score in an ordinal scalee 
Occupational Title - A caption representing a position or occu-
pation in the area of business. 
Relationship - An association established between an occupation 
and a major area of studya 
.Major Area of Stud.y - The department at Oklahoma State University 
in which the concentration of course work is channeled for students 
enrolled in the College of Home Economicso 
Higher Rated Occupations - The occupational titles with a mean 
prestige rating score of 80,00 or above. This is the equivalent of 
ratings which were above average--ratings of 11 good 11 or "excellent." 
Coll.ege of Home Economics - The following six departments at 
Oklahoma State University: Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising, CTM; 
Family Relations and Child Devel.opment, FRCD; Food, Nutrition 1 and 
Institution Administration, FNIA; Home Economics Education, HEED; Home 
Management, Equipment and Family Economics, HMEFE; Housing and 
Interior Design, HID. (Abbreviations indicated are used for the 
purpose of brevity in the tables~) 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The prestige hierarchy of occupations is a much studied aspect of 
stratification of modern societieso 1 "Despite rather extensive searches 
conducted by a variety of techniques, it appears that occupational 
prestige hierarchies are similar from country to country and from sub-
2 group to subgroup." 
A study of occupational prestige polls in Japan, Soviet Russia, 
Great Britain, Germany, New Zealand, and the United States, revealed 
that occupations tended to have an almost identical relative status in 
these nations. "There exists among the six nations a marked degree 
of agreement on the relative prestige of matched occupations. 113 
Industrialization has proceeded to different points in the 
several countries whose prestige hierarchies have been 
studied without seriously affecting the relative positions 
of occupation in the countries involved 0 Within one country 
we can only expect to observe changes over time as large as 
the differences we have previously observed between two 
nations at different stages of economic developmenta 4 
1 
Robert W. Hodge, Paul M. Siegel, and Peter H. Rossi, "Occupational 
Prestige in the United States: 1925-1963~" in.Reinhard Bendex and 
Seymour Martin Lipset, Class, Statu5i and Power, 2nd Ed. (New York, 1966), 
pp. 322-334. 
2 Ibid., p • 322. 
3Alex Inkeles and Peter H. Rossi, "National Comparisons of Occu-
pational Prestige," American Journal o;f Sociology, Vol. 61 (Jana, 1956), 
pp. 329 .. 339. 
4 Hodge, Siegel, and Rossi, p. 322. 
7 
A study by Hodge, Siegel, and Rossi found that prestige rankings 
remain, fairly consta,nt over time. 5 The hierarchy of occupational 
t . 1 . t bl d · t f ·t· 6 pres ige a so remains s a e un er a var1e yo cond1 ions. 
On the other hand, there are cogent reasons for expecting 
that changes in occupational structure will be reflected, 
at least ultimately, in corresponding changes in the 
prestige positions of occupations. The prestige of an 
occupation is apparently a characteristic of that occu-
pation, generated by the way in which it is articulated 
into the division of labor, by the amount of power and 
infiuence implied in the activities of the occupation, by 
~he characteristics of incumbents, and by the amount of 
resources society places at the disposal of incumbents. 
(Other factors are undoubtedly at work but these are the 
most obvious and the most massively observable.) Hence, 
as occupations shift in these respects over time, 
corresponding adjustive shifts in prestige positions can 
be lU}ticipated.7 
Prestige or "power of position" also involves the concept of 
8 
8 
status, which is " ••• position in a social system." Status positioning 
brings about a stratified society of social classes. This is displayed 
in a basic definition of social classes: 
Relatively permanent and homogeneous divisions in society 
into which individuals or families can be categorized when 
being compared with other individuals or families in the 
soeiety.9 
Another general definition for social classes could be: 11 ••• strata of 
E;Jociety composed of individuals who accept ·each other as status equals, 
. t· ,,10 i.Uld are hence qualified for intimate assoc1a ion. 
5Hodge, Siegel, and Rossi, p. 329. 
6Ibid. , p. 323. 
? Ibid., p. 322. 
8 Norman L. Munn, Psychology (Boston, 1961), p. 642. 
9James F. Engel, David T. Kollat, Roger D. Blackwell, Consumer 
Behavior (United States, 1968), p. 264. 
10 Harold M. Hodges, Jr., p. 275. 
9 
Davis stated that status has the quality of differential value. 
11 In this way statuses confer a prestige value on their occupant. 
In societies, people are classified into categories, and in most 
of these societies many of these categories are ranked, or stratified, 
0 
from lower to higher. Social stratification is a form of soc;i.al 
differentiation, like age or sex division. Inherent in this process 
of stratification is a graded hierarchy. Each of these divisional 
units constitutes a social class--an aggregate of people who share 
1 t . 12 equa or roughly equal rank and pres ige. 
The prestige of occupations is interwoven with the social class 
13tructure, since occupation is the single most influential variable in 
determining social class. 13 Emile Durkheim stated that in a general 
way classes probably arise from the multitude of occupational 
. . 14: 
organizations. 
Occupation is a popular index of social classes probably due to 
the fact that it acts as a blanket term which identifies many other 
15 potent status symbols. To place people into a social class is a 
complex conception. Many variables are involved, but one in particular 
is the most significant. Occupation as a measure of social class 
standing has a social reality. It, above all, is most valid. 16 
11Kinsley Davis, Human Society (New York, 194:9), pp. 91-96. 
12 Harold M. Hodges, Jr., p. 9. 
13James F. Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell, p. 268. 
t4:Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society (United States,· 
194:7), p, 182. 
15 Harold M. Hodges, Jr., pp. 95-96. 
16Joseph A. Kahl and James A. Davis, 11A Comparison of Indexes of 
Social Economic Status," American Sociological Review, Vol. 20 (June, 
1955), PP• 317-325. 
10 
A hierarchy of prestige and a division of labor exists in every 
complex society. The leadership and social responsibility positions 
are usually ranked at the top. Positions which require long, training 
and.superior intelligence are usually ranked just below. A small 
minority constitutes the number of leaders and highly educated indi-
viduals. The large majority is made up of people in the lower strata 
who perform routine jobs with scant rewards and very little prestige. 17 
These references sight the significance of the occupational posi-
tion in the prestige hierarchy. Occupational prestige limited to 
· female home economists in business has a somewhat different connotation 
in the limits of this thesis. 
Women have been gainfully employed for centuries. In the early 
colonial period of our nation women were employed in such areas as 
running taverns and shops, selling garden seeds, nursing~ midwifery, 
. 18 
and some were servantse When factories came into being and the need 
for labor grew, woman power was called upon to fill this need. They 
19 
were willing to work at a·wage employers 'were willing to pay. "The 
man-power shortage caused by the two world wars also gave women un-
. 20 
paralleled opportunities to join the labor force." 
17seymour Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendex, Social Mobility.!!!. 
Industrial Society (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959), p. 1. 
18H. M. Price, Women's Contribution to Industrial Development in 
America, Fort Harp Studies (1962), PP• ~-5. 
.., .-,-~ ... ~ ...... ~ 
19samuel de Beauvoir, The Second~ (New York, 1952), pp. 103-109. 
20 John Henry Culter, ~ About Women (New York, i961), p. 212. 
The Home Economists in Business Section of the American Home 
Economics Association stated as a group objective, 
Focus public interest in, and awareness of, Home Economics 
as a prestige profession through a planned Home Economists 
in Business public relations program and the maintenance of 
high professional standards.21 
Actually, home economists hold many kinds of jobs in 
business organizations. Even within one company you will 
find home e•conomists with different skills and talents 
working in different departments--research, advertising, 
public relations, product planning~-as well as in home 
economics department itself.22 
Occasionally the home economist (in business) is supple-
mented or even replaced by other employees with less 
technical training. Apparently many managers are willing 
to replace their current home economist whenever necessary 
with non-professionals or workers lacking college degrees 
in home economics~ This indicates that business manage-
ment as a whole is not sold yet on the necessity of college 
preparation for the fulfillment of required duties. 23 
There are many barriers confronting women in the business world. 
11 
Women executives admit that male resentment exists, 24 but coupled with 
this is the idea that "•G• business leaders have long known that women, 
. "25 as well as men, usually prefer male supervisors. These concepts 
merge and give the impression that 
••• they are still, by and large, denied a professional or 
working status equal to that of men. In every occupational 
category they are still downgraded and forced to accept 
subsidiary jobs at lower salaries. The proportion of 
21H E ' . t . B . S t. f Th Am . H ome conomis sin usiness ec ion o e erican ome 
Economics Association, Directory 1968. 
22Lila Spencer, Exciting Careers for Home Economists (New York, 
1967), P• 15. - --
23Robert W. Strain, "Business Values The Home Economist," Journal 
~~Economics, Vol. 62 (Jan., 1970), p. 49, 
24 
11 Women At The Top," Newsweek, Vol. 67, pt. 2 (June27 9 ,1966),p. 76. 
,;25John Benry Culter, p. 204. 
women in the upper levels of any occupation or profession 
is to this day small, even in traditionally feminine 
positions. 26 
The manifestations of these sex discrimination complaints are 
12 
usually alleged unequal benefits--primarily health and life insurance, 
•''"),, 
and pensions. The second greatest source of complaints is alleged 
d . . . t. . 1 ff 1 d · · t 27 
.iscrimina ion in ayo , recal , an seniori y. The government 
requires in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act that all employees be 
treated without regard to sex in every phase of employment. 
Charles H. LeClaire, who was vice-president for employee and 
public relations of a Milwaukee corporation said 1 
I do not think there is really any real prejudice concerning 
women in business, but we do have, as meni a way of tra= 
ditionally thinking about a man 1 s or a wo~an's job. Some-
times this goes on almost unconsciously. 2 
Regardless of the problems involved 1 more and more women are 
working and there is some increase in the number pursuing executive 
level careers in the business world. Women were reported in all of the 
479 individual occupations listed in 1960 decennial census. 29 
Occupations in the labor force are divided into eleven broad 
categories, according to the monthly reports prepared by the Bureau of 
the Census and published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Within 
these categories more women were employed in clerical work than any 
26Ibid., p. 20Jo 
2711 sex and Equal Employment Rights," Monthly Labor Review (Augusti 
'.1.967), p. J. 
28Labor, "For Women, A Difficult Climb To The Top," Business Week 
(August 2, 1969), pp. 42-46. 
29 U. S. Department of Labor 1 Women's Bureau, 1969 Handbook on 
Women Workers, Bul. 294 (Washington, D. C. 1 1970),-;:-95. ~ 
other major division in April, 1969. Professional workers were the 
fourth largest group, showing four million women or one out of seven 
employed women in professional and technical occupations. Around 1.5 
million more women were epgaged in professional or technical work in 
1969 than in 1950, and almost 1.8 million more than in 1940. 30 
13 
Even though the number of women in professional and technical jobs 
increased from 1.9 to 4.1 million between 1950 and 1969 the proportion 
of these jobs declined slightly, from~ to 38 percent. The actual 
31 
number of men increased even more rapidly than that of women. 
The foremost reason for women entering the labor force is an 
economic one. 
Career women have not been masculinized; they have been 
moneyized. The old adage has it that money makes the mare 
go; also the sire, gelding, stallion, colt, and filly in 
our nations' hyPercommodity exchange.32 
Arthur Goldberg stated, when he was Secretary of Labor, 11 ••• First of 
all, our statistics show that a great majority of the women in the 
working force are in the working force because they have to be. 1133 
Another resource on worJdng women says,: 11 It is true that most American 
women work out of economic necessity, and that they do not get the same 
pay for the same work."34 
JO . 
Ibid., p. 97. 
31u. s.·Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and 
Earnings and Monthly Report~ the Labor Force (May, 1969). 
32Eve Merriam, "The Ogress in the Office, 11 The Nation, Vol. 191± 
(June 23, 1962), p. 564. --.-
33 Nancy Reeves, 11Curiour Quest For Woman Power," The Nation, 
Vol. 197 (August 24, 1963), p. 89. 
3 4: John Henry cutter-, p. 20 3 • 
14 
A recent study of employed women stated that some women earn high 
incomes, but these constitute a small proportion of all women. 35 The 
article went on to say, "The larger proportion of women workers in 
occupations requiring limited skill and education is reflected in the 
median earnings of all women workers." 36 
It appears that women will continue to be an important element in 
the economy of the country and to the world of business. Kievit said, 
"The likelihood is that the trend toward an increasing proportion of 
women being gainfully employed will continue."37 
The 1965 Handbook£!!, Women Workers states that the number of women 
workers will probably rise 41 percent between 1964 and 1980~ The same 
38 period should have a 27 percent increase for men. 
The need for home economists in the future is exemplified by the 
following comments. 
As both technician and manager, the home economist is needed 
today more than ever. While the United States was formerly 
an agricultural and farming society, and more recently an 
industrial and mass production society, it is now emerging 
as a technological society in which technicians function in 
more important roles. Both technical and managerial talents 
of home eco~qmists are needed, however, to implement the vast 
changes resulting from that technological society. The home 
economist-in business has the major role of mastering her 
technology, interpreting that new technology for managements 
decisions, and keeping pace through research of new and 
useful developments.39 
·
35Mary B. Kievit, "Women in Gainful and Useful Employment," 
Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 60 (Nov., 1968), p. 699. 
p. 700. 
38u. s. Department 
Women Workers, Bul. No. 
of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1965 Handbook on 
290 (Washington, D. C., 1966), p. 211. -
39Robert W. Strain, "Business Values The Home Economist," Journal 
.£!_~ Economics, Vol. 62 (Jan., 1970), p. 53. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Design of the Study 
This exploratory study was designed to investigate the prestige 
hierarchy of occupational titles for home economists in business as 
perceived by prospective home economists. The investigation attempted 
to gather information in a virtually unstudied area. To accomplish the 
objectives of the study a questionnaire was developed to identify the 
relative prestige hierarchy of selected occupational titles. Statis-
tical and descriptive techniques of analysis were used to test the 
hypotheses. 
The Sample 
The sampling universe considered was the freshmen and senior 
women enrollment at Oklahoma State University in the College of Home 
Economics during the fall semester of 1969 and the spring semester of 
1970. The sample was drawn from the freshmen enrolled in Home 
Economics 1113'i1 "Home Economics for Contemporary Living; 11 and the 
seniors enrolled in Home Economics 4112 1 11The Home Economist in the 
Contemporary World. 11 Both courses are required for graduation from the 
College of Home Economics. These classes represented 80.1 percent of 
the freshmen and 64.3 percent of the seniors in the College of Home 
Economics. 
15 
16 
There were 493 respondents in the six classes of Home Economics 
4112 and the five classes of Home Economics 1113. Of these respondents 
268 were freshmen and 182 were seniors. There were 100 questionnaires 
which did not provide the appropriate data. 
The final sample consisted of one-third of each of the two groups, 
and included 222 freshmen and 171 seniors. This sample was taken in a 
random manner from the freshmen as a group since a major area of study 
had not been declared. The random sample for the seniors was taken 
after the questionnaire had been divided into departments in order to 
obtain a representative sample from the declared major areas of study. 
This represented 27.2 percent of the freshmen and 21.4 percent of the 
senior Home Economics majors for 1969-1970. 
The Questionnaire 
Occupational titles were chosen from the current career leaflets 
published by American Home Economics Association. These are listed in 
Appendix A. One hundred and eighteen occupational titles in the area 
of business were selected for the purpose of this study and are listed 
on the questionnaire in Appendix B. Occupations requiring teaching 
certificates were excluded for the purpose of this study. 
The career leaflets listed occupational titles under eight 
divisions. Clarification was needed on some titles which appeared in 
more than one area. For example, "utility home economist" was a title 
used in four different divisions. An additional statement was used to 
clarify that certain occupational titles appeared in more than one 
area and to designate which particular area. The statement used was as 
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follows: "in the area of • • • 11 The blank was filled by the particu-
lar area(s) under which the title appeared. 
The instrument developed for data collection emphasized the 
prestige nature of the study. One section of the questionnaire was 
designed to identify the factor which the respondent felt was the most 
influential on the prestige rating of an occupation. 
The questionnaire presented the 118 occupations which were to be 
rated according to one of six adjectives. These adjectives were used 
in the National Opinion Research Center's study in 19471 and in a 
follow-up study by Hodge, Siegel, and Rossi in 1963. 2 Each adjective 
was assigned a numerical value: an "excellent" rating had a value of 
100, a "good" rating the value of Bo, an "average" rating the value of 
60, a "somewhat below average" rating the value of 4o, a "poor" rating 
the value of 20, and a 11 do not know" l;"ating the value of O. Calculating 
the numerical average of these arbitrarily assigned values yielded the 
prestige rating score for each occupational title. 
A personal data sheet accompanied the questionnaire, but the 
respondent's name was not required. Students were requested to 
complete the questionnaire prior to filling in the data sheet. General 
information was requested concerning college classification, major area 
of study, marital status, estimated grade point, estimated size of high 
school attended, and the estimated size of the home town, as shown in 
1c. C. North and Paul K. Hatt, "Jobs and Occupations: A Popular 
Evaluation," Logan Wilson and William L. Kolb, Sociological Analysis 
(New York, 1949). 
2 
Robert W. Hodge, Paul M. Siegel, and Peter H. Rossi, "Occupa-
tional Prestige in the United States: 1925-1963," in Reinhard Bendex 
and Seymour Martin Lipset, Class, Status, and Power, 2nd edition 
(New York, 1966), pp. 322-334. 
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Appendix B. The data sheet also asked each respondent to indicate by 
first and second choice the most preferred occupations after graduation, 
These choices were rated in the manner in which the original 118 occu-
pational titles were rated on the questionnaire. The data sheet speci-
fied that the respondent's preferred occupations did not have to be 
selected from the list of occupational titles which appeared on the 
questionnaire. 
In administering the questionnaire, verbal instructions introduced 
the investigator as a graduate student in Home Economics. The follow-
ing brief suggestions were given to help the respondents complete the 
questionnaire and data sheet, as shown in Appendix B. 
1. Work as rapidly as possible. 
2. Put down your first reactions. 
J. Complete the pages in the order in which they are arranged. 
Statistical Analysis 
To determine the correlation between the freshmen and the senior 
prestige rating scores, the average scores of each occupational title 
for both groups were calculated by a specially designed computer 
program as presented in Appendix c. The statistical technique used 
was the Spearman rank correlation. 3 It was used to measure the 
variables in an ordinal scale. Subroutine SHANK from IBM's SSP 
(Scientific Subroutine Package) was used to compute the Spearman 
correlation coefficient. The .05 level was established as the level 
3sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (United States, 1956), 
pp. 202-213. 
of significance. The t test of significance was used to determine 
whether the correlation occurred by chance. 
The Spearman correlation coefficient was determined by the 
following equation: 
n 
6 l d.2 1 
1 - i=1 r 
nJ s 
- n 
where 
n =: 118 
d. = difference between the freshmen and seniors for the ith 
1 
occupation. 
The,statistic used to measure the significance of r was: 
s 
t=r§n-2 
s 2 
1 - r 
s 
where the degrees of freedom were: 
d. f. n - 2 
The relationship between the major area of study and the higher 
rated occupations was determined in a qualitative manner. The areas 
of study were designated as the departments in the College of Home 
Economies listed in Oldahoma State University's 1970-72 catalog. The 
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higher rated occupations were designated as those rated 80.00 or above 
in each area of study and represented occupations with an "excellent" 
or 11 good 11 rating score. 
Tl;le prestige rating score for each occupational title was calcu-
lated separately for the freshmen by first and second preference of 
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major, and for the seniors by declared major area of study. This was 
done by means of a specifically designed computer program as presented 
in Appendix C. 
A relationship between an occupation title and a major area of 
study was said to exist when one or more of the following criteria were 
met: 
1. The occupational .title was 1 isted under a corresponding area 
in AHEA I S career leaflets, as shown in Appendix A. 
2. The occupational title was within the limits of the particu-
lar department areas as verified by each department head in 
the College of Home Economics at Oklahoma State University. 
Each department head indicated the relationship of the 
occupational titles to the department as "yes" or ''somewhat," 
as shown in Appendix A. 
3. The occupational title was related to course work in a 
department area as stated in course titles or descriptions 
in the Oklahoma State University's 1970-1972 catalog, as 
shown in Appendix A. 
The coded questionnaire and the resulting computer listing of the 
coded raw data obtained from the sample are presented in Appendix D. 
This listing contains all the data analyzed in this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
The statistical and descriptive findings of this study are pre-
sented and analyzed in this chapter. Data reported were based on 
responses from a 1969-1970 prestige study involving students majoring 
in the College of Home Economics at Oklahoma State University. 
The Sample 
The random sample consisted of two groups of respondents, freshmen 
and seniors. The distribution by major department areas of each group 
is shown in Table I. The freshmen group had not formally declared a 
major and the respondents were asked to indicate a first and second 
choice of major area of s~udy. Thus, two subdivisions were used 
relative to the major areas of study for the freshmen. 
The seniors were divided into groups as to declared major areas of 
study before the one-third random sample was drawn. Thereby, the six 
different departments, or areas of study, were proportionately repre-
sented as is shown in Table I. 
Major Area of Study 
The seniors were asked to indicate if a double major had been 
declared. Four seniors, of the 57 sampled, reported a double major. 
The second major area for three of these four respondents was an 
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TABLE I 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
Department Freshmen 
Area ' 
N = 74 
First Second 
Choice Choice 
Percent Percent 
CTM 33.8 18.9 
FRCD 24.3 23.0 
FNIA 6.8 9°5 
HEED 20.3 13.5 
HMEFE 1.3 5.4 
HID 13.5 13.5 
OTHER 1.3a 
14.9b 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
~ajor outside the College of Home Economics. 
bDid not select a second choice. 
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Seniors 
N= 57 
Percent 
12.3 
29e8 
7.0 
38.6 
1.8 
10.5 
100.0 
education area and the fourth respondent declared library science as 
the double major. 
The senior group was also asked to indicate whether a change of 
major area of study had occurred since the freshmen year. Almost 
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one ... half, 49.2 percent, of the seniors had changed their major. 
Appendix E, Table XXXI shows the percentage of seniors who had changed 
majors, and indicates the previous major areas of study. The seniors 
in the Housing and Interior Design Department and the Home Management, 
Equipment and Family Economics Department had no previous major areas 
of study, but these majors represented only 12.J percent of the senior 
respondents. The largest percent of seniors with previous majors, 
82.4 percent, was in the Family Relations and Child Development 
Department. The Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration 
Department showed 75.0 percent of the seniors in that department had 
previously changed their majors. 
The respondents tended to be homogeneous in terms of the size of 
high school, the size of home town, and the grade point average, but 
the respondents varied greatly in terms of marital status. Appendix E, 
Tables XXIII, XXV, XXVII, and XXIX present these findings. 
Size of High School 
When the major area of study was considered, the Clothing, Tex-
tiles and Merchandising seniors tended to come from small high schools •. 
More than half of these seniors graduated from high schools with an 
enrollment of 499 or less. The freshmen group was evenly divided 
between the larger and smaller high schools. However, 24.o percent of 
the fresl:unen came from high schools of 2000 or more students and none 
of the seniors were in this category. 
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The respondents in the Food, Nutrition and Institution Adminis-
tration department tended to come from small high schools. The fresh-
men group contained 75.0 percent from the category of 499 or less, and 
the senior group held 40.0 percent in this category. The larger high 
school category, 1000 or more in size, contained 29.0 percent of the 
fresl:unen group but none of the senior group. 
The fresl:unen grotip in the Housing and Interior Design Department 
came from large high schools, 80.0 percent of the fresl:unen were in the 
category of 1000 or more. Only 10.0 percent of the freshmen came from 
high schools in smaller categories of 499 or less. The senior group 
was evenly dispersed in these categories, as shown in Appendix E, 
Table XXIV. 
Size of Home Town 
The size of the home town, a generally homogeneous characteristic, 
tended to show some differences when considered by department areas. 
The freshmen in the Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising tended to be 
from larger towns and the seniors tended to be from smaller towns. 
The freshmen in the Housing and Interior Design Department were 
from larger towns. The seniors were evenly divided between the smaller 
and the larger home towns as seen in Appendix E, Table XXVI. 
Grade Point Average 
The grade point average of respondents in the Clothing, Textiles 
and Merchandising Department revealed that the freshmen group had a 
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larger percentage in the category of 2.50 - 2.99 than did the senior 
group. The other five department areas had a larger percentage of the 
seniors in this category, as seen in Appendix E, Table XXVIII. 
Marital Status 
Marital status was not evenly dispersed. None of the freshmen 
were married, but 45.6 percent of the senior students were married as 
shown in Appendix E, Table XXIX. The distribution shown in Appendix E, 
Table XXX indicates that 46.2 percent of these married students had 
been married one year or less. 
Prestige Data 
Influencial Factor 
Selected factors which were influential in assigning prestige 
value to occupational titles were presented in the questionnaire. Each 
respondent was asked to designate the one factor considered to be the 
most influential in the prestige rating of an occupation. These 
factors are presented in Table II. 
Almost half of the freshmen, and a third of the seniors indicated 
that the "salary possibilities" factor had the most influence on the 
prestige of an occupation. More seniors than freshmen felt that 
"education necessary" was the most influential factor in assigning 
prestige to an occupational title. Within the freshmen group, 2.7 
percent of the respondents elected to write in a factor felt to be the 
most influential on prestige ranking of an occupation. Only 1.8 per-
cent of the senior group elected to write in the most influential 
factor. These factors were "possibility for advancement," "personal 
interest," and 11if happy doing the job. 11 
TABLE II 
FACTORS INFLUENCING PRESTIGE RATINGS 
OF OCCUPATIONAL TITI.ES 
Freshmen 
N = 74: 
Seniors 
N= 57 
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Percent Percent· 
Salary Possibilities 4:5.9 JJ.4: 
Responsibility Required 20.J 21.0 
Education Necessary 16.2 29.8 
Service to Humanity 14:.9 14:.o 
Other 2.7 1.8 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Pres~ige Ratings of Total Sample 
The prestige ratings of the 118 occupational titles in an ordinal 
scale for the entire sample are presented in Appendix F. Both the 
freshmen and the senior groups are·combined in these rating and rank 
scores. There were nineteen occupational titles rated 80.00 or above, 
which was a rating of 11 good11 or "excellent" by the respondents. 
Eleven, or 52.J percent, of these occupational titles _were rated in 
this higher category of 80.00 or above by both the freshmen and the 
senior groups. An asterisk is used to note these higher rated occu-
pational titles in Table III below. 
TABLE III 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES 
BY FRESHMEN AND SENIORS 
Occupation Title 
* Fashion Designer 
* Interior Designer 
* Clothing Designer 
* Interior Decorator 
* Space Food Technologist 
* Fashion Editor 
* Food Chemist 
Fashion Illustrator 
* Furniture Designer 
* Textile Designer 
* Costume Designer 
Department Store Buyer in Area of Textiles 
and Clothing 
Fashion Coordinator 
* Food Research Specialist 
Research Specialist in Area of Family Relations 
i:Uld Child Development 
Nutrition Research Specialist 
Child Guidance Counselor 
Department Store Buyer in Area of Housing, Furnishings 
and Equipment 
Research Specialist in Area of Textiles 
and Clothing 
Rate 
90.8l.t: 
89.77 
89p16 
87.63 
86.72 
85.95 
83.21 
82075 
82.60 
82.60 
82.l.t:l.t: 
82.1L.t: 
81.68 
81.22 
81.07 
80.92 
80.61 
80.15 
80.15 
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Preferred Occupations 
Each of the respondents was asked to list and rate a first and 
second choice in terms of the most preferred occupations after gradu-
ation. The titles for these occupations did not have to be selected 
from those listed in the prestige questionnaire. 
The average prestige rating of the most preferred occupations by 
department areas showed the freshmen in five out of six of the depart-
ments rated the first choice higher than the second choice. The 
exception was the Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics 
Department, in which the freshmen rated the two choices equally• >s~e 
Appendix G:~n The mean scores of the prestige ratings of the most 
preferred occupations for the freshmen were: 87.90 for the first 
choice and 79.Jo for the second choice. 
The mean prestige ratings of the most preferred occupations after 
graduation for all,'·the seniors were: 78.50 for the first choice and 
7~.50 for the second choice. The senior's first choices of preferred 
occupations were rated higher than the second choices, as shown in 
Appendix G. 
Analysis 
Hypothesis I 
The first hypothesis stated that there would be no significant 
' ~ difference between the freshmen and the senior prestige ratings of the 
occupational titles. The findings related to Hypothesis I were 
analyzed statistically using the Spearman correlation coefficient and 
the t test of significance. Table IV shows the comparison of the 
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TABLE IV 
PRESTIGE RATINGS OF SELECTED BUSINESS OCCUPATIONAL TITLES 
i:CCUPATIO.~ Ttnr RATE (RANK) 
FRESHHEN SENIORS 
A'JVEQTJSJ;,.J[; ARTIST 
'AOVC:LiTI~l!'ll:; ACCPUNT EXi-CUTIVE 1i,,,i AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
AUVEQTlSI:-..IG CfJPVhRJTE~ Ir\/ r~q,EA flF FOOD & NUTRITION 
ADVEFTISING COPYr!RITl::R IN f.';{EA OF HOUSING, FURNJSl-iI!\JGS & EQUIPMENT 
AlRLI·!\JE FOOD SEP.VIC£:: SllPE-.J..VlSOR 
APPL I 11.1\JCE SPEC !AL 1 ST 
-Ai?l~ED SER.VICES 1HETITIAN 
CAFETERIA SUPER.VI SQ/;. 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
• CHILD GUIDANC( CDUNSFLOR 
C ITV PLANi,iTNG CONSULTAI\IT 
~"CLOTHING CIJNSULT ANT 
~c~nTHING DESIGNER 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTJR 
·<,.COLOR COOROI:slATOR 
COflllMUNlTY AID HOME t::CONO.'HSl IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
COMMU'<lTV AID HOME ECJNO~IST IN AREA OF FAMILV RELATION & CHILD DEVELOP .. ENT 
CO:\ISUMER CONSULTANT ·P-J A.REA OF FAfl,lLY ECONOMICS & H0i4E HA!I.IAGEMENT 
CONSL!l"IER CONSUL TAI\JT IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
CONSU~ER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
'CONSU~ER EDUCATION SPECIALIST I~ AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
COSSUMER .INFORMATION SPECIAL 1ST IN AREA OF FA~ILV ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
CO~SUMEP ~ARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA Of INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
··,COSTUME DESIGNER 
DEPARTMENT STO~E BUYER IN AREA OF ART 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUVER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
DIETITIAN· 
DISPLAV DES IG;.JFR 
~DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 
EDUCATIJ~AL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FAM!LV ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATIONAL MATFRIALS ~RIH< IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA UF INSTITUTION AO~INISTRATION 
EOUIPMENT DESIGNER 
EXHfBIT DES lGNER 
'sFABR !CS COO ROI NA TOR 
fAMILV FINANCIAL COU"SELOR 
FAMILY LIFE CONSULTANT 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
FASHION DE·SIGNER 
'·FASHION EDITOR 
'FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
FOOD CHEM !ST 
FOO~ COLUMN I ST 
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHER 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
GUIOASCE COUNSELO~ 
HO~E LIGHTING CONSUL TANT 
HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
HO~E SEq_VICE DIRECTOR 
HDSPIHL DIET !TIAN 
HOTEL EXECUTIVE HCUSEKEEPER 
HOTEL MANAGER 
INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER. 
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIAL 1ST 
75.6B I 39.501 
77. 57 I 30. 501 
65.68 ( 99.001 
63.7B (105.501 
69.19 ( 79.501 
61.89 (-109.00l 
66.76 ( 95.501 
60.54 I 112.001 
76.22 I 38.001 
78.11 I 27.501 
73.24 I 57.501 
80.00 ( 20.001 
90. 54 ( 4. 001 
12.10 I 59.501 
67. 84 I 89.001 
68.92 ( 83.001 
71.35 ( 68.001 
70. 54 l 69. 001 
69.13· I 75.001 
10.00 I 72.501 
75.14 ( 44.001 
M.73 ( 75.001 
69. 73 I 75.001 
10.21 I 70.501 
81.62 I 17.001 
78.38 I 25.501 
86.49 I 7.001 
83.24 I 11.501 
77.57 I 30.501 
77.03 I 35.001 
78. 92 I 24. 001 
69.19 I 79. 501 
10.21 I 10;501 
67.30 ( 91.501 
12.16 ( 64.001 
68.92 ! 83.001 
77.03 ( 35.001 
74.05 ( 53.00) 
74. 59 ! 50. 501 
83. 78 ! 10.001 
91.62 ( 2.001 
87.84 , s.001 
85.14 t 8.oo 1 
83.24 I U.501 
71.89 ( 66.001 
66. 76 ( 95. 501 
80.00 1 20.001 
75.41 I 41.001 
82.16 I 14.501 
75.14 I 44. 00) 
64.32 1103.001 
69.46 I 77 .001 
62.16 ( 108.001 
74.05 I 53.001 
56.49 1117.001 
72.43 I 62.001 
63.51 (107.001 
68.65 ( 85.501 
78.95 
76.49 
65.61 
69.12 
n. 23 
65.61 
64.21 
60.35 
78.95 
83.86 
79.30 
76.14 
87.37 
70.88 
67.72 
66.67 
69.82 
69.12 
68.77 
70.53 
74.04 
74.04 
70.53 
74.74 
83.51 
74.74 
76.49 
76.14 
75.09 
74.04 
75.09 
73.33 
73.68 
12.28 
75.09 
68.77 
72.28 
71.93 
73.33 
78.95 
89.82 
83.51 
79.65 
83.16 
70.18 
66. 32 
82.81 
77.19 
83.16 
76.14 
65.96 
74.39 
66.61 
72.98 
54.39 
11.23 
65.96 
68.77 
18.001 
27.501 
99.001 
Bl.SOI 
67.501 
I 99.001 
1106.001 
1113.001 
I 18.001 
I 5,001 
I 15.501 
I 30.501 
I 2.001 
I 70.501 
I 91.00 I 
I 93.501 
( 76.501 
I 81.501 
I 85.001 
I 73.001 
I 44. 501 
I. 44.501 
I 73.001 
I 38.001 
I 7.001 
I 38.001 
I 27.501 
I 30. 501 
I 35.001 
I 44.501 
I 35.001 
I 50.001 
I 47.501 
I 59.001 
I 35.001 
I 85.001 
t'·-~9.001 
I 6·1.001 
I 50.001 
I lS.001 
I 1.001 
I 7.001 
I 13.501 
t 9.501 
! 75.00 I 
I 95.001 
I 11.001 
I 23.001 
! 9.50) 
I 30.501 
I 96.501 
( 41.001 
( 93.501 
I 53.001 
1118.001 
I· 67.501 
I 96.501 
, 85.ooi 
(.\J 
'° 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
12 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
9G 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
97 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
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108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
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INTERIOR DECORATOR 
I~TERIOR DESIGNER 
KITCHEN & EOU!PMENT EJITOR 
KITC~EN PLANNER 
LAU~ORY CONSULTANT 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTS SPFC!AL!ST 
~AGAZl~E EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
MAGAZI~E EDITOR J~ AREA OF FA~ILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FA~!LY RELAT!O~S & CHILD 0EVELOPMENT 
MAGAZIN~ ED!TDR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN A•EA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
MORlLE HO~ES DESIGNER 
MONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
~OVING & STORAGE CONSULTANT 
MUSEU~ CURATOR 
NEWSPAPER EDITOR IN A~EA UF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EJUIPMENT 
NEwSPAPER FCOU EDITOR 
NUTRITION CONSULTA~T 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
OFFICE DESIG~ER 
PACKAGE UES!G~ER IN AREA OF ART 
POODUCT DEVELOPEF TN AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLDTHl~G 
PPODUCT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
POODUCT PUaLJC!TY DIRECTOR!~ AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT PU3LIC!TY DIRECTOR IN AKfA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PU!LICITY 01RECTDR I~ AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPME~T 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTR!TIO~IST 
I~ AREA OF ART 
PUBLIC HOUSING CO~SULTA~T 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE 
PU5LIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE 
PUSLlC!TY DIRECTOR IN AREA 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I~ AREA OF 
PESEARC~ SPEC14LJST I~ AREA J~ 
PESFAACH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST I~ AREA OF 
RESTAURANT CHAIN MENU PLANNER 
RESTAURANT OWNER 
IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOSE MANAGEMENT 
JF FOOD & ~UTRITION 
TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
Fa~ILY ECONOMICS & HO~E MANAGEMENT 
FA~ILY RELAT!CNS & CHILD DEVELO?MtNT 
HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
RETAIL STORE TRAINING SPECIALIST 
SAVINGS BANK HOME ECONOMIST 
SCHOOL LUNCH CONSULTA~T 
SCHOOL LUNCH DIRECTUR 
SEwlNG CENTER DIRECTOR 
SOCIAL WORKER 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
TEST KITCrlEN HOKE ECONOMIST 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
UR6AN RENEWAL CONSULTANT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN 
UTILITY HOME ECONO~!ST I~ 
UTILITY HOME ECONO",JST IN 
UTILITY HJME ECONO~IST IN 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST JN 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST IN 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST I~ 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
Aq,EA OF-
AR EA OF 
AR EA OF 
AREA OF 
AREA OF 
AHA OF 
AUA OF 
FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
liOUS ING, FURNJ SHHJGS & EOUIPMENT 
FOOD & NUTRJT ION 
INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
ART 
FAMILY ECONOMICS & HGME MANAGEMENT 
FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
AVERAGES: 
90.81 ( 3.001 
91.89 ( 1.001 
66.22 I 97.COI 
68.11 ( 88.001 
54.86 1118.001 
bl.35 (110.501 
60.54 I 16.001 
74.86 1. 48.001 
77.30 I 32.001 
11.03 ( 35.001 
74.Sb I 48.001 
74. 86 ( 48. 001 
bS.92 ( 83.001 
58.11 1115.001 
59. 73 1113. 501 
69. 19 I 79. 50 I 
67.57 ( 90.001 
74.59 I 50.501 
82.16 I 14.501 
77.03 I 35.001 
65.68 I 99.001 
64.05 1104.00) 
75. 14 I 44. 001 
73.51 I 55.501 
11.89 I 66.001 
75.14 ( 4.4.001 
72.43 I 62.00I 
75.68 I 39.501 
68.65 I 85. 501 
71.89 ( 66.001 
73.51 I 55.501 
72.43 I b2.00) 
79.19 I 22.501 
82.16 I 14.501 
76.38 I 25.501 
82-16 I 14.501 
so. 00 ( 20. 00) 
78.ll I 27.501 
67.03 ( 93.501 
70.00 I 12. 501 
68.38 I 87.001 
61.35 I 110.501 
57.84 l 116.001 
59.13 I 113.-501 
63.78 I 105.501 
77.84 I 29.001 
67.57 I 6.001 
75.14 I 44.001 
73.24 I 57.501 
84.59 l 9.001 
79.19 I 22.501 
12. 70 I 59.501 
65.68 I 99,001 
65.41 001.001 
67.30 I 91.501 
64.86 1102.001 
67.03 I 93.501 
69.19 l 79.501 
74.05 I 53.001 
71.03 I 35.001 
72.92 
83.51 I 1.001 
87~02 I 3.001 
68. 77 I 85.00) 
70.88 I 70.501 
55.79 1111.001 
62.11 I 110.00 I 
76.84 I 25.001 
12. 63 l 56. 001 
76.84 ( 25.0CI 
76.14 I 30.501 
74.39 ( 41.001 
72.98 I 53.00) 
67.02 I 92.001 
57.89 1116.001 
64.56 (105,001 
71.23 I 67.501 
69.47 I 79.001 
72. 63 I 56. 001 
79.30 I 15,501 
69.82 I 76.501 
63.51 (107.501 
63.51 (107.501 
71.58 I 63.501 
73.68 I 47.501 
71.58 ( 63_.501 
72.98 I 53.001 
71.58 I 63.501 
70.53 I 73.001 
69.47 ( 79.001 
72.63 I 56.001 
71.58 I 63.501 
68.17 I 85.001 
78.60 I 20.00l 
77.54 I 22.001 
75.79 ( 33.001 
79.65 I 13.501 
78. 25 I 21.001 
74.39 I 41.001 
61.40 1111.001 
68.07 I 90. 001 
65.26 1102.501 
59. 30 I 114.001 
bl.CS I 112.001 
63.16 1109.001 
58.95 1115.001 
71.23 I 67.501 
85.61 I 4.001 
76.84 I 25.001 
12.28 I 59.001 
so.oo I 12.001 
68.42 I 88.501 
74.04 I 44.501 
65.61 I 99.00) 
65.26 (102.501 
65.26 1102.501 
65.26 1102.501 
68.42 I 88.501 
(19.47 I 79.001 
73.33 I 50.001 
74.74 l 38.00) 
12.11 I.,.) 
0 
ratings and rank ordering of the occupations for the freshmen and 
senior groups. The resulting correlation coefficient was .90. 
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A correlation coefficient of .90 and 116 degrees of freedom yields 
at test of significance of 22.80. Based upon these figures, the level 
of significance was notably beyond the .01 level. 
The null hypothesis was supported by the findings of this study. 
The degree of prestige assigned to the occupational titles of home 
economists in business did not vary significantly as perceived by the 
freshmen and senior groups. 
Hypothesis II 
The second hypothesis stated that there would be no relationship 
between the freshmen's higher prestige ratings of business occupational 
titles and the choices of major area of study. A relationship between 
the freshmen's higher pre,stige rating scores and the choices of major 
area of study was identified in each of the six department areas in the 
College of Home Economics at Oklahoma State University. 
A discussion of the major area of study of the freshmen by first 
and second choices and the related occupations within each of these six 
areas of study follows: 
1. The Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising Department was 
indicated as the first choice of major area of study by 
JJ.8 percent of the freshmen. Table V shows 21 occupational 
titles which these respondents rated as 80.00 or above. 
There were 66.7 percent of these occupational titles related 
to this department as determined by the designated criteria. 
There were 3~ occupations of the 118 titles listed on the 
TABIE-V 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITIES-CTMDEPARTMENT-
·FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
'OCCtJPATlON T llH 
"'FASHION DE.SIGNER 
*CLOTHING DESIGNER 
"'DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER i~:AREA·OF TEXTILES & c(otHING 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
"'FASHION EDITOR 
. INTERIOR DECORATOR 
: "'TEXTILE .DESIGNER 1 
· -'!!'DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA O.F HOUSING, Fl.,IRNISHINGS & EQUIP1'1ENT 
... "'FASHION COORDINATOR . 
*FASklON ILLOStRATOR 
*COHUME DESIGNER . 
SP~CE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST. 
*TEXT ILE LAB TECHNICIAN . 
*CLOTHING CONSULTANT . 
. *~ESEARCH SPECIALIST IN-AREA Of.TE(TILES & CLOTHING 
. *DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 
. FURNITURE DESiGNER . 
DEPARTMENT STORE "BUYER IN AREA·. OF- ART 
*FABRICS COORDINATOR . · . 
<,. ~t~:!~~~/~~!~:R~~ ::~~l~~i:~l_ .· 
.i\ OCCUPAT l(JNAL Tl TLl:,Si Ri:L.Al'ED" _TO ·THIS AREA OF STUDY. 
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.·. RATE 
':llr.ltO 
92.BO 
92.110 
92~80 
91,20 
91.20 
90.lr:0 
BB.BO 
· ae.-aq 
. 118000 
n.20· 
. :t:g 
. 111r.11g 
·· :t:o 
·. 83.20 
82.~Q 
80.80 
eo.oo 
. 80~00 
questionnaire which were related to the department area, 
as seen in Appendix H. There were 41.2 percent of these 
34 occupational titles rated in these higher occupations by 
the freshmen chosing Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
as a first choice of major area of study. The mean score 
for these respondents was 71.39. The mean score for the 
freshmen as a group was 72.92, 
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The Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising Department was 
selected as a second choice of major area of study by 18.9 
percent of the freshmen. There were 37 occupational titles 
with the established rate of 80.00 or above, as shown in 
Table VI. There were 51.3 percent of. these 37 occupational 
titles related to the Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
· Department. Thirty-four of the 118 occupational titles 
listed on the questionnaire were related to this department, 
as shown in Appendix H. There were 55.8 percent of the 
possible related occupational titles rated 80.00 or above. 
The mean score of all 118 occupational titles by this group 
of freshmen was 75.35, and the mean for all occupational 
titles for the total freshmen group was 72.92. 
2. The Family Relations and Child Development Department was 
selected as the first choice of major area of study by 24.3 
percent of the freshmen group. There were 45 occupational 
titles rated 80.00 or above by the respondents in this 
department, as shown in Table VII. There were 22.2 percent 
of the 45 occupational titles related to the Family Relations 
and Child Development Department, 
TABLE VI 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - CTM DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
ace UPA T ION Tl TL E 
*CLOTHING DESIGNER 
*FASHION DESIGNER" 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
*FASHION EDITOR 
*DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF, TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*RE~EARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FOOD CHEMIST 
*TEXTILE DESIGNER 
*FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
PESfARCH.SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
•RESEARCH SPfCI/ILIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
CHILO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
•DEPARTMENT STORE auvER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPFCIALISi IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
*CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
*FASHION COORDINATOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS i CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*COSTUME DESIGNER 
DEPARTMENT STORE RUYEP IN /\REA OF ART 
*DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 
FOOD PE SEARCH SPfC 1/ILIST 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*MAGAZINE FIJITOR IN All.EA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
NUTRITIUN RESEIRCH SPECIALIST 
OFFICE O~SIGNf:R 
*TEXT ILF L Arl TECIINIC I .AN. 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
•CONSUMER EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•DISPLAY DESIGN~R 
*PRODUCT UFVELOPER IN AREA OF TEXTILES f. CLOTHING 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
• OCCUPAT!UNAL TllLCS RlLAIED TO THIS AREA OF STUDY, 
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RATE 
98,5? 
95,71 
95,7l 
95,71 
91,43 
90.00 
88,57 
88.,St 
87.14 
87,14 
as. 11 
85. 71 
~ 5, 7.1 
85,71 
85,71 
85,71 
84,29 
84,.29 
84,29 
82,86 
82,86 
82, 86 
81,43 
81 ,43 
81,43 
81.43 
81,43 
81,43 
81,43 
81,43 
81,43 
·81,43 
81,43 
00.00 
·00.00 
00.00 
80~00 
TABLE VII 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - FRCD DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
FAStUIIN DESIGNER 
l~TE~IOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
SPACE FOOD.TECHNOLOGIST 
F4SHIIJN EDITOR 
FUPNITURE UESIGNER 
•REHABILIIATION SPECIALIST 
T('XTHF DESIGNER 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOP 
FOOD CttFMIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RFLATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
. DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
NUTRlllON. RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
*SOCIAL WORKFR 
COSTUMF DESIGNER 
FASHION C03RDINATON 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
UtPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF HOUSINri, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
MAGA.llNE f:DITOll IN AREA OF ART 
•MAGA~INE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
MAGh/l'IE ElllTUR IN AnA Of HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & HlUIPMENT 
OFFICE OfS IGNEll 
PHJDUCT l)fVELUP~~ IN ARFA OF TtXTILES & CLOTHING 
RfSFARCll Sl'ECIALISI IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
REStARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
FOOD RESEARCH SPfCIALIST 
M/IRKF.TING SPECIALIST IN AREA Or FOOD & NUTRITION 
PRODUCT PU~LICIIY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PIJBLIC RfLJITIUNS EHCUTIVE IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
•CHILL) CARE SPECIALIST 
icHILn GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
*CO~~U'ilTY AID IIOME ECllNllMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATION & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
PRf11lUCT llEVl'LOPMFNT SPFCIALIST IN AREA OF HlUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
TEXT IL! LAB lfCHNICIAN 
URUAN HfNEWAL CllNSULTANT 
Cl.UlrlPVi CONSIJL TA'll 
*Y!IUTH COUNSfLOll 
llfPAR Pff:-.11 S TiJRf- KUYFR IN AREA OF ART 
FAHQICS COORUlNATOR 
f(J(l[) srnv1u Sf>FCIALl'ST 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY OIMECTUR IN AREA OF ART 
*WfLFA>.[ HlJi~E ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
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RATE 
94.44 
94.44 
94.44 
92~22 
91.U 
90.00 
88.89 
86.89 
88.89 
87.78 
87.78 
87. 78 
8.;7. 78 
86.67 
116,67 
86,61' 
85,56 
85,56 
85,Sb 
84.44 
84,44 
8'4,44 
84,44 
84.44 
84.44 
84.44 
84,44 
83,33 
83,33 
83. 33 
83,33 
82,22 
82,22 
82,22 
82,22 
82,22 
82,22 
82,22 
81, ll 
81, ll 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
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Fifteen of the 118 occupational titles were related to 
this department, and 66.7 percent of these were rated 80.00 
or above. See Appendix H for the complete list of related 
occupational titles. The mean score was 77.37 for all the 
occupational titles rated by the freshmen in this department 
as their first choice. The mean for all freshmen was 72.92. 
There were 23.0 percent of the freshmen that identified 
the Family Relations and Child Development Department as a 
second choice of major area of study. Eight occupational 
titles had an average score of 80.00 or above. There were 
12.5 percent of these occupational titles which were related 
to this area of study, as shown in Table VIII. The average 
score of all occupations in this subgroup was 66.52 which was 
somewhat lower than the average of 72.92 for all the freshmen 
for all occupational titles. 
3. The Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration Department 
was designated as a first choice of major area of study by 
6.8 percent of the freshmen. Thirteen occupational titles 
were rated 80.00 or above, as shown in Table IX. All 
thirteen occupational titles were related to the Food, 
Nutrition and Institution Administration Department. 
There were 34.2 percent of the 38 occupational titles 
which were related to this department. See Appendix H for 
the list of related occupational titles. The mean score for 
the group of freshmen that chose this department as a first 
choice of major area of study was 63.66, and the mean for 
all freshmen was 72.92. 
TABLE VIII 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - FRCD DEPARTMENT.., 
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
:OCCUPATION .TITLE 
', :.·-':··. '. -.. ·: ' . 
. [NT~RIO~ DECORAThR 
iNTERIOR DESIGNER 
F'AStHON DESIGNER 
. •SOCIAL WORKER 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
. CtOTHING DESIGNER .. 
DEPARTMENT STtJ!(E BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
Ft.SHICIN EDITOR 
• QCCUPAT IONAL .Tl [LC$ rslLAJ~D TO THIS AR~A OF STUDY. 
37 
!!-ATE 
87.0'1 
87.0'1 
. 83.53 
·82035 
82.35 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
TABLE IX 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES- J;i'N;IA DEPARTMENT.,.. 
OCCUPATION TI Tl E 
•SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
*FOOD CHEMIST 
*NUTRITION RtSEARCH SPECIALIST 
*COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
*D lfT IT I AN 
*FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
•CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOUO & NUTRITION 
•FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
•HOME SERVICE OIRECTO~ 
*INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
•NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
•PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
I occuµAJ!UNAL TIIL[S ~~LAlED TO THIS AREA OF STUDY, 
JS 
RATE 
92,00 
88,00 
88,00 
8't,OO 
8't,00 
B't,00 
B4.00 
so.oo 
80,00 
80,00 
60,00 
80,00 
80,00 
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The Food, Nutr:Ltion and Institution Administration 
Department was designated as a second choice of major area 
of study by 9.5 percent of the freshmen. Sixty occupational 
titles were rated as 80.00 or above by these respondents. 
There were 36.6 percent of these 60 occupations that were 
found to be related to this department as seen in Table X. 
There were 38 occupational titles, of the 118 listed on 
the questionnaire, which were related to this major area of 
study. See Appendix l-1 for the complete list of related 
occupational titles. There were 57.8 percent of these 
occupational titles rated 80a00 or above. The mean score for 
this group of freshmen was 77.67, and the mean of the fresh-
men group for all 118 occupational titles was 72.92. 
~. The Home Economics Education Department was designated as a 
first choice major area of study by 20.3 percent of the 
freshmen. There were 28 occupational titles which were rated 
80.00 or above, as seen in Table XI. There were 10o7 percent 
of these 'occupational titles which were related to this 
department. 
There were 20 occupations related to the Home Economics 
Education Department from the list of 118 titles of the 
questionnaire. There were 15.0 percent of the related occu-
pational titles in this area of study rated 80.00 or above. 
The mean score for this subgroup was 73.32 compared to 72.92 
for all freshmen. 
The Home Economics Education Department was designated 
as a second choice of major area of study by 13s5 percent of 
TABLE X 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - FNIA DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
OCCUPATION .TITLE 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
FASHION DESIGNER 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
RESEARCH SPEtlALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*SP.ACE f 000 T EC HNOL OG IS T 
TEXTILE DES I GNER 
f ASH ION EO I TOR 
*FOOD CHEMIST 
*INSTiTUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*MARKCTING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF fOOD & NUTRITION 
*NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA Of FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
CONSUMER EDUCATION SPF.CIAl:IST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR . 
*FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
*FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
MAGAZINE EDITOH IN AREA Of FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
MAGllllNE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA.OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN AREi\ OF ART 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
•RESTAURANT CHAIN HLNU PLANNER 
CHILO CARE SPECIALIST 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
*COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•EOUCATIUNAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FOOD & N~TRITION 
*EOUCIITIONAL MATERIALS WRlTER IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
fASH(()N conRDINATOk 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
~AGAZINE EUITUR IN AREA OF ART 
OFFICE DESIGNER 
PRUDUCT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PlJAUC RELATIONS EHCUTIVE IN AREA Of FAMILY ECONOMICS&. HOME MANAGEMENT 
*PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA UF FOOD & NUTRITION 
RESEAµ.CH SPECIALIST IN AREA DF FAMILY ECONOMICS & llOHE HANAGEHENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN IIREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*RESTAURANT OWNER 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*ADVERTISIN~ COPYWRITER IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
•CnMMlJNITY AID HO,~E ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
CONSUMER INFURMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTM[NT STORE KUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*D I fT IT I ,\N 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA Of FAHILV ECONOMICS & HOHE HANAGEHENT 
•Fnno CC1LUM'IIST 
*~lSPITAL DIETITIAN 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
NEWSPIIPfR EDITOR IN AREA Of HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EOUIPHENT 
•NEWSPAPER FOOD EDITOR 
PACKAGE DESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
PROUUCT PUllLICITV IHRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUHLICITY DIRl'CTOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*PU~LIC H~ALTH NUTMITIONIST 
*UTILITY HOI-IE l'CIINfltHST IN AHfA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
WFLFAH 11u,~i: ECllNOMIS1 IN Ai\(A UF FAHi.LY ECONO,'IICS & HOHF HANAGEHENT 
VUUT 11 cnurJSEUJI< 
• OC(IJP,\TIO'.,/\L fl !LES i<l:LATF.D TO THIS /\!<EA Of STUDY. 
~ATE 
91.43 
91.43 
91.43 
91.43 
91.43 
91.43 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
88.57 
85. 71 
85. 71 
85. 71 
85 •. 71 
85. 71 
85. 71 
as. 11 
85. 71 
85. 71 
85. 71 
85. 71 
82.8b 
82. 8b 
82.Bb 
82.Bb 
82.Bb 
82.Bb 
82.Bb 
82.86 
82.Bb 
82.8b 
82 • Bb I 
82.86 
82. 8b 1 
82.Bb , 
82,Bb 
82.86 
82. 86 
ao.oo 
8.0 .oo 
so.oo 
80.00 
BO.OD 
eo.oo 
80.00 
80.00 
ao.oo 
80,00 . 
eo.oo 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
ao.oo 
ao.·oo 
80,00 
so.on 
TABLE XI 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL 'l'lTLES - 1-lEED DEPARTMENT-
FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
CLOTHING QESIGNER 
FASHION DESIGNER 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
FASHION EDITOR 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
FOOQ CHEMIST 
FQOO RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
FAMILY LIFE CONSULTANT 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST 1N AREA OF FAMILY RELATIO!IIS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
NUTRITION.CONSULTANT 
•REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
DRESS P~TTERN OESIGNER 
liOSPIUL DIETITIAN 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
*YOUTH COUNSELOR 
DIETITIAN· 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
*SOCIAL WORKER 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
CHILO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
TEST KITCHEN HOME ECONOMIST 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
* OCCUPATIONAL TITL~S RELATED TO THIS AREA OF STUDYo 
4:1 
RATE 
90.67.; 
90~67 ! :~:~~ i 
89. 33 : 
88.oo ; 88.oo · 
8601»7 
86.67 
85.33 
85033 
84.00 
84.00 
82. 67 · 
82.67 
82.67 . 
82.61 . 
82.67 
81.33 
Bl.33 
Bl.33 
81.33 
81.33 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
eo.oo . 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
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the freshmen. Forty-one occupational titles were rated 
80.00 or above, as shown in Table XII. There were 7.3 percent 
of these 41 occupational titles related to this department. 
There were 19 occupational titles related to this department 
from the list of 118 occupational titles on the questionnaire; 
see Appendix H for a complete list of related occupational 
titles. There were 15.7 percent of these 19 occupational 
titles rated 80.00 or above. The mean score of this subgroup 
was 74,76, and the mean score of the freshmen as a whole 
was 72.92. 
5. The Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics Depart-
ment was designated as a first choice of major area of study 
by 1.3 percent of the freshmen group. There were 69 occu-
pational titles rated 80.00 and above. There were 27.5 
percent of these occupational titles related to this depart-
ment, as seen in Table XIII. 
Thirty-four occupations of the 118 titles listed on the 
questionnaire were related to this department. There were 
55.9 percent of these 34 occupational titles which were 
related to the Home Management, Equipment and Family 
Economics Department. 
The Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics 
Department was designated as a second choice of major area 
of study by 5.4 percent of the freshmen group. There were 
69 occupational titles rated as 80,00 or above by this fresh-
man group, and 21.7 percent of these occupational titles were 
related to this department. See Table XlV. 
TABLE XII 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HEED DEPARTMENT,.. 
OCCUPATIUN TITLE 
FASHION OESIGNEK 
INTE~IOR DECOPATOR 
INTERIOR OFSIGNER 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
DEPARTMENT STOAE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
f.11111) C~IEMIST 
NUTPITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
SPACE FOOD TECHNULOGIST 
FOOD HESEARCli SP.EC IALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AA~A OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
TOTILF tlFSIGNfR 
TEXTILF LAH TECHNICIAN 
DEPARIMENT ST•JR[ ilUVER IN ARrA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMrnT 
FASHILJN COtlROIN,\Tlll'. 
FASH ION FO IT lJR 
RESEARCH SPtCIALIST IN ARlA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
RESEARCH s<>ECIALIST rn AO.cf\ OF FAMILY ECONtlMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
COS TU Mt Dl' SI Giff R 
~t'SFAACH 5P[CIAL!ST IN APf'A !JF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & .ElJUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPFCIALIST IN AREA Of l~STITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
*SOC IAI. WOkK[R 
TEST KITCHEN n(k[CTnP 
FURNITIIPF. :>F.SIGNl'f, 
MAl,KHl,\IG SPF.CIAI.IST I!~ ARFA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
*~FHAoll ITA[IU~ SPl:CIALIST 
TFST KITCHEN ~JME ~CONOMIST 
UR~A\j PFN[WAL CONSULTANT 
CHILD :;IJl[JA!,CE C£llJNS1'L0~ 
CLllTIH NG CONS•JL TA,\IT 
Fae~ IC~ COIJPDINATIJR 
FA5Hlf1N ILLUSTP.ATIJf· 
*~IJIOANCE Cf1UN5cl.OK' 
MIJHILE HUfncS IJF.51 GiicR 
PP[iPUCT t1(VfLOPEH It.. AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PULlLIC •EL~TIUNS EXECUTIVE IN AAEA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
IIOTF L M ,\"l A Gm 
~AGA.ll>1[ [DITDP IN APEA rJF A-RT 
~AGA!l~f tUITU~ IN AREA OF FA~ILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
NUT•IT10N CUNSULIANT 
p,U_ii)UCT JF.VcLIJP'~['IT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FUAIHSHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
.PIHiLIC Hl:AUH fllJTP.ITl[.llHST 
iJCC•.ti'Al j(JCJ/1l.' TI flt:.:, .l<r.L/\H:D TO THIS Ar,(11 Or STUDY, 
RATE l 
96, oo ! 
96, 00 ,, 
96,00 l 
94, 00 :l 
94, 00 1 
94,00 '., 
94 .oo ., 
94.00 
92,00 
92,00 
92,00 
92,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90, 00 ' 
88, 00 ' 
66,00 
86,00 
86,00 
86,00 
86,00 
84,00 
84,00 
84,00 
84,00 
84,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
8?.,00 
82,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80, 00' 
80,00 
TABLE XIII 
HIGt{ER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HMEFE DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
OCCUPAl ION T !Tl E 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*AL!l'~RT IS ING COPYWRITER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURN! SHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
AIRLINE FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
*APPLIANCE SPECIALIST 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
COMMUNITY AIU HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA UF FAMILY RELATION & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
*CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
CONSUMER EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
DIETITIAN 
FOOD CHEMIST 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
•MONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER IN AREA Of FOOD & NUTRITION 
ARMED SERVICES DIETITIAN 
CAFETERIA SUPERVISOR 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
*CITY PLANNING CONSULTANT 
COLOR COORDINATOR 
COMMUNITY AID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRIT10N 
*CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
*CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
FASHION DESIGNER 
FASHION EDITOR 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
FOOD COLUMNIST 
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHER 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
HOTEL EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 
HOT EL MANAGER 
INTFRIOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
*MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*MAGAZINE EOITOR IN ARcA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALtST 
OFFICf DESIGNER 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*PRODUCT DEVFLUPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*REHAblllTATION SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN A~EA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RATE 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
80,00 
80.00 
8C,OO 
80,00 
60,00 
80,00 
60,00 
60,00 
60,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
60,00 
60,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80,00 
R0,00 
80,00 
60,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80 ,00 
60.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION AOMINISTRATIUN 
•SAVINGS BANK HOME FCONQMIST 
SllCUL WORKER 
•TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
*TEST KITCHEN HOME ECONOMIST 
Tl'XTILE UESIGl'lER 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
*UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HO~E MANAGEMENI 
*UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
• QCCUPAT!ONAL T!TLlS RLLAIED TO THIS ARtA OF STUDY. 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
80.00 
ao.oo 
eo.oo 
eo.oo 
80.00 
eo.oo 
ao.oo 
so.co 
TABLE XIV 
HIGHER RATED OCCuPATIONAL TITIES.,. IiMEFE DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
FASHION DESIGNER 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
INTERHJR DE .. S.IGNER 
A lf\LINE FOO'D srnv I Cf SUP ERV I SOR 
COMMUNITY ~ID HOME ECONOMISf IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATION£ CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOOD £ NUTRITION 
CONSUMER EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
011:TITIAN 
FASHION EDITOR · 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
•PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVI: IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS E HOME MANAGEMENT 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS E HUME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS E CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS E EQUIPMENT 
CHllD CIIRE SPECIALIST 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSFLOR 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRFCTOR 
*CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN ARCA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS £ HOME MANAGEMENT 
•CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
•CONSUME~ INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS £ HOME MANAGEMENT 
CONSUMFR MAIIKEl"ING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATllJN 
COSTUMf DESIGNFK 
DEPARTMENT STOKE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILEi £ CLOTHING 
•DEPAP.TMENT STIJRl: ijl/Y[R IN AR.fA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
•FDUCATIDNAL MATERIALS wRIHR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONUMICS £ HOME MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATIONAL MATEMIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FOOD£ NUTRITION 
EllU(ATIONAl MATERIALS wRJTEP. IN AREA llf INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
FASHIUN COlltl.DINATOR 
FO(lD CHEMIST 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
HOSP I r AL DI ET IT I AN 
HOHL MANAGtR 
INOUSTRIAL FOOD S~MVICE MANAGER 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOU £ NUTRITION 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
•PROUUCT DEVELUPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS£ EQUIPMENT 
PU!lllC HEAL TH NlJTf{I TIDNIST 
PUHLICITY Dl~fCTOR IN AREA OF FOOD£ NUTRITION 
•REHA D II ll AT I ! JN SPEC I AL I ST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES £ CLOTHING 
RESEAMCH SPtCiALIST IN AMEA Of INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
ARMEO SERVICES Dl[TITIAN 
.CITY PL ANN I NG CONSULT ANT 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
CllM'l!JMITY AIU HOl-1E ECUl~f1.'-1IST IN AREA OF FOOD f. NUTRITlllN 
EXHIBIT DESIGNEk 
•FAMILY FINANCIAL COUNSELOR 
FAMILY LIF& CONSULTANT 
FOOD MFSEARCH SPECIALIST 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
•MAGAZINE EDITOR IM AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS E HOME MAN1\l",EMENT 
~AGAZINf EDITUP IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS~ CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*MAGAZINE EDITOR 1M AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS £ E()UIPMENT 
lJ:6 
RATE 
95,00 
95 .oo . 
95,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90.00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90.00 
90,00 
90, 00 
90,00 
90. 00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,0U 
85.00 
85,00 
85,00 
85.00 
85.00 
85,00 
85,00 
85.00 
85,00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85,00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85,00 
85,00 
85.00 
85,00 
85.00 
80,00 
80, 00 
H0,00 
80.00 
80,00 
eo.oo 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
~OHILE HOMES DESIGNFR 
•MONEY MANAGE~ENI SPfCIALIST 
'•IUSEUM CUkA TIJR 
tlFWSPf,PFR FOIJ[) FD !Tfll( 
OFF IC~ DtSIGNFK 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 
l'RIIDUCT i'UBL !CITY DIP.l'CTOR IN AP.EA OF TEXTILES f, CLOTHING 
sue IAL WORKER 
SPACE: HIOO TECH1WL1!GlS1 
l'EXTILf: OF51GNER 
UTILITY HOME EC'lNll''ilST IN AkEA IJF FOOD f. NUTRITION 
WEL FAP.F llllMl 1-'COl·llW!ST Hi ARC~ 1JF FAMILY REL/IT IONS & CHILO DEVEUJP~E'H 
l)C:C'JPAr ((JN/\L Tl ILES l,i:L/IT[I) ro THIS /11<E1\ OF ,,TUl)Y. 
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80.00 
80.00 
so.oo 
80.00 
80,00 
B0.00 
80.00 
H0.00 
80.00 
ll0.00 
110.00 
48 
There were 34 occupations, of the 118 occupation titles 
in the questionnaire, related to this department. See 
Appendix H. There were 44.1 percent of these 34 related 
occupational titles rated 80.00 and above. The mean score 
for all the occupational titles rated by this subgroup of 
freshmen was 79.32, and the mean score for the freshmen as a 
group was 72. 92. 
6. The Housing and Interior Design Department was designated as 
a first choice of major area of study by 13.5 percent of the 
freshmen. There were 29 occupational titles rated 80~00 or 
above, as seen in Table XV. There were 37.9 percent of these 
occupational titles related to this department. There were 
22 occupations, of the 118 occupational titles, which had a 
relationship with the Housing and Interior Design Department 
See Appendix H,;\ There were 50.0 percent of these 22 occu-
pational titles rated 80.00 or above. The mean score for 
this subgroup was 72.69 and the mean score for all freshmen 
was 72.92. 
The Housing and Interior Design Department was desig-
nated as a second choice of major area of study by 13.5 
percent of the freshmen, Forty-three occupational titles 
were rated 80.00 or above. There were 27.9 percent of these 
43 occupational titles related to the Housing and Interior 
Design Department, as shown in Table XVI. 
There were 22 occupations, of tpe 118 titles listed on 
the questionnaire, related to this department, as shown in 
Appendix H. There were 54.5 percent of these 22 occupational 
TABLE XV 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HID DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, FIRST CHOICE 
OCCUPAT [ON TITLE 
*INT ER IOR DES I GNER 
*INTERIOR DECORATOR 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
FASftlON OES IGNF.R 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA Of TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*DEPAPTMENT STORE BUYER IN AR~A OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
*FURNITURE DFSIGNER 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
/\DVERTISING f,CCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING. 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
FASHION EDITOR 
M/\GAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
THTILE DESIGNER 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
*DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF ART 
FABRICS COORDINATOR 
vnurn COUNSF.LOR 
*MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS f. EQUIPMENT 
*MOBILE HOMES OESIGNtR 
*UF-FICF. DESIGNER 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
DIETITIAN 
FOOD CHEMIST 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS f. CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
*PRODUCT O!:VELOPMfNT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FUKNISHINGS f. EQUIPMENT 
*PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHl~GS, EQUIPMENT 
"ClC(UPi\T!ONAL T!TLC'.; r,LL/\lED TO TH!'.i (\[<cl\ Of- SliJIJY. 
RATE 
100.00 
9b • 00 
94.00 
9,,.00 
92.00 
92.00 
90.00 
90,00 
88.00 
80.00 
80.00 
86,00 
81>,00 
86.00 
86,0L) 
86,00 
8 1,,00 
84,00 
84,00 
04,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82.00 
82,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
8(1,00 
TABLE XVI 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HID DEPARTMENT -
FRESHMEN, SECOND CHOICE 
50 
UCCUPATIUN TITLE MATE 
CLOTHING UESIGNER 
FASHl!JN llfSIGNFA 
FASHlllN EfllTOP. 
*INTER I OP .llES I Gil ER 
CUSTU~I~ OCSIGNEI< 
FA~H l!,N I LL US TR l\lilP 
wFUPNITURf DESIGNER 
*INlERIOR OECQRATOP 
SPACE FUOO TECHNOLOGIST 
TEXT llf llFS IGNf:R 
Dtf'ART>lf:NT SHJR[ euvrn IN AREA OF TEXTILES f. CLOTIIING 
•DFPARTMCNT STORE dUYEA IN AREA UF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
URfSS P~TT~PN DESIGNER 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FISHIUN COORDIN~TOR 
.·~AGAllNE ['l>ITlJi-> (l'l ARE,\ OF APT 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
FOC)I) CHEMIST 
w'lflllll( IIOMFS DES IGNFR 
wOEP•KTMENT STORE HUVER IN AKlA fJF ART 
DISPLAY n;:qr,NEP 
HOHL i.,At,J,\GEll 
TfXTllf LAH TECHNICIAN 
AOV~RT1S1NG AkflST 
wCITY PLANNING CUNSULTANT 
CO'ISUME,, [i)UCATION SPf'ClAl.lST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLIHHING 
EXH 1 H II Of S lf,is[R 
FAflµ ICS Cll!1HlllN/1fl)R 
MAGAllNF [DITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DtVELOPMENT 
wMACAll'IE [OITIJK IN AP,[A IJF HUUSING, FURNISHINGS & E(JUIPMENT 
*OFFICE DESIGNl'R 
RF:SEA,«:H SPfCIALlST IN !\REA llF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*ADvrcRTISll,G CiJPY\;PllfP IN AIH.A DF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*CllNSIJ'H:R UltJSlll TMH IN AREA 01' HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQLIIPMl'NT 
COMSUM[f\ INFflHMAllilN SPl'C (Al 1ST IN AREA OF ART 
MAC.AZIM: l:IJITOR H, /,",EA IIF FAMILY ECONOMICS & IIDME MANAGEMENT 
NUT~ITl!lN RESEARCH SPECIILIST 
PP.OIJUCT PU[ll !Cl TY urnECT•JH IN Af<[A OF ART. 
PRnouc1 PLIHLICITY DIRECTOM IN AAEA OF TEXTILES£ CLOTHING 
~[Hi\c\lL (TAT 1/JN SPEUAL 1ST 
FFSFA~CH SPfC IALIST IN AIUA llf FA"11LY [CONO~ICS & Htl"IF MANAGEMENT 
RESEAP(H SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*~ESEARLH SPfCIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS£ EQUIPMENT 
96,00 
96,00 
96,00 
%,00 
94,00 
')2,00 
92,00 
92,00 
92,00 
92,00 
90,00 
·90. 00 
CJ0,00 
88,00 
88,00 
88,00 
86,00 
86,00 
86,00 
84,00 
84.00 
84,00 
84, ()0 
87.,00 
82,00 
87.. 00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
82,00 
62.00 
8G,OO 
8(,. 00 
H0,00 
80,()0 
8G,OO 
80.00 
80,00 
80.00 
110,00 
H0,00 
80,00 
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titles rated 80.00 or above. The mean score of the 118 
occupational titles rated by this subgroup of freshmen was 
75.71. The mean score for the freshmen group as a whole was 
Hypothesis III 
The third hypothesis stated there would be no relationship between 
the higher prestige ratings of business occupational titles and the 
senior's declared major areas of study. A relationship between the 
senior's higher prestige rating scores and the declared area of study 
was indicated in five of the six department areas. 
The following discussion of the senior group is di v.ided into the 
six areas of study, or departments, as established at Oklahoma State 
University. 
1. The Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising Department was 
designated as a major area of study by 12.3 percent of the 
seniors. Twenty-two occupational titles were rated 80.00 
or above by these seniors. There were 50.0 percent of these 
occupational titles related to this department i ,. as shown in 
Table XVII. 
There were 3~ occupations, of the 118 titles on the 
questionnaire, related to the Clothing, Textiles and Mer-
chandising Department, as seen in Appendix H. There were 
32.~ percent of these 3~ occupational titles rated 80.00 or 
above. The mean score of all the occupations rated by this 
subgroup was 70.~1, and the mean score of all the occupational 
titles by the senior group was 72.11. 
TABLE XVII 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - CTM DEPARTMENT -
SENIORS 
OCCUPATION l lTLE 
•CLOTHING DESIGNER 
•FASHION DESIGNER 
•COSTUMF. DESIGNER 
•FASHION COORDINATOR 
* FASHION EDITOR 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
CITV PLANNING CONSULTANT 
DEPARTMENT STORE 8UVER IN AREA OF ART • 
FOOD CHEM( sr· 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
•TEXTILE DESIGNER 
•ADVERTISING ARTIST 
•ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
•DISPLAY DESIGNER 
•DRF.SS PATTERN DESIGNER 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SP~CIALIST 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
* occu~AT!UNAL T!TL~~ RLLATEU TO THI~ AREA OF STUUY. 
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97.14 
94.2'1 
91.4) 
85. 71 
85. 7l 
85.71 
82.8& 
82.So 
82.So 
82.Bb 
82.86 
82. 86 
82.81> 
82.86 
80.00 
80.00 
80.00 
80.00 
80.00 
so.co 
80.00 
ao.oo 
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2. The Family Relations and Child Development Department was 
designated by 29.8 percent of the seniors as a major area of 
study. Nineteen occupational titles were rated as 80.00 or 
above, and 31.6 percent of these were related to this depart-
ment area, as shown in Table XVIII. 
There were 15 occupational titles which were related to 
this department out of the 118 occupational titles listed in 
the questionnaire, as seen in Appendix H. Forty percent of 
these occupational titles were rated 80.00 or above. 
The mean score of all 118 occupational titles as 
determined by the seniors in this subgroup was 70.63. The 
mean score of the seniors totally was 72.11. 
3. The Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration Department 
was designated by 7.0 percent of the seniors as a major area 
of study. There were 92 occupational titles with a rating 
of 80.00 or above. There were 37.0 percent of these 92 occu-
pational titles related to this department area, as seen in 
Table XIX. 
There were 38 occupations related to this department 
area, as seen in Appendix H. There were 89.5 percent of 
these occupational titles rated 80.00 or above. The mean 
score for this subgroup of seniors for all 118 occupations 
was 82.46. The average for all seniors for all occupational 
titles was 72.11. 
4. The Home Economics Education Department was designated as the 
major area of study by 38.6 percent of the seniors. Ten 
occupational titles were rated as 80.00 or above, and are 
TABLE XVIII 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - FRCD DEPARTMENT -
SENIORS 
OCCUPATION Tl TL E 
FASHION DESIGNER 
FASHION EDITOI\ 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
•CHILO CARE SPECIALIST 
SPACE FOOU TECHNOUlGIST 
*CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
COS TU11E. DES I GNER 
FOOD 11.E SEAl{C.H SPEC I ALI ST 
RFSEARCH SPECIAL 1ST 1111 AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
FASHION ILLUSTII.ATOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
~RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CITY PLANNING CONSULTANT 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
*REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
•RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
* OCCUl'AT IUNAL Tl flt,; i<LLATt:D TO THIS AREA OF STU1)Y. 
RATE 
92.94 
66.24 
6 7 .01, 
117. Ob 
85.86 
85.86 
84,71 
84. 7l 
63,53 
!13,53 
83.53 
82,35 
82,35 
82.35 
81.10 
Bl .18 
lll,18 
81, 18 
tl0.00 
TABLE XIX 
HIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONA TITLES - FNIA DEPARTMENT -
SENIORS 
OCCUPAT ioN TITLE 
*NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
CHILO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
*COMMUNITY AID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
COMMUNITY AID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATION & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*DIET IT IAN 
*FOOD CHEMIST 
•FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
•FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
GUIDANCE COUNStLOR 
*NUTRITION CONSULJANT 
*PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
*SPACE FUOO TECHNOLOGIST 
WELFARE HUME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RE(ATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
*AIRLINE FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
*ARMED SERVICES DIETITIAN 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
CONSUMFR CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HUME MANAGEMENT 
*CONSUMfR CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
*CONSUMER MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
*EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FOOU & NUTRITION 
*INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
INTERIO~ DECORATOR 
KITCHEN PLANNER 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
SOCIAL >IORKER 
*TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
*UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
YOUTH CDUNSELllR 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
*COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
CONSUMfR INFORMATfUN SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
FOUCATILINAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*FDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA UF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
FASHION nESIGNER 
FASHION EDITOR 
FURNITURE DFSIGNER 
1-tOMF PLANNING SPECIALIST 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO OEVFLUPMENT 
*MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
PACKAGE llESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
PROOIJCT DEVELOPER IN AREA 0 0F ART 
l'RODllCT DE:VELUPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA UF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF ART 
PIJt!LI C HOUSING C!lNSULT ANT 
PIJBLIC RELATIONS EXlCUTIVE IN AREA OF A~T 
*PUtlLICITY ornECTOR IN AIHA OF FOOll & NUTRlflON 
*RFSEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
SAVINGS B~NK HOME ECONOMIST 
*SC.HllOL LUNCH· DIRECTOR 
*HST Kl TCHEN lillME ECONOMIST 
U~~AN P~NEWAL CONSULTANT 
Ulll lfY 1-tOl~E ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS t; HOME MANAGEMENT 
*UTILITY rlOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
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RATE 
100.00 
95~00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00. 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
95,00 
90,00 
'l0,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
CJ0,00 
90,00 
90,00 
90,00 
<J0,00 
<J0,00 
CJ0.00 
85,00 
85,00 
s;.oo 
85,0C 
85,00 
h,.oo 
05.00 
85,0() 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85.00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
85,00 
e;.oo 
85,00 
8~.00 
85,00 
TABLE XIX (Continued) 
WELFARE HUME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILV ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*ADVERTISING COPVWRITER IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
CIT¥ PLANNING CONSULTANT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENf 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
EQUIPMFNT DESIGNER 
FAMILV FINANCIAL COUNSELOR 
FAMILV LIFE CONSULTANT 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
*Hlllll COLUMN I ST 
HIJME LIGHTING CONSULTANT 
*HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR 
*HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
*HOTEL MANAGER 
*INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
MAGAZINE EOIHJR IN AREA DF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
MUNEV MANAGEMENT SPFCIALIST 
*NEWSPAPER FOOD EDITOR 
OFFICE DESIG'l[R 
PRODUCT OEVELOPEP IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AMEA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PUHLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIAi.i ST IN AREA OF HXrlLES & CUJTIIING 
RESEARCII S~ECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILV ECONOMICS & HUME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FU1UIISHlNGS (. EQUIPMENT 
*RESTAURANT OWNFR 
*SCHOOL LUNCH CONSULlANT 
Tl:XTILE DESIGNER 
TEXTILf LAR TECHNICIAN 
UTILITY HOME ECONUMIST IN A<UA Of HOUSING, ~URNISHINGS f. EQUIPMENT 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
-It· OCCUl-1/',l iUNt\L 11 TLl>J r...:LL!llt:I) ro THIS i\!\l:.A or: STUl)Y. 
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85.00 
80.00 
80.00 
80.00 
80.00 
80 .oo 
80.00 
80.00 
HO.DO 
. 00 • 00 
ao.oo 
80.00 
00.00 
so.oo 
so.oo 
ao.oo 
80,00 
80.00 
80.00 
so.oo 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
00.00 
80,00 
80.00 
00.00 
80,00 
80,00 
A0,00 
80,00 
00,00 
80.00 
80,00 
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presented in Table XX. None of these occupational titles 
were related to this area of study. This department had a 
smaller number of related occupational titles on thequestion-
naire since the occupational area of teaching was excluded 
for the purpose of this study, The mean score for this 
subgroup was 71.~8, and the mean score for all seniors for 
all 118 occupational titles was 72.11. 
5. The Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics Depart-
ment was designated as a major area of study by 108 percent 
of the seniors. Ninety-four occupational titles were rated 
as 80.00 or above and 34.0 percent were related to this 
department, as shown in Table XXI. Thirty-four occupational 
titles were related to. this area of study, as shown in 
Appendix H. There were 94.2 percent of these 34 occupational 
titles rated 80.00 or above. The mean score was 82.80, 
compared to 72.11 for all seniors. 
6. The Housing and Interior Design Department was designated as 
a major area of study by 10.5 percent of the seniors. Twenty-
seven occupational titles were rated 80.00 or above, and 37.0 
percent of these occupational titles were related to this 
department area. Table XXII presents these higher rated 
occupational titles. Twenty-two occupations, of the 118 
titles on the questionnaire, related to this department area. 
There were 45.5 percent of these 22 occupational titles rated 
80.00 or above. The mean score for all 118 occupational 
titles by this subgroup was 72.06, and the mean score for all 
118 occupational titles for all the seniors was 72.11. 
TABLE XX 
HI~HER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HEED DEPARTMENT-
SENIORS 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
FASt-tlml OFSIGNER 
CLOTHIN~ DESIGNER 
INTEMIOA DECORATOR 
SPACE Fnuo T[CHNULOGIST 
COSTUMF OES IGNER 
FOOD CHEMIST 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
FOOD RESEARCH SPFCIALIST 
OCCIJl'ATIONJ\L TITL.C:.S l''[LAT[D TD THI'.i AlffA OF STllllY, 
RATE 
88. 18 
87.27 
84.55 
84,55 
83,(,4 
82, 73 
82, 73 
80,91 
80,00 
00.00 
TABLE XXI 
1-lIGHER RATED OCCUPATIONAL TIT4ES - HMEFE DEPARTMENT -
SENIORS 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN ARE,OF TEXTILES£ CLOTHING 
*APPl(ANCE SPEC! ALIST . 
*CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FA~ILY ECONOMICS£ HOME MANAGEMENT 
*CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
*CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FIMILY ECONOMICS£ HOME MANAGEMENT 
*EUUIPMf:NT DESIGNER 
FOOO CHEMIST 
FOOD ~ESEARCH SPECIALIST 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
*KITCHEN £ EQUIPMENT EDITOR 
*MAGAZINE ED!TUR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*MAGAl!NE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS f. EQUIPMENT 
*MONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
*NEWSPAPER EDITOR IN AREA OF HUUS ING, FURNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
*PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS£ EQUIPMENT 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR [N AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
•PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS C. EQUIPMENT 
*PUBLIC RELATIONS EXfCUTIVE IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS£ HUME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AMEA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS £ HOME MANAGEMENT 
RfSEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS £ CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FUMNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
RESEAPCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
*SAVINGS DANK HOME ECONOMIST 
SOCIAL WORKER 
SPACE FOOO TECHNOLOGIST 
*TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
*TEST KITCHEN HOME ECONOMIST 
TEXTILE LAD TECHNICIAN 
*UTII.ITY HUME ECONOMl ST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
*UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FUKN ISHINGS C. EQUIPMENT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AMEA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMIN!STMATION 
*WELFARE HUME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS E HOME MANAGEMENT 
WELFAPE HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER IN AREA OF FOOD E NUTRITION 
*ADVERTISING COPYWMlTER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
AIRLIN!: FO!lll SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
ARMED SERVICES DIETITIAN 
CAfETFR I A SUPf'RV I SUR 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELQR 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
COLLEGE FOOO SERVIC~ DIRECTOR 
CO~MUNITV AID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOO E NUTRITION 
COMMUNITY Alll lHlME ECONOMIST IN AREA Uf FAMILY RELATIUN & CHILO OEVELOPMENT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN ARFA OF FOOD£ NUTRITION 
CUNSU~ER EDUCATION SPfCIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES £ CLOTHING 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SP~CIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
CUNSU:~fK MARKET ING SPECIAi.i ST IN AREA OF l'IST!TUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
COSTUME llESIGNEH 
LllETITl,\'l 
ORFSS PATTERN DESIGNER 
~OUCATIONAL MATfR!ALS WRITER IN AREA.OF FAMILY ECONOMICS E HOME MANAGEMENT 
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RATE 
100.00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
LC0,00 
100.00 
l ('IQ. 00 
100,00 
lC0,00 
100.00 
100.00 
100 .oo 
100.00 
· 100.00 
lG0,00 
100,00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
100 .oo 
100.00 
100.00 
100,00 
100,00 
100,00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80. 00 
80,00 
80.00 
80 .oo 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
B0,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
TABLE XXI (Cont~nued) 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF INSTITUTION AOMINISTRATION 
FXHltllT DESIGNER 
FAHRICS COORDINATOR 
•FAMILY FINANCIAL COUNSELOR 
FAMILY LIFE CONSULTANT 
FASHION DESIGNER 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
•HOME LIGHTING CONSULTANT 
*HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
HOME SfRVICE DIRECTOR 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
INTFRIOR DECORATOR 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
*KI TC HEN PLANNER 
*LAUNDRY CONSULTANT 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTS SPECIALIST 
MAGAZINf FDITUR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
*MOVING & STORAGE CONSULTANT 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
PACKAGE DESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT OEVELOP~R IN /\RfA llF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF ART 
*PUBLIC HOUSING CONSULTANT 
PUBLICITY DIH[CTUR IN A~EA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
•REHABILITATIUN SPECIALIST 
HESTAURANT CHAIN MENU PLANNER 
SCHOOL LUNCH CONSULTANT 
TEXTILF D£S1GNfR 
*URBAN RENEWAL CONSULTANT 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
YOUTl1 COUNSELOR 
~A.(UPI\T l(,N/\L I I ! LI:.::, :-.:LL/\ 1 t.LJ ! U TH I::", Al\tA ut- S I'U[)Y • 
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80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80 .oo 
80,00 
80.00 
80.,00 
80,00 
AO.DO 
80,00 
80.00 
80.00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
~o.oo 
TABIB XXII 
liIGHE~ RATEP OCCUPATIONAL TITLES - HID DEPARTMENT -
SENIORS 
OCCUPATION Tl TLE 
•FURNITURE OESIGNER 
CHILO GUIDANCE COUNSFLOR 
*CITY PLANNING CONSULTANT 
FASHION DESIGNER 
•INTERIOR DESIGNER 
.SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
FASIHUN EDITOR 
FOOD CHEMIST 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TE~TILES & CLOTHING 
FASIIIDN COORDINATOR 
•NEWSPAPER EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA UF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
•URBAN RENEWAL CONSULTANT 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
•ADVERTISING COPYWP.ITER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
AlRLINE FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
•DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
•HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
*MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
*RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
• OCCUPATIONAL TJTLtS ~tLATEO TU THIS AREA OF STUOYo 
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RATE 
9b.67 
90.00 
90.00 
90.00 
90.00 
90,00 
8b,b1 
Bb,b1 
86, b 7 
81, ,b 7 
83,33 
83,33 
83,33 
83,33 
83,33 
83,33 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80.00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
80,00 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this exploratory study were to investigate the 
relative prestige of professional occupational titles of female home 
economists in business; and to study the relationship of certain 
prestige factors related to the major areas of study selected by pros-
pective home economists. 
It was hypothesized that: 
1. There will be no significant difference between the freshmen 
and the senior women in the prestige ratings of selected 
occupational titles. 
2. There will be no identifiable relationship between the higher 
prestige ratings of selected occupational titles of the 
freshmen and the choices of major area of study. 
J. There will be no identifiable relationship between the higher 
prestige ratings of selected occupational titles of the 
seniors and the declared major areas of study. 
The data was obtained by means of a questionnaire administered to 
a selected group of freshmen and senior students enrolled in Home 
Economics at Oklahoma State University during the fall of 1969 and the 
spring of 1970. 
The questionnaire listed 118 occupational titles which the respon-
dents were asked to rate according to the prestige value as represented 
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by one of six adjectives. These adjectives were weighted and the 
mathematical calculations resulted in a prestige rated score for each 
occupational title. The average score for each occupational title was 
obtained by calculating all the respondents ratingso 
Statistical and qualitative analyses were based on a random sample 
of 7~ freshmen and 57 seniors. The Spearman rank correlation, the 
t test of significance, means, and percentages were used to analyze 
the data. The .05 level was established as the level of significance. 
The prospective home economists in this study tended to perceive 
the prestige of occupational titles of home economists in business in a 
similar manner. The correlation between the freshmen and senior 
prestige ratings scores was significant beyond the .01 level. This was 
based on at value of 22.80 for a correlation coefficient of .90 and 
116 pegrees of freedom. 
The freshmen group tended to rate the occupational titles higher 
than the senior group. The mean score of the 118 occupational titles 
for the freshmen group was 72.92, and the mean score of the senior 
group was 72.11. 
A relationship between the higher rated occupational titles and 
the choice of major area of study existed according to the limits of 
this study. The following percentages indicate the number of occu- . 
pational titles rated 80.00 or above which were related to the particu-
lar area of study according to the first choice of the freshmen 
students: Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising Department, 66.7 
percent; Family Relations and Child Development Department, 22.2 
percent; Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration Department, 
100.0 percent; Home Economics Education Department, 10.7 percent; 
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Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics Department, 27.5 
percent; and the Housing and Interior Design Department, 37.9 percent. 
The following percentages indicate the number of occupationai 
titles rated 80.00 or above which were related to the particular area 
of study according to the second choice of the freshmen students: 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising Department, 51.3 percent; Family 
Relations and Child Development, 12.5 percent; Food, Nutrition and 
Institution Administration, 36.6 percent; Home Economics Education 
Department, 7.3 percent; Home Management, Equipment and Family 
Economics, 21.7 percent; and Housing and Interior Design Department, 
27.9 percent. 
The following percentages indicate the number of occupational 
titles rated 80.00 or above which were related to the particular area 
of study according to the senior students: Clothing, Textiles and 
Merchandising, 50.0 percent; Family Relations and Child Development, 
31.6 percent; Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration, 37.0 
percent; Home Economics Education Department, O.O percent; Home Manage-
ment, Equipment and Family Economics, 34.o percent; and Housing and 
Interior Design Department, 37.0 percent. 
In both the fr~shmen and the senior groups a relationship tended 
to exist between the higher prestige ratings of the business occu-
pational titles and the choice of major areas of study. The strongest 
relationships were 'found in those departments which prepare students 
for careers as home economists in business. 
The correlation between the prestige ratings of the freshmen and 
senior groups tended to support the findings of previous prestige 
studies--that these ratings do not change significantly over time. 
Further. studies of a longevity nature using homogeneous samples would 
be necessa7y to validate such generalizations in the area of home 
economists is business. 
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This study indicated that there was a relationship between the 
prestige ratings of occupational titles of home economists in business 
and the choice of major area of study. Further studies of this nature 
might contribute to the body of information used by home economists in 
career guidance. Such studies might investigate and identify occu-
pations of home economists not included in this study. 
Another type of study might be designed to investigate the 
influence of certain words used in occupational titles. Words, such 
as "designer," may have a bearing on the prestige rating regardless of 
the subject matter represented. 
Further prestige studies might compare women's ratings of occu-
pational titles of home economists in business with other occupational 
titles for women. Such prestige ratings might also be compared to the 
prestige values assigned·to the occupational titles for meno 
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APPENDIX 
OCCUPATIONAL TITLES LISTED BY 
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
IN CAREER LEAFLETS 
Art 
Advertising Artist 
Clothing Designer 
College Teacher 
Color Coordinator 
Consumer Information Specialist 
Costume Designer 
Crafts Instructor 
Department Store Buyer 
Display Designer 
Dress Pattern Designer 
Extension Specialist 
Fabrics Coordinator 
Fashion Illustrator 
· Furniture Designer 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Interior Decorator 
Magazine Editor 
Package Designer 
Product Developer 
Product Publicity Director 
Public .Relations Executive 
Textile Designer 
Therapist 
Visual Aids Specialist 
Family Economics - !!2fil2. Management 
Adult Education Teacher 
College or High School Teacher 
Consumer Consultant 
Consumer Information Specialist 
Educational Materials Writer 
Extension Specialist in Family 
Economics 
E.xtension Specialist in Home 
Management 
4-H Leader 
Family Financial Counselor 
Magar.ine Editor 
Money Management Specialist 
Moving and Storage Consultant 
Peace Corps Volunteer 
Public Housing Consultant 
Public Relations Executive 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist 
Savings Bank Home Economist 
Utility Home Economist 
VISTA Worker 
Welfare Home Economist 
Family Relations and Child Development 
Adu.Lt Education Teach;;-
Child Care Specialist 
Child Guidance Counselor 
College or High School Teacher 
Community Aid Home Economist 
Day School Teacher 
Elementary School Teacher 
Extension Specialist in Child 
Development 
Extension Specialist in Family Relations 
Family Life Consultant 
4-H Leader 
Guidance Counselor 
Magazine Editor 
Nursery School Teacher 
Parent Education Specialist 
Peace Corps Volunteer 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist 
Social Worker 
VISTA Worker 
Welfare Home Economist 
· Youth Counselor 
Fo.od and Nutrition 
Advertising Copywriter 
College or High School Teacher 
Consumer Consultant 
Community Aid Home Economist 
Dietitian 
Educational Materials Writer 
Extension Specialist 
Food Chemist 
Food Columnist 
Food Photographer 
Food Research Specialist 
Marketing Specialist 
Newspaper Food Editor 
Nutrition Consultant 
Nutrition Research Specialist 
Peace Corps Volunteer 
Public Health Nutritionist 
Publicity Director 
School Lunch Consultant 
Space Food Technologist 
Test Kitchen Home Economist 
Utility Home Economist 
VISTA Worker 
Home Economics Education 
Adult Education Teacher 
College Teacher 
Community Aid Home Economist 
Consumer Educator · 
Curriculum Specialist 
Day School Administrator 
Educational Materials Writer 
Elementary School Teacher 
Extension Home Economis·t 
4-H Leader 
Guidance Counselor 
Head Start Teacher 
High School Teacher 
Junior College Teacher 
Nursery School Teacher 
Peace Corps Volunteer 
Recreation Specialist 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist 
School Administrator 
State or City Supervisor of 
Home Economics Education 
VISTA Worker 
Vocational Home Economics Teacher 
Youth Counselor 
Housing, Furnishings and Eguipment 
Advertising Copywriter 
Appliance Specialist 
City Planning Consultant 
College or High School Teacher 
Consumer Consultant 
Departfuent Store Buyer 
Equipment Designer 
Extension Specialist 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Home Planning Specialist 
Interior Designer · 
Kitchen Planner 
Laundry Consultant 
Magazine Editor 
Mobile Homes Designer 
Newspaper Editor 
Office Designer 
Product Development Specialist 
Product Publicity Director 
Public Housing Consultant 
Research Specialist 
Urban Renewal Consultant 
Utility Home Economist 
Institution Administration 
Airline Food Service Supervisor 
Armed Services Dietitian 
Cafeteria Supervisor 
College Food Service Director 
College Teacher 
Consumer Marketing Specialist 
Educational Materials Writer 
Food Service Specialist 
Home Service Director 
Hospital Dietitian 
Hotel Executive Housekeeper 
Hotel Manager 
Industrial Food Service Manager 
Institutional Feeding Specialist 
Kitchens and Equipment Editor 
Peace Corps Volunteer 
Restaurant Chain Menu Planner 
Restaurant Owner 
Research Specialist 
School Lunch Director 
Test Kitchen Director 
Utility Home Economist 
Textiles and Clothing 
Advertising Account Executive 
Clothing Consultant 
College or High School Teacher 
Consumer Education Specialist 
Costume Designer 
Department Store Buyer 
Dress Pattern Designer 
Exhibit Designer 
Extension Clothing Specialist 
Fashion Coordinator 
Fashion Designer 
Fashion Editor 
Fashion Illustrator 
Laundry Products Specialist 
Museum Curator 
Sewing Center Director 
Product Developer 
Product Publicity Director 
Research Specialist 
Retail Store Training Specialist 
Textile Designer 
Textile Lab Technician 
70 
OCCUPATIONAL TITLES REI.A.TED TO 
MAJOR AREAS OF STUDY BY 
OSU DEPARTµENT HEADS 
Rating Instructions given Department Heads: 
Yes - l~sted in the catalog or other official 
career information 
Somewhat - not officially listed as a career area: 
however, your department does prepare 
for this occupation to some extent 
71 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
Advertising Artist 
Yes Somewhat 
X 
Advertising Acc6unt Executive in Area of 
Textiles & Clothing 
Clothing Consultant 
Clothing Designer 
Color Coordinator 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings and Equipment. 
Consumer Education Specialist in Area 
of Textiles & Clothing 
Costume Designer 
Department Store Buyer in Area of 
Text~les & Clothing 
Department Store Buyer in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings & Equipment 
,Dress Pattern Designer 
:Fabrics Coordinator 
Fashion Coordinator 
Fashion Designer 
Fashion Editor 
Fashion Illustrator 
Laundry Consultant 
.Laundry Products Specialist 
Magazine Editor in Area of Housing, Furnish-
ings and Equipment 
Product Developer in Area of Textiles & 
Clothing 
Product Development Specialist in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings &· Equipment 
Product Publicity Director in Area of Art 
Product Publicity Director in Area of 
Textiles and Clothing 
Product Publicity Director in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings & Equipment 
Research Specialist in Area of Textiles 
& Clothing 
Research Specialist in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Clothing, Textiles.!.!!.!! Merchandising 
Retail Store Training Specialist· 
Sewing Center Director 
Yes 
(continued) 
Textile Designer 
'Textile lab Technician 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Visual Aids Specialist in Area of Art 
Family Relat.·ions and Child Development 
Child Care Specialist 
Child Guidance Counselor 
Community Aid Ho'1)e Economist in Area of 
Family Relations & Child Development 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
Family Life Consultant 
Magazine Editor in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Magazine Editor in Area of Family 
Relations & Child Development 
Rehabilitation Specialist . 
Research Specialist in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Research Specialist in Area of Family 
Relations & Child Development 
Social Worker· 
,· 
Welfare Home Economist :i;n Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Welfare Rome Economist in Area of Family 
Relations & Child Developmen~ 
Food, Nutrition·and Institution Administration 
Advertising Copywriter in Area of Food · 
& Nutrition 
Airline Food Service Supe~visor 
Armed Services Dietitian 
Cafeteria Supervisor 
College Food Service Director 
Community Aid Home Economist in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Food & 
Nutrition 
Dietitian 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
X 
X 
~ 
.x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
72 
Somewhat 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 / Yes 
Food, Nutrition .!.ill! Institution Administration 
Food Chemist X 
Food Columnist X 
Food Photographer 
Vood Research Specialist X 
Food Service Specialist X 
Home Service Director 
Hospital Dietitian X 
Industrial Food Service Manager X 
Institutional Feeding Specialist X 
Marketing Specialist in Area of Food 
& Nutrition X 
Newspaper Food Editor X 
Nutrition Consulta~t X 
Nutrition Research ~pecialist X 
Public Health Nutritionist X 
Publicity Director in Area of Food.& 
Nutrition 
Research Specialist in Area of Institution 
Administration 
Restaurant Chain Menu Planner 
Restaurant Owner 
School Lunch Consultant 
School Lunch Director 
Space Food Technologist 
Test Kitchen Director 
Test Kitcnen Home Economist 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Food 
& Nutrition 
Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Institution Administration 
Home Economics Education 
Child Care Specialist 
Cafeteria Supervisor 
Community Aid Home Economist in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
Community.Aid Home Economist in Area of 
Family Relations & Child Development 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Food & 
Nutrition 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Food & Nutri t io.n 
Home Service Director 
Moving & Storage Consultant 
Public Housing Consultant 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
73 
Somewhat 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Yes ·Somewhat. 
Home Economics Education.(continued) 
S~vings Bank Home Economist 
School Lunch Consultant 
Social Worker 
Utility Home Economjst in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Manageme·nt 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Hotising, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Food & 
Nutrition 
Youth Counselor 
I 
, 
., 
Home Management, Equipment, and Family Economics 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Consumer Information Specialist iri Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
Family Financial Counselor· 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Kitchen & Equipment Editor 
Kitchen Planner X 
Magazine Editor in Area .of Family 
Economi·os & Home Management · 
Research Specialist in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Test Kitchen Director · 
Test Kitchen Home Economist 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Utility Home Economist in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment X 
Welfare Home Economist in Area of Family 
E.conomics & ~ome Management 
Housing.!.!!!! Interior Design 
Advertising Copywriter in Area of Hoµsing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Color Coordinator 
Department Store Buyer in Area of Art 
Department Store Buyer in Area of Housing, 
Furnishing!I & Equipment 
Furn~ture Designer 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Home Pianning· Specialist 
Interior Decorator 
Interior Designer 
Magazine Editor in Area of Housing, 
Furnishing.s &. Equ.ipme.nt 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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OCCUPATJONAL TITLES RELATED TO MAJOR AREAS OF STUDY 
BY CATALOG COURSE TITLE OR DESCRIPTION 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
Advertising Artist 
Clothing Consultant 
Clothing Designer 
Consumer E~ucation Specialist in Area 
of Textiles and Clothing 
Course Number 
CTM 2102 
CTM 412) 
CTM 4)6) 
CTM 221) 
CTM 25?2 
CTM )5?2 
CTM )64) 
CTM 415) 
CTM 2102 
CTM 25.72 
CTM 2)2) 
CTM )21) 
CTM ))2) 
CTM )5)) 
CTM 412) 
CTM 4052 
CTM 42?2 
CTM 440) 
cn1 2213 
CTM 25?2 
cn1 )5?2 
CTM )64) 
CTM 415) 
CTI! 4272 
Course Title 
Fashion Sketching 
Costume Illustration 
Fashion Publicity 
Clothing Selection 
Fabrics 
Textile Selection 
Non-Textiles 
Family Clothing 
Fashion Sketching 
Fabrics 
Intermediate Clothing Con-
struction a·nd Introduction 
to Flat Pattern Designing 
Costume Design 
Advanced Costume Design 
Decorative Fabrics 
Costume Illustration 
Elementary Draping 
Advanced Textiles 
Pattern Design 
Clothing Selection 
Fabrics 
Textile Selection 
Non-Textiles 
Family Clothing 
Advanced Textiles 
--.J 
\JI 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
Costume Designer 
Department Store Buyer in Area of 
Textiles & Clothing 
Department Store Buyer in Area of 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Display Designer 
Dress Pattern Designer 
Fabrics Coordinator 
(continued) 
CTM 2102 
CTM 2572 
CTM 3213 
CTM 3323 
CTM 2323 
CTM 4403 
CTM 3432 
CTM 4453 
CTM 4363 
CTM 4303 
CTM 4272 
CTM 4552 
CTM 3572 
CTM 3853 
CTM 3213 
CTM 3323 
CTM 4403 
CTM 2572 
CTM 3.533 
CTM 3.572 
CTM 4272 
Fashion Sketching 
Fabrics 
Costume Design 
Advanced Costume Design 
Intermediate Clothing Con-
structiori and Introd·uction 
to Flat Pattern Designing 
Pattern Design 
Fashion Work Experience 
Fashion Promotion 
Fashion Publicity 
·Fashion Merchandising 
Advanced Textiles 
Problems in Fashion Store 
Management 
Textile Selection 
Merchandise Display Essentials 
Costume Design 
Advanced Costume Design 
Pattern Design 
Fabrics 
Decorative Fabrics 
Textile Selection 
Advanced Textiles_ 
"'1 
O'I 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising (continued) 
Fashion Coordinator , CTM ~433 
Fashion Designer 
Fashion Editor 
Fashion Illustrator 
Museum Curator 
Product Publicity Director in Area of 
Textiles & Clothing 
Research Specialist in Area of Textiles & 
Clothing 
Retail Store Training Specialist 
Sewing Cenier Director 
Textile Designer 
Textile Lab Technician 
CTM 4303 
CTM 4363 
CTM 4453 
CTM 2102 
CTM 3213 
CTM 3'.323 
CTM 4123 
CTM 2102 
CTM 2102 
CTM 3213 
CTM 3323. 
CTM 4123 
CTM 43.63 
CTM 3533 
C.TM 2433 
CTM 4363 
CTM 4453 
CTM 4510 
CTM 3432 
CTM 1103 
CTM 2572 
CTM 3572 
CTM 4243 
CTM 4403 
CTM 4552 
CTM 3533 
CTM 4272 
CTM 4272 
Fashion Innovation and 
Marketing Pro~esses 
Fashion Merchandising 
Fashion Publicity 
Fashion Promotion 
Fashion Sketching 
Costume Design 
Advanced Costume Design 
Costume Illustration 
Fashion Sketching 
Fashion Sketching 
Costume Design 
Advanced Costume Design 
Costume Illustration 
Fashion Publicity 
Decorative Eabrics 
Fashion Innovation and 
Marketing Processes· 
Fashion Publicity 
Fashion Promotion 
Readings in Clothing, Textiles 
a.ndMerchandising 
Fashion Work Experience 
Basic Clothing Construction 
Fabrics 
Textile Selection 
Custom Dressmaking 
Pattern Design 
Problems in Fashion Store 
Management 
Decorative Fabrics. 
Advanced Textiles 
Advanced Textiles 
-.,J 
-.,J 
Fani1.ly Relations ~ ~ Development 
Child Care Specialist 
Child Guidance Counse·lor 
Community Aid Home Economist in Area of 
Family Relations & Child Development 
Youth Counselor 
- . ----Introdu-ction to Child -~vei- -· FRCD 1220 
FRCD 211) 
FRCD )21) 
FRCD )25) 
FRCD 333) 
FRCD 4420 
FRCD 446) 
FRCD )!12 
FRCD )610 
FRCD 1220 
FRC'Jl 2113 
FRCD 321) 
FRCD 325) 
FRCD )))) 
FRCD 4420 
FRCD 4463 
. FRCD 111) 
FRCD )610 
FRCD )?5) 
FRCD 402) 
FRCD 41)3 
FRCD 4542 
FRCD )11~ 
FRCD )253 
FRCD J))) 
opment and Early Childhood 
Education -
Child and Yaniily Development 
Child Development and Guidance: 
.Earl.y ..cbildbood : _ 
Child Develop!J19nt and Guidance 
· Child Development and Guidance: 
Adolescence 
Preschool Teaching 
Child Development and Gui.dancer· 
Infancy and Toddlerhood 
Parent-Child Relationships 
Professional Services for 
Children and Families 
Introducti:on to Child Devel-
opment and Early Childhood 
Education 
Child and Family Development 
Child Development and 
Guidance: Early Childhood 
Child Development and Guidance 
. Child Development and Guidance': 
Adolenscence 
Pre~chool Teaching 
Child Development and Guidance:: 
Infancy _and-Toddlerhood 
The Individual and The Family 
Profes~ional Serv1ces for 
Children and Families 
Family and Human Development 
Parent-School Community 
Relationships 
Organizing and Administering 
Educational Programs for 
Young Children 
Adulthood: Middle and later 
Years 
Parent~Child Relationships 
Child Development and Guidance; 
School Age 
Child Development and Guidance: 
Adolescence -..J 
0) 
Fa .. ,ily Relations ~ .£h.!1g_ Development 
Family Life Consultant 
Guidance Counselor 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist in Are~ of Family 
Relations & Child Development 
Social Worker 
Welfare Home Economist in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
Welfare Home Economist in Area of Family 
Relations & Child Development 
FRCD i 113 
FRCD 2113 
FRCD 3013 
FRCD .3:t t 2 
FRCD 3142 
FRCD 3?53 
FRCD 4542 
FRCD 46?3 
FRCD 1113 
FRCD 2113 
FRCD 3013 
FRCD 3?53 
FRCD 4542 
FRCD 4740 
FRCD 1113 
FRCD 2113 
FRCD 3013 
FRCD 3753 
FRCD 4673 
FRCD 1113 
FRCD 2113 
FRCD 3013 
FRCD 3753 
FRCD 4673 
FRCD 1113 
FRCD 3610 
FRCD 3753 
FRCD 4023 
FRCD 4133 
FRCD 4542 
The I:ndivi.dual and The Family 
Child andFamily Development 
Personal and Family Living 
Parent-Child Relationships 
Marriage 
Family and Human Development 
Adulthood: Middle and later 
Years 
Family Relationships 
The Individual and The Family 
Child and Family Development 
Personal and Family Living 
Family and.Human Development 
Adulthood: Middle and later 
Years 
Readings in Child Development,-, 
Early Childhood Education, 
and Family Life 
The Individual and The Family 
Child and Family Development 
Personal and Family Living 
Family and Human Development 
Family Relationships 
The Individual and The Family 
- Child and Family Development 
Personal and Family Living 
Family and Human Development 
Family Relationships 
The Individual and Tm Family 
Professional Services for 
Children and Families· 
Family and Human Development 
Parent-School Community 
Relationships 
Organizing and Administering 
Educational Programs for 
Young Children 
Adulthood: Middle and Later 
Years 
'1 
'° 
!.2..2..1., 11:utrition .!.!l!! Institution Administration 
Airline Food Service Supervisor 
Armed Services Dietitian 
College Food Service Director 
Community Aid Home Economist in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Food & 
Nutrition 
Dietitian 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 1112 
FNIA 2243 
FNJ.A ,333 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 4123 
FNIA 3.5.52 
FNIA 4143 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 4.573 
FNIA 4693 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 23.52 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 3.543 
FNIA 4371 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 23.52 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 3.543 
FNIA 43?1 
FNIA 1112 
FNIA 224'.) 
FNIA 3333 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 4t 2) 
Quantity Cookery 
Introduction To Nutrition 
Science of Food Preparation 
Nutrition and Dietetics 
Community Health and Welfare 
Diet Therapy 
Institutional Purchasing 
School Lunch and Banquet 
Service 
Quantity Cookery 
Institution Organization and 
Management 
Institution Administration 
Family Food 
Science of Food Preparation 
Elementary Food Preservation 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of· Food 
Instructor's Course in Home 
Care of the Sick 
Family Food 
Science of Food Preparation 
Elementary Food Preservation 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
Instructor's Course in Home 
Care of the Sick 
Introduction to Nutrition 
Science of Food Preparation 
Nutrition and Dietetics 
Community Health and Welfare 
Diet Therapy 
c» 
0 
Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration 
Er!uc,.tion,.1 Materials Writer in Area of 
Food. & Nutrition FNIA 4640 
Educational Materials Writer in Area of 
Institution Administration 
Food Chemist 
Food Columnist 
Fo.orl Reaearch Specialist 
Food Service Specialist 
Home Service Director 
Hospital Dietitian 
Industrial Food Service Manager 
Institutional Feeding Specialist 
FNIA 4640 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 4640 
FNIA 4640 
FNIA 4732 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 4143 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA.3442 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 4371 
FNIA 1112 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 3333 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 4123 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 4143. 
FnA 4363 
FNIA 3552 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 4.573 
FNIA 4693 
Readings in Food and Nutrition 
Readings in Food and Nutrition 
Science of Focx:1 Preparation 
Readings in Food and Nutrition 
Readings in Food and Nutrition 
Field Work in Nutrition 
Meal Management 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
School Lunch and Banquet 
Service 
Quantity Cookery 
Family Food 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food · 
Instructor's Course-in Home 
Care of the Sick 
Introduction to Nutrition 
Science of Food Preparation 
Nutrition and Dietetics · 
Community Health and Welfa.re 
Diet Therapy 
Meal Management 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
School Lunch and Banquet 
Service 
Quantity Cookery 
Institutional Purchasing 
Quantity Cookery 
Institution Organization and 
Mana·gement 
Institution Administration 
0) 
~· 
Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration 
Marketing Specialist in Area of Fo,od & 
Nutrition 
Nutrition Consultant 
Nutrition Research Specialist 
Public Health Nutritionist 
Publicity Director in Area of Food & 
Nutrition 
Research Specialist in &rea of 
Institution Administration 
. Restauran.t Chain Menu Planner 
Restaurant Owner 
Utility HomeEconomist in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3552 
FNIA 4573 
FNIA 2113 
FNiA 2243 
FNIA 2352 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 4640 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 43'71 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 4143 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 4363 
FNIA 4573 
FNIA 4693 
FNIA 45'73 
FNIA 4693 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 3P3 
FNIA 34 42 
Meal Managell)ent 
InstitutionS:l Purchasing 
Institution Organization and 
Management 
Family Food 
Science of Food Preparation 
Elementary Food Preservation 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
Social andCultural Aspects 
of Food 
Readings .in Food & Nutrition 
Family Food 
Science of Food Prepara·tion 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
Soci.al and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
Instructor's Course in Home 
Care of the Sick 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
Meal Management 
Social and cultural .4.spects 
of Food 
School Lunqi and Banquet 
Service 
Quantity Cookery 
Quantity Cookery 
Institu_tion Organization and 
Management · 
Institution Administration 
Institution Orgariization and 
Management 
Institution Administration 
Family Food 
Science of Food Preparation 
Meal Management · · 
Community H:ealth & Welfare CX> 
l\J 
Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration 
(continued) --
Cafeteria Supervisor 
Consumer Marketing Specialist in Area 
of Institutiona-1 Administ:tation 
School Lunch Consultant 
Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Institution Administration 
FNIA 3552 
FNIA 4143 
FNIA 4573 
FNIA 4693 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 3552 
FNIA 3222 
FNIA 3442 
FNIA 3543 
FNIA 3552 
FNIA 4143 
FNIA 436:, 
FNIA 2113 
FNIA 2243 
FNIA 3113 
FNIA 3442 
Institutional Purchasing 
School Lunch and Banquet 
Service 
Institution Organization 
and Management 
Institution Administration 
Family Food 
Institutional Purchasing 
Nutrition of Children 
Community Health and Welfare 
Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Food 
Institutional Purchasing 
School Lunch and Banquet 
Service 
Quantity Cookery 
Family Food 
Science of Food Preparation 
Meal Management 
Community Health and Welfare 
CX> 
\,..:, 
~- Management, Equipment and 
Family Economics 
Appliance Specialist 
Consumer Consultant in Area of.Family 
Economics & Home Management · 
Consumer Consultant in Area of Housing., 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Consumer Information Specialist in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
Equipment Designer 
Family Financial Counselor 
Home Lighting Consultant 
HMEFE 3223 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 2113 
HMEFE 3122 
HMEFE 4331 
HMEFE 4333 
HMEFE 3223 
HMEFE 4113 
HMEFE-J.t:,31 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 3223 
I:IMEFE 4113 
HMEFE 4331 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 3223 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 2113 
HMEFE 3122 
HMEFE 4333 
HXEFE 3223 
HMEFE 4243 
Selection and Use of Household 
Equipment 
Advanced Home ~ui.;pment 
Resource Management for 
Individual and _Family 
Home Management and Family 
Finance · 
Consumer Service in the Home 
Equipment Field 
Family Economics 
Selection !ll-nd Use of Household 
Equipment· 
Planning Kitchens and Work 
Areas 
Consumer Service in the Home 
Equipment Field 
Advanced Home Equipment 
Selection and Use of Household 
Equipment 
Planning Kitchens and Work 
Areas 
Consumer Service in the liome 
Equipment Field 
Advanced Home Equipment 
Selection and Use of-Household 
Equipment 
Advanced Home Equipment 
Resource Management for Indiv~. 
ua1· and Family 
Home Management and Family 
Finance 
Family Economics 
Sele_ction anc;l Use _ of Hou.s_ehold 
. Equipment 
Advanced Home Equipment 
CX) 
~ 
·H~me Management, Equipment ~ 
Familv Economics 
Kitchen & Equipment Editor 
Kitchen Planner-
Laundry Consultant 
Money Management Specialist 
Research Specialist in Area of Family 
Economic·s & Hcime Management · 
Research Specialist .in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings and Equ-lpment 
Savings Bank Home E-conomist 
UtilityHome Economist _in Area_. of 
Family Economics and Home Management 
Welfare Home Economist in Area -of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
11J.lEFE '~f223 
llMEFE :i,.113. 
. HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 3223 
HMEFE ;4113 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 3223 
HMEFE 4113 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 2113 
~Jl'E 3122 
-~!_~ 4333 
HMEFE 4430 
HMEFE-4430 
HMEFE 3122 
HMEFE 2113 
HMEFE 4331. 
HMEFE- 3223 
HMEFE 4243 
HMEFE 2113 
HMEFE 3122 
HMEFE:4333 
Selection and Use of Hous~hold 
Equipment 
Planning Kitchens and Work 
Areas 
Advanced Home Equipment 
Selection and Use of Household. 
Equipment 
·Planning Kitchens and Wor-k 
-Areas 
Advanced Home Equipment 
Selection and Us_e of Household 
Equipment 
Planning Kitchens and Work 
·.Areas · · 
Advanced Home:Bq~ipment 
Resource Management for 
Individual and Family · 
Home Management and Fami-ly 
Finance 
Family Economics 
/ 
Readings in· Home Managemen,t, 
Eq_uipment and hmily Economics 
Readings in Home Management, 
Equipment and Family Economic 
Home Management and Family 
·Finance 
He•ource Management for 
Individual and Family 
Consumer Service in the 
Ho.me Equipment Field 
Selection and Use of Household 
Equipment 
Advanced Home Equipment 
-~~-· 
Resource _Management for 
Individual and Family 
Home Management and Family 
Finance 
Family·Economics 
8: 
Housing and Interior Design 
Interior Decorator 
Interior Designer 
Public Housing Consultant. 
Research Specialist in Area of Housing 
Furnishings & Equipment 
Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings & Equipment 
Home Planning Specialist 
HID 1122 
HID 211) 
HID )21) 
HID )22) 
HID )4.4) 
HID 499) 
HID 1122 
HID 211) 
HID )21) 
HID 322) 
HID )44) 
HID 499) 
HID 211) 
HID 4113 
----- ·----- _:HID ,4343 
HID 4110 
HID 1122 
HID 4343 
HID1122 
HID 2113 
HID 4343 
Design in the Home 
Housing for Contemporary 
Living 
Design and Presentation 
Design and Space' 
Structure and Design 
Problems ininterior Design 
Design in the Home 
Housing for Contemporary 
Living 
Design and Presentation 
Design and Space 
Structure and Design 
Problems_ in Inter:ior. Design 
Housing for Contemporary 
Living 
Housing and Government 
Socio-Economic Aspects of 
Housing 
Readings in Housing and 
Interior Design 
Design in the Home 
Socio-Economic Aspects of 
Housing 
Design in the Home 
Housing For. Contemporary 
Living 
Socio-Economic Aspects of 
Housing 
co 
CJ\ 
APPENDIX A 
VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR QUESTIO~NAIRE 
My name is Brenda Woods and I am a graduate student in Home 
Economics. This questionnaire I am handing you to fill out provides 
data for the research related to my thesis study • 
. There are three suggestions to help you complete it: 
1~ Work as rapidly as possible. 
2. Put down your first reactions~ 
). Complete the pages in the order in which they are 
arranged. 
The last page is for personal data; however, no name is requested. 
No effort will be made to identify the answer sheets with individual 
students. 
On this data sheet. is space to check your major. The departments 
are represented.by their initials: HM~E,FE is Home Management depart-
ment. it you are a Home Economics Education major, do not fill in any 
of the spaces~ 
Raise your hand if you have any questions and I will come to you. 
THIS 1§. ~ PRESTIGE STUDY 
Which factor listed below do you feel has the most influence on the prestige ranking of an 
occupation? ( Check one only) 
0 Salary ·Possibilities 
D Responsibility Required 
· D Education Nece.s:5ary 
O Service to Humanity 
O Other ( Please indicate>-----------........ ~--
The following occupations have been selected :from those listed in the current career leaflets 
published by the American· Hoine Economics Association .• 
For the jobs listed below, please check the column that.best gives your own personal opinion 
of the pro:fessional or prestige standing for each occupation. 
Somewhat 
Below Do Not 
1.Advertising Artist 
2 .Advertising Account Execu.tive in Area 
of Textiles & Clothing 
'.3.Advertising Copywriter in Area of' 
Food & Nutrition 
4.Advertising Copywriter in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings, & Equipment 
5.Airline Food Service Supervisor 
6 .Appliance Specialist 
7.Armed Services Dietitian 
8. Cafeteria Supervisor 
9.Child Care Specialist 
10.Child Guidance Counselor 
11 .City Planning Consultant 
12,Cl~thing Consultant 
13.Clothing Designer 
14.college,Food Service Director 
---------·· ... 
_ ........ _ 
.a." ....... g,.,,,,, .... 
-·- - - " ·~ 
co 
'° 
. . 
: 15 . ..;;::co:ior. coordina-tor 
i6.comniunHy Aid llo..;e Eeonc:,.mist in Ar-ea 
· ·_ of'· Food & ~utrit~oii · •. ·_·. _ . 
1'7.Commun.ity Jtid Home -Econqniist in· Area of' 
Family Rela·t1on~ & Child ·Development 
18.Cons.umer Cons-ultant in Area of' Family 
Economics. & Home Management 
19.Consumer Consultant in Area -of' Fo.od 
& Nutrition 
20 .. Consumer Consultant 1.n· Area of': }lousing, 
Furnishings• & Equipment 
21.consumer. Mucation Specialist in .Are.a 
of' Tex-til.es & Clothing 
22.Consumer Information Specialist in. 
Area of Art 
23.Consumer Information Specialist in Area 
.of Family Economics & Home Management 
24.Consumer Mar:1£eting Specialist in Area 
of Institutional Administration 
-2:S .-Costume Designer 
26 .Department Sto.re Buyer in Area of 
Art 
27.Department Store -Buyer in Area of' 
· Textiles .& Clothing 
28 •. Department Store Buyer in Area of' Hous-
ing,. Furnishings•· & Equipment 
29. Diet.it ian 
'.}O.Di::Spla.y D1uigner 
31 .Dress .Pattern Designer 
l2 .Educational Materials Writer in Ar.e·a of 
Family Economics -& Home.Management 
'.}'.}.Educational Materials Writer in Area of' 
F-ood & Nutrition 
. '.}4.Educational Mater.ials writer in Area of' 
Institution Administration 
l:S .Equipment De-signer 
36.Exhibit Designer 
Excellent Good 
Som-hat 
Below 
·A-verge Avera- .. Pag:r 
Do Not r---
...c, 
0 
37.Fabrics Coordinator 
38.Family Financial Counselor 
39.Family Life Consultant 
40.Fashion Coordinator 
41.Fashiori Designer 
42.Fashion Editor 
43.Fashion Illustrator 
44.Food Chemist 
45.Food Columnist 
46.Food Photographer 
47.Food Research Specialist 
48.Food -Service Specialist 
49.Furniture Designer 
50.Guidance Counselor' 
51.Home Lighting Consultant 
52 .Home· Planning Specialist 
.5J.Home5ervice Director 
. 54 •Hospital Dietft.ian 
55.Hotel E~ecutiv:eHousek:eeper 
56.Hotel.Manager 
-~ - . 
. . _ ..... , 
·. 57.Indust~ia,.lF'<>odServic::e ... Manager 
58. Institutio~~]. Feedi·nt .. specialist 
-------··- ----
.. 
.. 
.· 
...... ....... ___ 
.. 
' 
Somewhat 
Below 
- ....... _...__ 
. 
.. · 
... _..., .. 
. 
.• ... 
. 
•. 
Do Not 
....... _ .. 
.• 
. 
. .· .. · 
. 
..· . 
·: 
'° ~
59.Int~rior Decorator 
60.Interior Designer 
61.Kitchen & Equipment Editor 
62 .Kitchen Plann.er 
6) .Laundry Consul:tant 
64.Laundry Products Spec.ial,ist 
65.Magazine Editor in Area of Art 
66.Magazine Editor in Area of Family 
Economics & Home Management 
67.Magazine Editor in Area of Family 
Relations & Child Development · 
68.Magazin• Editor in Area of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment 
69.Marketing Specialist in Area of Food· 
& Nutrition 
70.Mobile Homes Designer 
71 .Money Management Specialist 
72 .Moving & Storag·e Consultant 
73.Museum Curator 
74.Newspaper Editor in Area of' Housing, 
Flirnishings & Equipment 
75 .Newspaper Food Editor 
76.Nutrition Consultant 
77.Nutrition Research Specialist 
?8.0ffice Des.igner 
79.Package Designer in Area of Art 
SO.Product Developer in A~ea of Art 
. Excellent Good Average 
Somewhat 
Below 
AV~J:"age P.QOr· 
Do Not 
Know 
~---'~~~-+---~~~~-+-~~~~--11--~~~~-1-~--~~~+-~~.~~ 
';.,,---···--..._ 
I 
"6· 
~ 
81 ~Product l}eveloper in Area of' 
.· ... Textiles,& Clothing . 
82;,Product·Development specialist in Area 
. or Housing. Furnishings, & Equipment 
8).ProductPublicity·Director in Area of 
.. Art. · ·. · . 
84.Prociuct Publi.city Director· in Area of 
. Text:l.les & Clothing·· . 
8!S.Product J>ublici ty Di.re <:t.or. in .Area of' 
Housing, Furnishings &>Equipment· 
.86 .Public Health Nutri·,ticmis·t 
8? .Public Housing :Consultant 
:5.8 .. Public Relations Executive in Area 
·of Art 
89 .Public Relations· Executive in .Area o·f· 
· :Family Economics & Home Management 
90.Publicity Director in Area of Fo.od & 
Nutrition 
91.Rehabili·tation Specialist 
92.Research Specialist in Area of Textiles 
· & · Clothing 
9).Research Specialist in Area of Family 
Economics&. Home Management 
94.Research Specialist iri Area of Family 
Relations & Child Devel.opment 
9,5:.Research Speci.alist in. Ar~a of Housing, 
Furnishings & Equipment · 
· · 96.Research Specialh1t in Area of 
. . . Ins:titution Adilrinistration . 
·. 9? .Re-s.taurant Chain Menu .Planner 
98.Restaurant Owner 
99 .Retail Store Training' Spec.ia.li-st 
loo.savings Bank Home Economis·t 
101.School.Lunch Consultant 
102.School J..unch Director 
.. Excellent. Geiod.. . 
·1 
; . .,,._..,i ·.-,.~-~---~. 
Average 
-
Somewhat 
· Below 
. Average Poor 
Do Not. 
Knn..,. 
---
'° \,> 
10).Sewing Center DiTector 
104.Social Worker 
105. Space Food Technologist 
106.Test Kitchen Director 
107.Test Kitchen Home Econo.mist 
108.Text~le Designer 
109-Textile Lab Technician 
110.Urban Renewal Consultant 
111.Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
112.Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Housing, Furnishings & Equipment 
11).Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Food & Nutrition 
114.Utility Home Economist in Area of 
Institution Administration 
115.Visual Aids Specialist in Area of 
Art . 
116.\\'elfare Home Economist in Area of 
Family Economics & Home Management 
117.Welfare Home Economist in Area of 
Family Relations & Ch:lld Development 
118.Youth Counselor 
Somewhat 
Below 
- -
Do Not 
------
-
'° ·ii:'-
PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Classification: D Freshman D Senior Q Other _______ _ 
Major area of study: Freshmen 
Indicate 1st and 
2nd Choiceei 1·------~ 
-J)o you have.a double major? OYu , ONo 
If yes, ·please state.: ____________ _ 
Seniors 
D C'l'M 
D FR&CD 
D FNlA 
D HM,F.&FE 
OH&ID 
OH&RA 
lf: you are .a senior, have you changed yi>Ur ma.,or since your freshman 
year? · OYes· .oNo , 
If yes, please l.ist your previous major( st_=----------,------
Marital stat4s: 0 Single O Married ( Length of time)._------
0 Engaged D Divorced 
0 Widowed 
li:stimate your o~era'il grade point, 
·· ··.(Gheck one only) 
0 1 .49 or less 
a 1 .50-1 .99 
02.00'.'"2.49 
02.50-2.99 
. Estimat.Ei s:1.z·e·of ~ighschool attended: 0·99 or less 
( Check one only) 0 1 00-4,99 
Estimate size of home town: 
( C.beck. one. only) 
Cl 500-999 
a 4,999 oi- less 
Cl 5. 000- 9,999 
D 10,000.-19,999 
03.00-3.49 
03.50:..3.99 
o 3.99-4.oo 
a 1,000-1,999 ·. 
·a 2,000 or 111or.e 
Cl 20, 000-39,999 
a 40,.0Qo~19,999 
d !iO, OOQ-99, 999 
CJ 100~000 or more 
. List y<>ur first. ~ncl se~ond choices for the most preferred occupations 
atter graduation~ . 
(These de> not have to ·be from the titles listed on the pr.esUge study) 
_1st Choice~- · 
----------------'------
2nd. Choice_._·------------------
Rank these choices Of occupations 
Excellent l;}ood 
in the spaces provided below. 
Somewhat · 
Below 
Average Average · Poor. 
:Po Not 
Know 
95 
APPENDIX B 
C BBWl 
C .PROGRAM BBWl B8Wl 
C MARCH, 1970 BBWl 
C BBWl 
C BBWl 
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO COMPUTE ANO LIST THE AVERAGE RATE BBWl 
C SCURES JF EACH GCCUPATION FOR BOTH THE FRESHMEN AND THE SENIORS. 88Wl 
C THE SPEAR~E"I RA~K CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS CALCULATED FROH .[8M 1 SS8Wl 
C SSP LIBRARY SUBROUTINE, SRANK. THE ORDINAL SCALES FOR BOTH THE BBWI 
C FRESHMEN ANO SEN.IDRS IS ALSO PRINTED, BBWl 
Ol~ENSION OCCUP1ll8,201, RATINGl118,741, RATEFl1181, RATESlll81, BBWl 
* ORDER 12361 . Bl!Wl 
I FORMAT! 13X, 19A4,Al II BBWl 
2 FORMATll40X~4~F!.0/2X,7SFl,OII BBWl 
3 FORMATl1Hl,7X,'OCCUPATION TITLF',80X,•RATE IRANKl'//96X, BBWI 
* 'FRESH~E~ 1 ,l1X, 1 SENJORS 1 //,58114,4X,l9A4,Al,8X,F5.2,' (', B8Wl 
* Fb.2,'1',5X.,F5.2,' ( 1 1 F6.2,'l'/l/1Hl,/(14,4X"l9A41Al,SX, BS~l 
* FS.2 1 1 l 1 ,F0.2 1 1 ) 1 ,5X,F5.2, 1 f 1 ,F6.2, 1 11 1) 68Wl 
4 FORMAT I/' AVERAGES: 1 ,B3X,F5,2,14X,F5.21 BBWl 
5 FORMATIIH1,49X,•COR•ELATION COEFFICIENT: ',F5.2,/,50X, •TEST OF S!GBBWl 
•NJFICA~CE• ',F5,2,/,50X,'DEGREES OF FREEDOM: ',151 BBWl 
b FfJR~ATIIHl,20X, 1 0RO!NAL SCALE FOil, FRESHMEN 1 /15X, 1 0CCUPATION TITLE'BBWl 
• 73X'RATE IRANKl'/l BBWl 
7 FORMAT(5X,19A4,Al,10X,F0.2,' ( 1 F6.Z,tJ'I BBWl 
8 FOPMATl1Hl,20X,'OROINAL SCALE FOR SENJORS'l/,5X,'0CCUPATJON TITLE'88Wl 
* 73X'RATE IRANKl'/1 BBWI 
9 FORMATIIHII BBWI 
. READ15,ll llOCCUPI 10,Il,I=l,201,10=1,ll81 BBWI 
RE AD I 5, 2111 RATINGUO, ISi, IO=l ,1181, l S=l, 741 BBWl 
AVGF=O.O BBWI 
DO 11 IO=l,118 BBWl 
SUMRAT=O.O BBWI 
DO 10 IS=l, 74 BBWI 
SUMRAT=SUMRAT+RATINGl!O,ISI BBWI 
10 CO~TINUE BBWl 
RATEF1!01=20,*SUMRAT/74o BBWl 
AVGF=Ail:iF+RATEFI IOI BBWl 
11 CONTINUE B8WI 
AVGF=AVGF/U a; . BBWl 
READ15\ 21 U-RAT INGl!0,.151 i IO=l ,H81, I S=l, 571 B8Wl 
·AVGS>;O~O ·· . · .· . . . BBWI 
DO il .ro=.hllB BBWl 
SUMRAT,;O~O/ . .: BBWl 
DO 20' fs,;.1,:s.1 , · .. ·· · BBWl 
SUMRAT=SUMRH+RATINGI io,.1s·1 .• BBWl 
20 CONTINUE . , . . ·. SSW! 
RATES( rn~=20·.•suMRAT /57·.. BBWl 
AVGS~~VGS+RATESI IOI . BBWI 
21 CONTl~U~· BBWI 
A.VGS,,,AVGS/UB. . BBWI 
CALL SMNKIR•ATEF ,RATES,ORDER,118,RS, T ,NDF,01 BBWI 
ob 3.ci···.rn·=·.f,:23°6 . BBWl 
ORDERT!Eii\JlB,-QRDERI IOl:tl BBWI 
3,$ CONTI~~E:0.· .· .. > . · . . .· . . BBWl 
. WRUEl'b .. ; 3·111.:Q, .l{JCCUl-110, 11,l=l, 201, RATEF I l.01,0RDERI IOI. ,RATE SI IOI, BBWl 
* ... ·ORDERlllB·+·101;10=1;11a1 . . BBWl 
WRITEi~·,.4.1AVGF,AVGS. BBWl 
WRITEl6.,5·~R.SiT,NDF· BBWl 
WRITEl6,6l 
00 ~~ IR = l,llB 
IF(!R.EQ.~!ll ,,•UTE (6,91 
DO 40 10 = 1,118 . 
!FIORDERIIDI.LT.!R.OR,ORDERIIO·I.GE.!R+ll GO TO 40 
WRITEl6,7J(OCCUPIIO,Il,l=l,201,RATEFIIOl,OROERIIOI 
40 COlfl !'JUE 
45 CONT I NUE' 
WRITEl6,91 
00 ·55 IR = l,IIB 
IFIIR,EQ.5NI WR!T~l6,91 
00 50 IO= 1,118 
lF(URDERl!~+ll31.LT.lR.O~.OROERIIO+ll81,GE.lR+ll GO TO 50 
WRITElb,71(3CCUPt!O,ll,l=l,201,RATESIIOl,ORDERl!O+ll81 
50 CONTINUE 
55 COl<Tl~JE 
STOP 
E~O 
BBWI 
BilWI 
BBWI 
B8Wl 
BBWI 
BBWI 
BBWI 
BBWI 
BBWI 
.BBWl 
BBWI 
BBWI 
BBWl 
BBWI 
BBWl 
BBWi 
s·aw1 
BdWI 
'° ~
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·PROGRAM 88W2 
MARCH, 1970 
BBW2 
8BW2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
nus- PROGRAM JS DESIGNED TO READ AND PRINT THE RAW DATA FOR 
THE PRESTIGE STUDY. THE AVERAGE RATE SCORES ANO THE ORDINAL 
SCALES ARE CO~PUTED-AND PRl:IITEO FOR ROTH THE FRESHMEN'S FIRST AND 
88W2 
BBW2 
8BW2 
B-BW2 
B8W2 
BBW2 
saw2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
SECOND CHOICES AND THE ·sE:IIIUR•S -MAJOR AREA .OF STUDY. IBM'S SSP 
LIBRARY SUB~OUT!NE, RANK, IS USED -TO COMPUTE THE ORDINAL SCALES. 
DH!E>lSIDN OCCUP1118,201, RATINGl118,741, RATE.11181, ORDERl1181 
DIMENSION NOVESl2J, KS12,51, !DEPH81, CH!i.741, CH2174)·, OCCUBI, 
* - OCC2181 
DATA lDEPT /4H ,4H CTH,4HFRCO, 4HfN!A, 4HHMFE,4HH&ID,4HH&RA __ , 
* 4HHEED/ - -
DATA rmves /3H N0,3HYES/ 
DATA MS/4HSll<G,4HLE ;4HENGA,4HGED ,4HMARR,4HIED ,4HD1V0,4HRCED, 
8BW2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
88W2 
BBW2 
* 4HWID0,4HWED I 
INTEGER RAT ING, STUNUM, CLASS, CHl, CH2, DBL MAJ,_ CHGMAJ, GRADE, 
* SIZEHS, SIZEHT, OCCl, OCC2, RATEl, RATE2, FACTOR-
! FOR/':ATl3X,l9A4,All , 
2 FORMAT(2X,11,31X,4011/2X,78ll)• 
3 FOR~AT{6~1 19A4,Al 1 10X,F6.2,' l'~F6.2,')'l 
4 -FORMATl/&X, 'AVERAGE:' ,BOX,F5 .• 21 
5 FORMATUHl,'FACTORS:• _5181 
6 FOKMA1112,911,8A4,8A4,2111 
7 FORM.t\T ( lX., I 2 ,2X, A4 ,2 X, A4-, 2X, A3, 2X, A3·, 2 X, 2A4, lX ,31 2, 5X, 8A4, I 5, 
* 5X,BA4.15 -/5X,11Slll -
8 FORMAT llHl,-20X,A4, lX, 'DEP-A_RTMENT, '12,' ·STUDENTS.'// ,6X, 
·* 'OCCUP.IITiON THLE'_,73X,'RA:rE IRANK-1'/-1 - -
9 FORMAT(lHll -- - - · - •- - -- - -
READl5, l-l-l (OCCUP(:IO~-l-l ,I=l;zo1·,_IO=.l, ll8l_ 
NS= 7• - - - · 
15 WR ll_EH,,_ 91 
I-Fl = ·O ---
IF2 = b:-,_, 
-IF·,,_='-() ' .. _-_i:_~--'- -·e:--
=f ilf lf t\1~ti1l~!~f:Ji!t~~f{itt, 
:,:}}!~{gt:t:: ::: : !~!:} . 
iF'ff,At;,Tj'.JR'.tfQ,51 IF5- = !f5 + l _ - -- _ 
· WRi,l'~f_b_{'7t:·-STUNUM,, ID~PT.ICHl (IS I +l I_, -IDEPTICH2US 1+11, 
_ * •--.-• - ':(mY-E·Sl!l!l(MA-!+H., NOV_ESICl:IGMAJ+l-1,IMSU,MSTAT};I = 
*-- --GRa'oe.-.:s-tiEHS, ·suEHT,-ilOCCl01,l=l,8l, RAJEl, -:-
·* · - _ .,,;1,tic_c-2-1 iJ ·;, 1.;i-.;a:, i Rl<J.E{, .-(RAT ING( IO, IS).; I_O=i, !18T 
. 16 ~6!{I~~t:~t~(lf·t~fE_o.~o,-iif(T~Jf,jl>- ;· . -.. ' ". -·- • : 
llRITEf6,_in_-,-.-:J-t:J,--'JF-2; ::IF3,-- lffh ·rF5-
. . . -. . ~ <?·~. t•: .. 
BBW2 
B8W2 
BBW2 
88W2 
BBW2 
8BW2 
BBW2 
B8W2 
BBW2 
B8W2 
8BW2 
BBW2_-
B8W2_' 
- 8BW2 -
B8W2. 
BBW2 
_·S8W2_'-· 
- ssw2--·-
ssw2-'"._ -· 
BBWZ __ 
-as·wz-
-- - , BBW2 
: ,asw2: 
. .'--_8_BW2 - -
·sew 2. 
· aaw2 _ 
esw2 · · 
-_ B1iW2. 
- _B8W2 
B8W2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
h2-l ;_8BW2 
· ee112--
eliw2 . 
- . 88112 
< BBW2 
88W2 
DO 40 10•1,7 
AVG= o.n 
!JO 21 IO=l, 118 
SUMRAT =.o.o· 
KSD = 0 -
DO 20 IS=l,NS 
IFICH211SI .NE. IOI GO TO 20 
-SU!<RAT -= -suMRAT + RATINGUO,ISI 
KSD = ·Kso- + l 
20 CIJl,THIUF 
- -RATtl IOI = 20.*SUMPAT/KSO 
·21 .WG- =AVG+ RATEIIDI 
WRITE lb,91 1-DEPTIIO+ll, KSD 
CAU. RA'IKIRATE,ORDER,1181 
DO Jr; IO= 1,119 
30 ORl)[RIIOI = 118-0ROERIIOl+l 
KP• 0 
DO 3~ l~=l,118_ 
DO 31 IO=l ,-118 
l!'IO_RDERI 101_.LT. IR .OR. ORDERIIO) .GE. IR+ll GO TO 31 
kRJTEl6,3IIQCCUPII0,11,1•1,201, RATE(IOI, ORDERIIOI 
l{p • KP + I 
IFIKP .EO. SBI WRITEl6,91 
31 COIHINUE 
35 CONTINUE 
AVG = AVG/118. 
WRITElb.,41 AVG 
4Cf CONTI t~UE 
IF-I NS.El). 571 STOP 
NS= 57 
Gil T0-15 
E'II) 
88W2 
8BW2 
88\o!Z 
BBW2 
BBW2 
8BW2 
88112 
8BW2 
BBW2 
B8W2 
BBW2 
88W2 
SBWZ 
88W2 
BBW2 
8BW2 
BBW2 
B8W2 
88W2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
88112 
8BW2 
BBW2 
88W2 
BBW2 
BBW2 
88W2 
-BBW2 
68112 
86112 
B8W2 
'° 00 
APPENDIX C 
Tills :rs A PREST:tGE STUDY 
~·-~· -· 
Which t'actor listed below do you f'.eel bas the most i.nf'luence on the prestige ranking of'.·an 
occupation? (Check o.ne only) · 
:10 Salary Possibiliti.es. .,-., 
.:to Res.ponsibil.ity Required / 
30 Education Nec,,essary 
.., 0 Service to HumanJ.ty · U . · .. 
so Other , Please indicate, ~e "'ID 3 ~ U1tlAc.rees 
The f'o.llowing occupations .have been se.lected f'rom those listed :in the current career leaf'lets 
published by the· American Home .Economics Asso·ciation. 
J'or th~ jobs listed below, please,. check the column that best ·gives your Olffl personal opinion 
of' the prof'essional or pres.tige standing f'or each occupation. · · 
1 .Adve.r.tising Ar.tj.st 
2.Advertising Account Executive in Area 
of' Textile.s & Clothing 
:,.Advertising Copywriter i.n Area of' 
Food & Nutrition 
4.Advertising Copywriter in Area of' 
Housing, Furnishings, & Equipment' 
S.Airline Food Service Supervisor 
6.Appitance Spe.cialist 
? .Armed Servi.ce.s J)ieti tian 
B.Caf'eteria Supervisor 
· 9.Child Care Speci-alist 
10.Child Guidance Counselor 
t 1 .City Planning .. Consultant, 
'12.Clothing Consul.tant· 
-· 1:,.c1othing Designer 
14.college J'ood Service Director 
·l!.x-ce.1..1.en..: "''"OQ 
r- 1 / 
... ) '7 
. ·-· 
. ·-· -
A,-------
. "? 
J 
Somewhat 
Below 
n••--&--
~ 
_oL 
-·· .·.-., -
Do Not 
v ...... ' r-.. -
-1 ~ 
_J_ L/ 
•< 
--
' 
1'"" 
8 
PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Classification: J a Freshman J/ a Senior 
Major area of study: Freshmen 
Indicate tst and 
2nd Choices 
lo ()-"'f 
·---
2. o- 1 
Do you have a double major? J a Yes OaNo If yes, please state: ___________ _ 
Seniors 
. .:1. 0 CTM 
.:;).. 0 FR&CD 
30 FNIA 
'IO HM, F.&FE 
SOH&ID 
f#O H&RA 
, MlED 
If you are a senior, have you changed your major since your freshman 
year? iaYes OaNo 
If yes, please list your previous major( s) : ____________ _ 
Marital status: :1. 0 Single 
J OEngaged 
3 O Married ( Length of time) _____ _ 
'-I O Divorced 
SD Widowed 
Estimate your overall grade point: 
(Check one only) 
.10 1 .49 or leu 
.:l O 1 .50-1 .99 
302.00-2.49 
"}02.50-2.99. 
Estimate size of highschool attended ::i,o 99 or less 
( Check one only) ~O t 00-499 
.30 500-999 
SQJ.OO-J.49 
t,QJ.50-J.99 
7aJ.99-4.oo 
4o 1 ,000-1,999 
,502,000 or more 
Estimate size of home town: 
(Check one only) 
~o 4,999 or less4o 20,000-39,999 
::a.a 5,000- 9,999 .,.a 40,000-19,999 
.:,o 10,000-19,999 1,0 80,000-99,999 
List your first and second 
after graduation. 
(These do not have to be 
1st Choice-- UP :TP 
2nd Choice /11'7 "'(Q 
70 l 00, 000 or more 
choices for the most preferred occupations 
from the titles listed on the prestige study) 
3 el c HARA( re,es 
3 ;t C.HdRAc.t:e~..s. 
Rank theii!e choices of occupations in the spaces provided below. 
Somewhat 
Below Do Not 
Excellent Good Average Average Poor Know 
_l lilt Choice § JI I ~ I i I 1 I el 2nd Choice 
101 
."\: 
.... -
<t .. 
~A\\1 DATA - F~ESH,.;[,\i 
fOCD er.-. NO NO SINGLE 4 4 5 KINDE?.GARTEN TEACHER 80 NURSERY SCHOOL SUPERVISOR 80 
4433333244445343333344445555344444454445555544455434432434553334555544433554454444444334444444443343333454454433334334 
C rs F RC:) NO NO SINGLE 4 5 7 OW:11 OWN STORE 100 BUYER 100 
4033444333344344433344345555344333444435555444445344444443554444555544444544554544444444443444443454333344455444444224 
3 Hl:EO F~C~ NO NU SINGLE 3 3 2 HOl~E EC EXTENTIONIST 100 HEED 80 
4544453554333335555443333222533555433554444553553544354444443343334353533335532233333555555344332224333545545554545555 
4 F'HA fo(J Ncl NO Sl~GLE l 3 ·1 DIETITIAN 100 SOCIAL WORKER 80 
ll313143lllll53511511113111151114llllllllll4444511115111551112111111411111455llllllll51115111115431144124lllllll5llll2 
HEFn NJ NO s11,GLE 5 2 2 Al?.LINE RESERVAT!ONIST 80 WRITER 80 
5544444445555544444444445555455555555455555544545445453444554434555554444544555555444444444555554354344454445444444444 
6 FRCD HEcD NO NO SINGLE 5 3 7 SOCIAL. \~ORKER 80 HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER 60 
4433433333445434444444445455445444444444554543555444454344554334444454434445544444444555544555553334333555554544444443 
HCID CTM NC! NO SINGLc 3 5 -5 INTERIOR DESIG'JER 100 FASHION MERCHANDISER 100 
5544333345345434444444444455444333333334433433334433354534554422333334422333453333444444443444445533333344455433333334 
FRCD H'iFE N':l NO SINGLE 2 4 l NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER 100_ ELEMENTARY ED. TEACHER 100 
3333443444445534555454554555444555445545555444445444454455554444455554444555554445555554554455554444444444444444433344 
9 cm FPCQ rm c,o SIC-JGLE l 2 3 "IERCHANDISING 80 TEACHER 80 
4333344344434443333333343333433333333443343433433433343434433333333333434334433333333533333333333333333433333433333444 
10 FRCD r'ffE NO NO SINGLE 5 3 3 NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER 100 CHILD GU!DAN(;E COUNSELOR 60 
5 44 4 5 4 5 4 5 55 444345 5 5 5 5 5 55 4 4 44 5 33. 44 33 53_444 55 5 5445 5 4 5444 54 544 5 5 5 5 3 3444444 533444 544444 4444445445 5 5 5 5 34 3 3 3 3 3444444454 544454 
11 FRCD HCRA NO NO SI 'JGLE l 2 1 SOC !AL WORKER 80 YOUTH COUNSELOR 80 
4444334333344444444444444344433343444334544544544434454544554433344445444444444444444444444444444544444454445444444444 
12 HEED en Y<:S :so SI%LE 6 2 1 EXTENSION HOME ECONOMIST 100 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER 100 
4544444444455455554455555555555444444444554544554454433344554444444444444334444455444444444555554454333344444455555554 
13 F•JIA F~l~ ·-n ,m Sf!'JGLE 5 5 5 NUT~IT!ONAL RESEARCHER 100 SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 100 
45333354545454433,4444444444433555544445555545445444444555555433555544435554544444444344444555554544444355553433334333 
14 H'\FE CP. vc:: t;,:> Sl,GLE 4 l 1 PU3LIC UTILITY WORKER 80 KINDERGARTEN 'TEACHER 80 
4545554444455,,4554454433344543330333334444544443433354433443333344434533334443344333333334444443334333454444344443333 
15 FRCD en~ ~G 'K Sl'lGLE 3 4 4 CHI LO COUNSELOR 100 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 60 
4433545455555455544444544444345554544445555444534333443233554433555544433445544444444443334555555444443354444444444334 
16 HEED cr•i ';Q Ntl SI~GLE 4 4 4 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER_ 80 DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 60 
4433343444445433333443454443344444454444554455544444334544554422544444443443454433443345554444344544333444444433333444 
17 Hern FPC9 YES ~o SlcJGLE 5 1 l HOME ECONIJMICS TEACHER 80 PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER 80 
5433443243234334432233224343445443333333443435544222433234443222344334223225433333334534335334333232224543343322233354 
18 HEED F<.(u N·J ~o SINGLE 2 4 5 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 80 FIRST GRADE TEACHER BO 
3~00 30 33 5443 43C 003 30G 2 3 3 233 3243 3 3 32 22 44343 3 32232 22243 443 3 3 55 221153 3343 332233 3322333 33443.444 33433 34333324 544334 33443444 
19 CT~ FRCO NO NO SINGLE 3 4 4 TEXTILE DESIGNER 100 FASHION MERCHANDISER 100 
45352242552552445524524254542454234454455551111145llllllll5533334355143114lll444543541311125344lll51115533355444115555 
20 FRCD FNH NO NO Sl~GLE 3 2 3 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 100 PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER 60 
[450004455055505554453404454433444003444444344455053545304443333455540030444434443344435545545445540000540045454540455 
21 H&ID NQ ND SINGLE 4 4 7 HOME DECORATOR 100 0 
5435332!44335233333333334444344444444555555454445434432323553412555545433554454444444444443444443232113343343344443333 
22 H&JD FPCD ~J ~O SIMGLE 3 4 5 INTERIOR DECORATOR 100 SOCIAL WORKER 100 
5444545455545554554555545555555444435445555543435445354444554533544545433533445445545434445444544444443555455444445555 
23 CTM H&ID NO NO SJ;;GLE 5 l l FASHION MERCHA'•OISER 80 FASHION COORDINATOR 80 
443343?234444243433444334444444433334334444333334433333433443333444444332433332344443343333333322333223444444433334333 
24 HHD C rn 'Jtl NO SINGLE 4 4 4· HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER-HG. SCH. 60 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER-JR. HIGH 60 
14222332~4445323333233223343433333333444555433544423353334554322444334424324533343332333434555552433333354455333333334 
25 cm HE[D ND NO ENG'GECJ 5 2 2 EXECUTIVE BUYE~ - 100 BRIDAL CONSULTANT 100 
45333332453453333444,3335443445333444535555533544533342333553423444443333334544344444534445555553344333355555344444443 
26 HE"D CT'< NO NC SJ~GLE 4 4 7 HIGH SCHOOL TEO,CHER 80 PRIVATE CLOTHING INSTRUCTOR 80 
4433333223434323333343334444434444333443443433434444342333544433444443332334443222333433334444442333333344444333333334 
27 CTM HE"D N'.J 'W SINGLE 3 l l FASHION DESIGNER 100 YOUTH COUNSELOR 100 
44333344444454444444_44444555544555445445555544545544453443554444555555444444444434443434445433333543333554455455544555 
28 CTM F<CD '10 NC SINGLE l 3 7 .FASHION COORDl'/HOR 100 JR. MISS BUYER 100 
3434344443344444344433333444443433334334443433444434344433444433333333333344433344344433443444433443443433444344443443 
29 FNlA HEED ~8 NC Sl~GLE 4 3 3 MISSIONARY & DIETITION 100 DIETITION DR HOME EXTENSION 80 
3322435444433434444432443455433444333443333532433433413433332313333333333334523334333433334555554333343443334333334345 
30 CT~ HEED YES NO SINGLE 6 2 1 DEPT. STORE BUYER 100 MODEL 80 
3432444333455543333344334455344222334225544433543334331432554433433234433443533354444334443544443233323255455433333333 
~ 
0 
l\:) 
11 CTK F CJ Nn NO Sl~GLE 4 3 4 FASHION BUYER BO MODEL 80 
33)0121 44445430033]33434555425000334334555434444430033433453433400004023334430000000444444555554433333344445400000004 
32 CP ~ D NJ :,o Sl'!C;LE 3 '• 5 FASHION MERCHANDISER 80 INTERIOR DESIGNER 80 
4 54 4 l 3 3 ·•'• '• 5 3 34 4444 4 44 4'i 444 4'i 5 5 5 55 5444455 5 5541,45 3 3 3 3 323 344 5443 355 5545434544455444444445 55544444 5443 3344 5445 5444444444 
33 r-l[.IO -'\JO NO S1i'1GLE l 4 1 INTERIOR DECOKATOR 60 0 
545CC3]444333324444544544455554334444444555545444044D40344554344444453222234544444334323334233325434332443344033333334 
34 CT.~ FCC) •;.~ r·;G E~GAGEO 4 5 7 FASHIO~ BUYER 100 SHOP WINUOW COORDINATOR 60 
'322334•31344332222232224344333222223333433333333333333333442322222222222222232233232333333433333433334343333323222223 
35 CT1' H~TQ N'.J hlO S!'-J~;LE: 5 ? 7 BUYER 80 OWN STORE 80 
4544433345555443333344335444434444444445554533434433333434553333444444333333444444444334444444443343334554454344444444 
36 r·<f.]f) cT'1 'SJ NO S11''.;LF 5 4 5 INTERIOR DESIGrJER 100 BUYER-FURNITURE DEPT. 80 
35335433455454433133443444<5443333334544555443335544433333454433555544335443343333333234333333334433333354343533333335 
37 rlf.lD 'JO NC E'.)G/,'.;EJ 4 4 4 INTERIOR DESIG~ER 100 MANAGER OF BOTIGUE 80 
4533533214445•33333342334455533444534554544533545533442334453534444433532443542~44333434434555552444233454344544444444 
33 CTM s'J!u ·s1 N(1 Sl'JGLE 4 2 3 PUSLI: RELATIONS WORK IN CT". l:JO CTM BUYER 80 
"554533343444444334455454455455343554334555544555344452445334334433455433333555555555435454544445443343355453334434443 
39 HFFD CH :n ~ll Sl~GLE 5 4 7 TEACHER 80 HOUSEWIFE O 
35433333444453334434.3443343544555334444554544554334351245443433444443433345333355444553335555554334443554433344443454 
40 CT". i<'.ID NO '!0 Sl'!CLF 4 3 4 CLOTHING ilUYER 80 DESIGN 80 
4434322232345332223444445455435333334444555543445533354535553334444445432334433333333433334444444433334553355433334554 
41 FRCD F:\IA ~n 1'\C SINGLE 3 Z 1 DI=TITlA!\J 100 SOCIAL WORKER 100 
4544'>43455555544444455554444543445544445555543545545054545555544555555545444555455444555555555555445444555554455555555 
42 cm :«] ·,m S1%LE 5 4 5 BUYER POSlT!O:i BO 0 
3JJ333lll3334343]33333334455344333444334444333333333333333443333444443334433333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
43 HEED 'JO •,o S1'J3Lc 1 3 2 TEACHER-SECOND GRADE 100 0 
43335453554345335443353l!l223432i3115553345334231533333333332255543545453433255533333333333335333211113543223334243355 
44 CH'· HU~ WJ ,;~ SINGLE 4 3 4 FASHION ilUYFR 100 O~NER OF LADIES STORE 80 
•5•43333333•5334444433334455455444554445555444555333343443554333444445333443454444444333333444443333333443354433333444 
415 CT". Hf,lCl \'.") -~rn s1;•JGLE 3 3 7 FASHION 3UYER 100 TEACHER 100 
'4554354345554334445·4355555555333355445555533445534353534553333555555333445544555555534335555553555335155555333333335 
46 FP,CO HUJ N·J '•JU SP;GLE 5 3 1 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 100 INTERIOR DECORATOR 80 
5444444344555453•44545445555455344554334555432334333433434554333534444333333455554554345445544444433234554343434445344 
47 FsCD ~'CH N•J ~o Sl:·,GLE 3 5 5 TEACHE?- 80 SECETARY 60 
443354544434453554444344534',534555544444444543444534333444443334444454435344434344343533445444444343444443343433433444 
48 C'\CD Pi!~ :i[l r,ic S!HGLE 2 1 l SOCIAL ,WR.KER - 100 ELEMENTARY TEACHER 80 
44443321~44443444444~444)44434444444344444453?4445333222444433234~4444434444444444444444445444444334333544444444444555 
4q "1t"D :<O CifJ SI~GLE 3 2 1 FASHION MERCH4iWISER 100 DIETITIAN 80 
4443ll2J34•4543333334344555455522?333345545543444333354533550000033342DD0005533343355550024304552233ll4454455400003354 
50 CT~ hJ:l N'J $1\lGLE 4 2 7 FASH[ON O!::SIG\IEP. 100 auYER 100 
4323432l332454432222,3234554345332334225555432334223232323553423533333224432433344353223333433322234223243453222Z22111 
':il rl(.tD f~tl NO Sl''-!GLE 4 4 4 FURNlTURF BUYER 100 INTERIOR DESIGNER 100 
4433333333345343333333354443453333334334444333335333332333553323333334323333343344344333333333333433333243343333333334 
52 ~&le CT'< 'IC! 1'0 Sl~GI.E l 2 3 HO,v.E DECO'iATOR 100 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER 100 
55454343455454(3433•44335555444443445445544444444334334444554544434445430445533055555554455555544440334404454044444445 
53 ""c~ F:,L\ '"' ·,c SINGLt 3 3 3 TEACHES 60 EXH'NS!ON AGENT 60 
'444525433445535544443403344554555544554554554554544452345344333444453433445543355444544445545453433333354555444443444 
54 SPCD en YES WJ SPJGLE 5 3 4 ELEMENTARY TE~CHER 60 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER 60 
5444333333445333333334334454]45333334334545433333444332334553333433333333333443354453443335544443333344553355533334535 
55 ,,CD H&IO i;:J NO SL%LE 4 4 5 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER ac DAY CARE CENTER DIRECTOR 60 
4444433343334343333333334333333333333333443343334334334433443433444433334443443344333333333333334433333344343333333333 
56 FRCO HEED Nil ~O SlNGLE 4 5 5 TEACHER 60 SOCIAL WORK 80 
4323343?3•3342334334L4324444332343435444554433435534333333554432444444435444444344444454545445443333344544454533334555 
57 F:,JTl F1-'CD ~.Jtl ;~;. Sif'<GLE 5?. 1 NURSING-MOT H:Ji.-,E EC. 80 DIETITIAN 60 
2344~~1444544~43344444444444334000433444444544554434443440440434544400430444440000444444445333334340333554000500000344 
58 H.!:If"1 CT/~ i'JO ~n t"~':./\G=i) 5 4 5 INTE~IOQ !)ESIG\IER 100 DESIGN CONSULTANT 80 
4444221124445244444444444444354444445334555443335443331322552212544433324433344444444333334544543223112242243333333233 
c;g HEtO ~~u Nr1 SINGL~ 6 4 7 HOME ECONO"\ICS TEACHER 80 0 
4443333444355444444333444433435444223354444543544434343314444324444353534455543333333443455434333322554554544543542355 
60 rlf,10 FOGn ,n f·;r: Sl'JGLE 3 3 3 AIRLINE STEWARDESS 100 FIELD IN ART 100 
5323231144334242443445424445344333444234434222223544321222554422544425324222243334444225534334431222223544442211114355 ~ 
0 
I.,) 
&l CT~ FPC.~ NO NO . Sl'JGLE 5 4 7 MERCHAND.JSING . . · .. . .. 80: ... BUYER . · 80 
342211112 3V,4 I 32 3323 332155'>5133 33 3334 ',4554443224434331 l 3}355332343_3332221323443~44444334433555542354222543454333334333 
62 CT~ ,n NO E:,G'<GEJ 4 2 l BUYER ... 80 . -·, FASHION COORDINATOR 80 
44 3333 3344 3 343 3 3 3 3 33 333444444 4 33 3 3 534 3 334 3403343442334230344 3 3233333 3 33243 345430't.3333303 334444443430332453455$ 3333 3342 
&J. HEED H'',FE ··,u NO SI %LE 3 2 1 HOME ECONu!-1 !CS· HACHER 80. PUBLIC UTILITY WOltKER 80 
4444433344444343334443334344434334333344~44333334433443443553333333334334334343334333334444444434333333444443333333333 
64 CTI' HrED NO '10 SINGLE 4 1 1 FASHION BUYE.R 100 FASHION CONSULTANT 100 
2322433444355542245352454254334353313324543544522234253531553322233355421344521143232332432555554533223555535432432334 
&5 HEff CT'4 raJ •,o Sl'.1GU, 5 2 l FASHION 'IERCH.INOISER 80 TEACHFR 80 
444 4 44 3 3 45G4 5 4444 4 44 444 5 5 5 5 544 5·5 5 5 544 4445 54 5 4444 4433 3 44 544 5 54 3 345 5 5554445444 55445444443333344444554544445445 5444444444 
66 C·H' H&ID f-!J ND SINGLE 4 5 7 BUYE~-TEXTILES & CLOTHING 100 FASHION COORDINATOR 100 
5544444454555444444404445455444433334445555443445334042430453334444433430334430000333434433444443343333344444433333333 
67 CT~ HEED NO ~O SINGLE 4 5 7 FASHION BUYER 100 TEACHER 80 
3433 312244 5 5 5133 31.334 33 ,, 4455 543444 4343455 5444 344 542 3341534553 32355 5544333444443454444334434444442544334443354433 344334 
63 CT~ FPCO -,~ ;·;o EtJG!,GED 4 2 l REAUTICIAN 80 WORK IN DEPT. STORE 80 
44 44 4 3 33 44 4 5 5 4 44 44 ,,44 4 1,455 5 5 3 44 44 4 4 44445 5 5 5 44 3 4454444 33 3 3 4 5 54444544445 5 433 34455444444444444444444343 33 334445444444444 3 
69 FP,CD FN!A N~ 1,0 SINSLE 4 5 5 KIN:JERGARTEN TEACHER 60 DAY CARE CE~TER DIRECTOR 80 
33333333333343433333333333~33343,3334333433343334333333333443333344444433443343333333333333333334433333343343333333333 
70 FNIA FRCD Nn 'Kl SlNGLE 6 2 l DIETITIAN 100 HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 100 
3 44 c 23 23 3 24 53 3333333122 34 1, 44 543 3 3 3433 334444 3 333444333 534 3 3 5 5332243 333 33333 333333334 34433334333333'433333454443333333444 
71 FPCD HFF'.l N,J NO SINGLE 3 5 7 . NURSE'<Y SCHOOL TEACHER 80 SOCIAL WORKER, 100 
4 'J 0[; 5355 5 554 55 C5 5COC0·10l 5 555555~ 00 554 55 554455455 5 534053500553433505554444004550055555 5444455 555 !B45445355555554444433 3 
72 . f'P.CD HEED NO NO FNGAGEO 2 5 7 KINDERGARTEN TEACHER . 100 ELEMENTARY TEACHER 100 
44 3343, 3 554,,5 35 4 44 3444 3 4 5 3443 44444 335455555'5444454443 3 344455443444444543444454344444343343 5444333 33 3 33 35544555 33 333344 
73 CTM FRC1 NO NO SINGLE 1 5 7 FASHION BUYER 100 MODEL j 100 
554 43 344 553 55454 441,44,,4 3 5 4 54455 3 3 33 3 54455 55 33 344443444343 3554433444445330433433354455444445544443353334554455444443333 
74 FRCD H&!ll YES NO SINGLE 5 2 l ELEMENTARY TEACHER 60 INTERIOR DECORATOR 80 
4444333255445344444455555555355444555555555533555534332534553324533345433333455555555545555555553433223454355344445554 
b 
,i:--
~ 
RAW DATA - 'SEN.I OR:. 
CT~ --- -1\10 NO SINGLE - - -'5 1 .l. .COSTUME DESIGNER - , -· - · · 100 - - PATTERN HAKER ·. .. - 80 
433"323233444534333334.53354443443333444355443334354333324335534335444343354333lt334¥+4434433453343344333441t3353533334334 
2 -CTM NO NO· "1A'IRJED 3 2 1 'STORE ·OWNER ,/ - - ·-so-- --BUYER - 100· 
4 4 3 3 545 4 5545 5444 44 44 4 444 5 44 4444444.444444541t54554 54444444<.lt.5 53 3 3 343 334443"43 3444 3344 3333 343 33 333 3344 43 3343 55451t3 33334334 -
3 Cl'."1 -- NO YES SII\IGU 3 3 2 - MANAGER OF CLOTHING SHOP - - - - 60 WORK WITH PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN . - 80 
)433322344434323433333334433_3233333223'>3443.432434423232222333322434332°325333432_233333333335334332333222433,343333333445" 
4 CTM ,. -N[J -__ NO SINGLE - - 6 4 7 BUYER ' - - ·. - . - < ·. ·ao' ,' JIERCHAN'DiSE HANAGER · . . . · -100 
. 4 5 33 3342344_453344444'444 4.5 544455443·4'44 55"5 553543 54'444445453 3444'r3344444443 5334-543-34~4'444¥+454444444503344.54443400005445 
·. 5 CTM NO NO· MARR IE!) 4 2 1· _RETAIL .MANAGEHEIIIT EXECUTIVE - 80 _- -. __ tiESIGNER - __ . - - • . 80. 
4 3 4 3 3 343 344 3 54 33 33 3_ 3 3 3 3 3 54 44 54444443 4 3 3454454 34 34 33 3 3 313 3 3443 3333 33343 33133 343333 3333333333444442233 3 3 333 33433 3_33333 33 
6 CT!l ,. NO. Y~s-· 'IAR~lEO - 5 2· 3-. 'WINDOW DISP.LAY DESIGNER-LG;. co. · -so.: _ BUYER FOR LG. RETAH. OPERATION .80 
5 5 3 24.3423. 45 5 545 3 34344 3 3 4 5444 3 5443 3 4444455 5 5.33 4 3344444 32.! 334433 33 3:3434 3 33433343 334444433444443 333 334433 3343 332433.334334 -
7 - CHI NO' YES SINGLE· - 4 -3 7 - STORE BUYE~ - - - . 8_0 .- ·. 'HEAD ·oF· STORE TRAINING PROG. · - 80 
8 -_ ::~~3342344,45~ci33::~34·~;~~tt444:4:3!30444;1~~:!~::;~~3;::~:::334444444434434~43334::;;;~3333333343333344443433333443 80 _ 
,444443434443433443444444333433355543344444454454444445·3544444433444444432445433344444444544444444444553454444444444444 
9 FRCD NO YES SINGLE - 4 5 5 KINDERGARTEN. TEACHER.:.PUBLIC. - 60 _ _ ·KINDERGARTEN .HACHER,.;PRIVATE - ~- 60 
443344434443 533 3 3 3 33 333 3 5 3 334444444443345 553·35454 343 3322 33't43 32-254444 333334433334444433433344444323333 3354444400004333 
_10· FRCD - NO YES IIAR~IEO_ -3 5 _7 SOCIAL WORKER . - - __ 80 - _ NURSl:RY· SCHOOL .. _ 80 
'4444334355545444444444444333433444444454554544545544453333344434555544435334544"444444554445555554333333't54343433334444 
l'l FIICD.. NO YES SINGLE· _ 3 4 T - SOCIAL WORKER -_ - _·so. - ·_. - : :· , - _ \ _ _ __ . O 
3330021155122113 33333 33324441444422 243445455315341234 l ll l 145321454444 341344453"2233333333335355532321331455545444444343 
12 FPCD _ NO YES SlNGLE 5 3 1 SOCIAL WORKERIAFT-ER GR'AO.SCHOOL.I 100 _ CASE -WORKERIIF. NOT GRAD SCHOOL! 100 
5434332554452535544444444445444444443433444433334534443433444322444434322333333343444444445444443432222554443533334555 
13 FRCD -_ YES YES SINGLE -· 3 2 5 . ELEIIENTARY ED~CATION TE-ACftER _ - 80 - NURSERY.SCHOOL\ DIRECTOR . _ ·- 60 
~5"'4433344534433433333344333444444433443544543443433344433553333333344433_334443333444434444444.443333342343334444444333 -
14 FIICO . _ NO YES -S1'4_GLE · 6 2 2 - KINDERG.\RTEN TEACHER _ -. 80· - SOCIAL. WORKER \· : · . - . _ - 60 
432233434554544444455445433343233343455454443.2543535.3'42334553323444444434444533344333543334334432223322443343434443334 
15 FRCD _ NO NO MARRIED 3 4 7 _ TEACHER IN· NURSERY SCl:IOOL - BO SOCIAL WORK OF"\SOME KIND BO 
33-2323235444343333333333433334333333334455333344443333343344332344434434333433334444444443444444443"333344.3343333333344 
U, FRCD · NO i'lO SINGLE - 5 2 1 ELEMENTARY SCrlOOL TEACHE·R . - 60- - DIRECTOR -OF HEAD START PROGRAH 80 
443 3342 3 4 343 5 34 3 3333 3 3 33 544444 5444 ·5 4_43345 5 554.3_54 5 334 34244444443444444433444444445533343443544444444~434444354444444333 
.:: ~~~~333?55435~i44:~!33i~~~H4433i3:4~44444~!!~f~3i~~~~~~ii~:~:~~3!::~:;:3333!~33333~~i:!3::~:?:3:~~~~~43~3333333333a :: 
·· 19 :: g 23 3_23 5445!;3 3!:~ 33~!!:~!;44 3 ! 3i3t5455~t~~:!!:!~ :~3~: !~~::~~~:~~?223 3323:i22222~~:; ::t:i~~t2~~!~~:::: m~~2333 60 
33444334-45.5553444444444_443334344444344444333334343_3333344344342344444·4·333334333344444334_433444443333333344343433_333334 
- 20 FRCD -_ - . ND -YES SINGLE _ 4 2 l KI.NOERGARTEN TEACHER _- 60 HOME EXTENTION -AGENT --· 60 
333332244444534343334535544333233334300344433343422303232255332243433322122333333333332322434343233022234334403333323/t 
21 FRCD · NO YES SINGLE 3 2 l· HEADSTART - 60 WELFARE·· - 60 
4 3 223 2 3244334 3333313 3334 3 33 3 34 3 3 33 3 33 333444 333·33 34 33 323 3 334433 2233 333 33 3232333333 333333333444444·23 3322 3333343233 333333 -
22 · HCD · NO YES .SINGLE. -4 5 '1 . - WIFE AND MOTHER . _-_- - - 100· .· NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER - · - 60 
453333323334534223333434544<,334444444445'5554424453343.3,243-4.554434555544433444443444444334444444443433333344444433-333333 
23 ·FRCD . ·.. NCI 'vES - MARRIED 5 1 1 - KINDERGARTEN- TEACHER - . - -. - 60 · OPERATE OWN NURSERY' SCHOOL-· . 60 
_44334432535453333444445554't44.454445043345544434454_354423335544334444444344433433444443333344444423333333444444lt4443334 
.. 24 F~CD ._-, NO· YES S_INGLE_ --4 5 ·7 GUIDANCE CLINIC . · 100 -- --- SOCIAL .. WORKER _ , _ · 80 
45454 31l5554534 443444 534 55 5 55 44 3443445 5.555444445 5 3434 3444445432353 554442 555455444455444534554555454444345 5554534444345· 
25 .FNIA . NO. ·No "l"AI\RIED ." 5 2· i CONSUL TANT DIET IT UN . - BO · THERAPEUTIC DIETITIAN ·--: . .. ,----- ,80 
_,54,4443_4234445444444444454444_54444444444444444445444442 5444554524444444444444555545555444444lt44444444443444444444444444: - ·--
· 26 FNIA- , NO YES· '!All.RIED · 5 2 1 - - - HOSPITAL DIETITIAN - . .100 .. _IIDM(N1STRATlONAL .OIETlTIAN 100 .. 
_27 ;ii154545544s~:~55;~i"s;~~tt:5345~5~3;4445S~~:;::~~ii~5~~~~~ii~:i~~545"433455~~t44~~i~~~,;::i:!:~~5;::it:~:;;4444555454100 
--- 4 3 33444 34 54 443 3 5 55 54.44 54 4 33 34.334 5 4433 443 443 543544 54544433 44445331t4444 44334455444'44333 5544454454433 33443 554444454544455, 
28: _FNlA· · .-,m, ·'YES ·ENG~GED ·4 1'3 . HOSPITAL DIETITIAN . ·. '··· .100 - - .CONSULTANT l>IEHTIAN.. . - BO 
.· -4,._4454535 s:43 4·545 5 544 3 3 4443 445 34444433 444444544 55:4 5.4445344 5,.4343334444444333 55444444445444444444444454:5345544·4544443555 
2~ H•1FE , - YES'- ·No MAI\RIJ:D - 6 l'.l ··uT,lLITY HOME .ECONOMIST:' -- - lDO _- SECONDARY 'TEA.CHER -voe. ·llEE_D . - ·BO" 
_ - '45444544443444344_54544.544333434444544443434533535544443'3;3444"5444354544543534534445455343544555554335433555!,45455·554554: 
3ef· H&.ID· 1110 NO MARRIED 5 2· -3 INTERIOR DESIGNER - : _ - 60 - ·uRBAN RENEWAL CONSULTANT - . '-80 
· 45·333 3 332"344 443 33 3 3344444444443 33 34 33333444433444 323 342 3343 33 3_234:4444333444 n333 33333434434444443443 33334334 34333343_33 
.... 
0 
VI 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
3b 
37 
38 
_39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
5b 
57 
HEID NJ r,o '-1,1i<.,;JED 4 3 o >,UTHER-WIFf ROLE 100 HOME DESIGNER CONSULTANT 80 
40044333444453323334443343~4345545544445555443445444432444353432223334310332343344444333324544435552443555454444443344 
HEID NO NO ~IRRIEO 5 3 2 INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTANT 80 ART MUSEUM CURATOR 100 
4444433345433443543334333444443443444454554544545544344334454534445545435544445433544345444445553333343344343444334343 
HEID NO NO ~AR~IED 4 2 1 INTERIOR DESIGN 100 HOUSING SPECIALIST 100 
4315534555535532333443344445243222343114443422225544551434453422313424224533342434333453252223223332552553243532222545 
HEID 'JO NC SJt-lGLE 5 5 7 PUBLIC HOUSING CONSULTA'l!T 80 CITY PLANNING 80 
440443324555544333444~404344444333444455555544545444454544343433444443435555540044444344445555554444343455555433334334 
H&ID N:J NO MAPQJED 4 5 5 HOUSEWIFE 1:MOTHER 100 INTERIOR DESIGN SHOP-PART TIME 80 
4444434445544333433444444453333333333444433433445345352233553323334433233334433334444443334334433333222343334443344444 
HEED NG YES MARRIE~ 5 2 1 VOCATIONAL HOHE EC. TEACHER 60 PUBLIC SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 60 
5555534455455555555555555555555555555555555555555555555344554444555554532545444444444444444444443233223344343344444443 
HEED 'Fl N[1 s1w:;LE 5 5 .4 "'ISSIO'JARY WOKK 100 TEACHING 100 
444443334455534333335S555444345444444444544544554433333433554444333334333433433344444333333444443333333353344333334334 
HEED Wl YES SPJGLE 2 2 l. WOI-IAN'S EDITOR-FARM PLJBLICATION 80 REPORTER ON METROPOLITAN PAPER 60 
5544443444455433333333344344334333334334444333333333332333444333333334323333333333333333334333333433333343343333333333 
HEED NiJ YES '\AO.PIED 5 3 3 EXTENSION 60 TEACHER 40 
4333332343333323333333,33222323333333333333332333323332333333333333333323332333334343333434444443333333443434444443443 
HEED iJD ND '~ARRI E'.l 4 3 2 TEACHER-H.E. 80 COUNSELOR-CHILD GUIDANCE 80 
4444433345544444444444444444444444444554444544544544444544444444555554443444543344444544445444443444444454444444444444 
HEED NO YES SI~GLE 5 1 1 HOME EC. TEACHER 60 AIRLINE HOSTESS 60 
34 344 3 3 344434 343 3 3 34444 3 5 4 ,,4 3 45 44444445-454444 3 445 5 45 443444554444334 344 34 334444 33 4434444 3434444443443333 344443344443444 
HEED N'.J YES '1ARRlfD 4 3 7 TEACHING 80 EXECUTIVE IN ADVERTISING AGENCY 100 
4544434333325422233333334444544333443333443543444334353444554334444444333443433334333335543444444533343244344333333333 
HEED YES NO VhRRJED 4 3 2 HO'-IE ECONOMIST WITH O.G.E. 80 SECONDARY EOUCATION TEACHER 60 
4444534344445444334444454444544555434445555435354333434444554333433344333444544344454433443444443232223344444344443443 
HEED NO 1'C MARRIED 4 4 3 HIGH SCHQOL HOME EC. TEA.CHER 100 HOME ECONOMISTISERVICE CO.) 60 
4434232234255243432344325355344333334335545344355443223322553433444435433433333333333234433334432333334433343344434444 
H~ED NO YES Sl'JGLc 5 5 7 HOME'IAKEP. 80 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER 80 
4443333345545433443333345444444444444445554543545535343544554433444445545544544444444333433445443333333344444444444455 
HEED NO NC SPJGLE 5 2 4 HOME ECONOMICS TEACHE!< 60 HOME ECONOMIST-UTILITY CO. 60 
4555443333334340044444444433333444333344444433443333333333343333444443333443434444444333333444442233222333333333333333 
HEED NO NO ~A~RIED 5 1 l HOME SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE &O VOCATIONAL H.E. TEACHER 60 
3433443344434334444444444333434444444444444334343344323333443334444444323344443334444334434444443434333334343333333343 
HEED NO NO SINGLE 5 4 5 HOME EC. TEACHER-HIGH SCHOOL &O HOME ECONOMIST-UTILITIES INOUST. 60 
3333443344534423333344444444433333433343443432544334330434453333333344433333543333333344434444444333232343343333334343 
HEED NO NO MAR~!ED 5 2 3 HOME EC. TEACHER bO REHAB. CENTER 80 
3 33 3 3 3 23 3 3 33 3 3 34 3333 333 3 24 3 5 3 33 4 44 322 2 2 3 3 3 343 3452·523 3 s z 3 3 02 3 2 32244 4440000 3 3453000000044 3335333202400342453330500000453 
HEED NJ ND SHJGLE 6 2 2 · voe. HOME EC. TEACHER 80 CLOTHING COORDINATOR &. BUYER 100 
4334443344354433334444345445454333455445535433545445443555553433333334445334455444444445444544544544444355454444443445 
HEED NO NO ENGAGED 5 2 2 TEACHER 80 HOME CONSULTANT 80 
4555555555444544445443444454555555444434545544544444454455454434455554434445544444444333444444443433343444443433333333 
HEED NO NC MARRIED 5 2 1 voe. HOME EC. TEACHER 80 HOME SERVICE 60 
34432322443453322333433343434333333443345444443343~3332434553333433333334333334444344433333333332433233354343333333334 
HEED NO NO '-IARRIEO 4 4 3 HEED bO VOCATIONAL TEACHER 60 
4433444444444433433344344444444333433443433432444434342334333433333334432334433344333433434444443333443444444444444444 
HEED ND NO "ARRIED "i 2 2 EXTENSION HOME ECONOMIST 80 TEACHER OF voe. HOME ECONOMICS 60 
433334323544523444443223344344534443433344443442331234021l4433223334332li232321144332220334434321333223555544444332333 
HEED NO YES SINGLE 4 5 5 HOME EC. TEACHER 60 HEAD START SUPERVLSOR 60 
4433434343434333333344445444433444433444543433444334343333344334444433333344334444444444443433443443343244343333333333 
HEED YES NO Sl'IGLE 4 2 3 SCHOOL LlBRARI"AN 80 voe. HOME EC. TEACHER 60 
4444444334444444444444444444445444444444544443444444444444544444444444444444444444444444444444444344434444444444444444 
HEED NO YES Sl'IGLE 4 2 1 TEACHER 80 EXTENTIONIST 60 
43333423442523333222423444443412223333333445353552241324445533225134431543333333334443351353343333322233555515"33343334 
.... 
0 
O"I 
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DATA 
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TABLE XXIII 
ESTIMATED SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL 
Freshmen Seniors, 
N = 74 N.=·57 
(Percent) (Percent} 
99 or less 8.1 12 .. 3 
100 - 499 27.0 ,38 .. 6 
500.,. 999 20.2 17 .. 5 
1,000 ... 1,999 29.8 15,,8 
2;000 or more 14.9 15 .. 8 
Total 100.0 10000 
Size of 
High School 
99 or less 
100 - 499 
500 - 999 
1000 - 1999 
2000 or more 
Total 
Size of 
High School 
99 or less 
100 - 499 
500 - 999 
1000 - 1999 
2000 ·or:·more 
Total 
CTM 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N= 25 
.(Percent) 
12.0 
28.0 
20.0 
16.0 
24.o 
100.0 
HMEFE 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=1 
(Percent) 
.· 100.0 
100.0 
TABLE XXIV 
ESTIMATED SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL BY 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
FRCD 
Seniors Freshmen Seniors 
First Choice 
N=7 N= 18 N= 17 
{Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
14.3 5.5 · 11.8 
42.8 27.8 29.4 
28.6 22.2 5.9 
14.3 27.8 29.4 
16.7 23.5 
100~0 100.0 100.0 
HID 
Seniors Freshmen Seniors 
First Choice 
N=1 N= 10 N=6 
(Percent) (J.=>ercent) (Percent) 
100.0 
10.0 33.3 
10.0 33.3 
70.0 
10.0 33.3 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
FNIA 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=5 
{Percent) 
· 40.0 
40.0 
29.0 
100.0 
HEED 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N= 15 
.(Percent) 
6.7 
33.3 
20.0 
4o.o 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=4 
(Percent) 
25.0 
50.0 
25.0 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=22 
(Percent) 
9.1 
45.4 .. 
18.1 
13.7 
13.7 
100.0 .... 
0 
'° 
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TABLE XXV 
ESTIMATED SIZE OF HOME TOWN 
Freshmen Seniors 
N>= 74: N= 57 
(Percent) (Percent) 
4:,999 or less 28.4: .3.3 9 4 
5,000 - 9,999 5.4: 14:.o 
· 10,000 - :l9,999 10.8 14:.o 
20,000 - 39,999 1.3,5 .3.5 
4:o,ooo .. 79,999 1706 12 • .3 
Bo,ooo .. 99,999 .3~ 5 
100,000 or more 24: .. .3 19 • .3 
Total 100.0 100 .. 0 
T.ABLE·xxv.r 
ESTIMATED SIZE OF HOMETOWN 
BY MAJOR .AREA. OF STUDY 
Size of Cflf FR.CD FNIA 
Home Town_ Freshmen Seniors Freshmen Seniors Freshmen Seniors 
First Choi.ce First Choice First Choice 
N=25 N,;,,7 N=i8 N=17 N=5 N=4 
(Percen:t) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
4,999 or less ·24.o 42.8 .38.9 . .35 • .3 4o.o 50.0 
5,000 - 9,999 4.o 14 • .3 5.9 
10,000 - 19,999 8.o 14 • .3. 11.1 20.0 25.0 
20,000 - .39,999 16.0 11.1 
4o,ooo - 79,999 8.o 27.8 2.3.5 ·20.0 
80,ooo - 99,999 . 5.9 
100,000 or more . 4o.o 28.6 11.1 29.4 20.0 25.0 
-
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 · 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Size of HMEFE HID HEED 
Home Town Freshmen Seniors Freshmen Seniors Freshmen Seniors 
First Choice First Choice First Choice 
N=1 N=1 N= 10 N=6 N= 15 N=22 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
4,999 or less 100.0 100.0 16.7 
"·' 
27 • .3 
5,000 - 9,999 16.7 20.0 22.7 
10,000 - 19,999 20.0 16.7 6.7 22.7 
20,000 - .39,999 20.0 1,., 9.1 
40,ooo - 79,999 40.o 16.7 6.7 9.1 
80;000 - 99,999 16.7 
100 9000 or more 20.0 16.7 20.0 9.1 
Total 100.00 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 J,,-1. 
..... 
..... 
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TABLE XXVII 
ESTIMATED GRADE POINT 
Freshmen Seniors 
N;::74 N= 57 
(Percent) (Percent) 
1.49 or less 10~8 
1.50 - 1.99 5.4 1o7 
2.00 ... 2.49 2106 14.,2 
2.50 - 2.99 32o4 J3o3 
3.00 - 3.49 24.4 42o1 
3.50 - 3.99 5. 4 807 
3~99 - 4.oo 
Total 100.0 100,,0 
Estimated 
Grada Point 
1.49 or less 
1.50 - 1.99 
2.00 - 2.49 
2.50 - 2.99 
.3.00 - .3.49 
.3.50 - .3.99 
.3.99 - lJe.oo 
Total 
Estimated 
Grade Point 
1. 49 or l.ess 
1.50 - 1.99 
2.00 - 2.49 
2.50 - 2.99 
.3.00 - .3.49 
.3.50 - .3.99 
.3.99 - 400 
Total 
CTM 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=25 
(Percent) 
12.0 
· 16.0 
48.o 
20.0 
4.o 
100.0 
HMEFE 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=1 
(Percent) 
100.0 
100.0 
TABLE XXVIII 
ESTIMATED GRADE PO.INT BY 
MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
FRCD 
Seniors Freshnen 
First Choice 
N=7 N=18 
Seniors 
N= 17 
(Percent) (Percent) ·(Percent) 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
14.2 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=i 
(Percent) 
100.0 
100.0 
5.6 
16.6 
27.8 
22.2 
27.8 
100.0 
HID 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N= 10 
(Percent) 
20.0 
.30.0 
.30.0 
20.0 
100.0 
.35 • .3 
29.4 
2.3.5 
11.8 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=6 
(Percent) 
50.0 
50.0 
100.0 
. FNI~ 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=5 
(Percent) 
20.0 
20.0 
40.o 
20.0 
· 100.0 
HEED 
Freshmen 
First Choice 
N=15 
(Percent) 
6.7 
6.7 
26.6 
20.0 
26.6 
1.3.4 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=4 
(Percent) 
25.0 
75.0 
100.0 
Seniors 
N=22 
(Percent) 
4.5 
.36.4 
54.6 
4.5 
100.0 f..l. f..l. 
w 
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TABLE XXIX 
MARITAL STATUS 
Freshmen Seniors 
N= 74 N= 57 
(Percent) (Percent) 
Single 90 .. 5 50~9 
Engaged 9 .. 5 3~5 
Married 45~6 
Divorced 
Widowed 
Total 10000 100 .. 0 
115 
TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTION OF MARRIED SENIORS 
Seniors 
N= 26 
Length of time (Percent) 
6 months or less 30s8 
6 months - 1 year 15.1* 
13 months ... 2 years 26.9 
25 months ... 3 years 11.5 
37 months - 1* years 7.7 
1*9 months or more 7.7 
Total 100.0 
Present Major 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FNIA· 
FNIA 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
TABLE XXXI 
SENIORS ACCORDING TO CHANGES IN MAJOR AREA 
OF STUDY 
P:revious Major No. Chg. No. in 
Dept. 
General Business 1 
H&ID 1 
Political Science 1 
.3 7 
CTM & H&ID 2 
CTM 2 
Business 2 
HEED 
.3 
General Arts & Science .3 
H&ID 1 
Physical Therapy 1 
14 17 
HEED 2 
Anthropology 1 
.3 
History 1 
FNIA 2 
Bu,siness 2 
H&ID 1 
H&ID & CTM 1 
7 .;2,2 
% Changed 
42.8% 
82.4% 
75.0% 
.31.8% 
APPENDIX F 
PRESTIGE RATINGS IN ORDINAL SCALES 
117 
Of'<DP-:t,L SC;,.Lf: :-=-(lj~ I'--' i ,~,L .:,;:,,1.:-:Lc: 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
FASH ION DESIGNER 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
FASHION EDITOR 
FOOD CHEMIST 
FASHION ILLUST~ATOR 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIAL 1ST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
CHILO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF ART 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF ART 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
DIETITIAN 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
-C ITV PL ANN I NG CONSUL TANT 
TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
FABRICS COORDINATOR 
SOCIAL WORKER 
CONSUMER EDUCATION SPECIALJST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FAMILY LIFE CONSUL TANT 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
OFF ICE OES IGtlER 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
EQUIPMENT DESIGNER 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
URBAN RENEWAL CONSULTANT 
RATE IRANKI 
90.84 I 
B9. 77 I 
89.16 I 
87.63 ( 
86. 72 ( 
85.95 ( 
83.21 I 
82.75 ( 
82.60 ( 
82.60 ( 
82.44 ( 
82.14 I 
81. 68 ( 
81.22 I 
ijl.07 I 
80.92 I 
80.61 ( 
80. 15 1 
80.15 ( 
79.24 ( 
7B.93 ( 
78.93 ( 
78.32 I 
77.40 I 
77.25 I 
71. 25 ( 
11.10 ( 
11.10 I 
11. 10 I 
76.79 I 
76.64 I 
76.49 ( 
76.49 I 
76.lB ( 
76.03 < 
75.88 I 
75. 88 ( 
75.73 I 
75.5 7 I 
74.96 I 
74.96 ( 
74.66 I 
74.66 I 
74.50 I 
74.20 I 
74.05 ( 
74.05 I 
73.89 ( 
73.89 I 
73.74 ( 
73.74 I 
73.59 ( 
73.59 I 
13. 59 ( 
13.44 I 
73. 44 ( 
13.28 ( 
1.001 
2.001 
3.001 
4.001 
5.001 
r,.001 
1.001 
e.001 
9.501 
9.501 
u.001 
12.001 
13.001 
14.001 
15.001 
16.001 
11.001 
18.501 
18.501 
20.001 
21.501 
21.501 
23.001 
24.001 
25.501 
25.501 
28.001 
28.001 
28.001 
30.001 
31.001 
32. 501 
32.501 
34.001 
35.001 
36.501 
36.501 
38.001 
39.001 
40.501 
40.501 
42.501 
42.501 
44.001 
45.001 
46.501 
46.501 
48.501 
48.501 
50.50) 
50.501 
53.001 
53.001 
53.00l 
55.501 
55. 501 
57.001 
..... 
..... 
CD 
FAMILY FINANCIAL COUNSELOR 
TEST KJTC.HEN HOME ECONOM 1ST 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXEC UT! vE· IN 
CONSU'4ER MARKET ING SPECIALIST 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
HOTEL MANAGER 
AREA OF 
IN AREA 
AREA OF 
AREA OF 
FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
OF INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
ART 
HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
EDUCAUONAL MATERIALS WRITER lN AREA OF FOOO & NUTRITION 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF ART 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
FOOD COLUMNIST 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
COMMUNITY A.ID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATION & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EOUIPMENT 
AIRLINE FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
NEWSPAPER EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EOUIPMENT 
·coNSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
KITCHEN PLANNER 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
RESTAURANT OWNER 
PUBLIC HOUSING CONSULTANT 
EXHIBIT DESIGNER 
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIAL 1ST 
NEWSPAPER FOOD EDITOR 
HONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
COMMUNITY AID HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
COLOR COORDINATOR 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
KITCHEN & EQUIPMENT EDITOR 
RETAIL STORE TRAINING SPECIALIST 
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHER 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN 
AOVERTIS ING COPYWRITER IN 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER IN 
.·· ARMED SERVICES DIETITIAN 
AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
HOME LIGHTING CONSULTANT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
PACKAGE DESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
RESTAURANT CHA IN MENU PLANNER 
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF ART 
APPLIANCE SPECIALIST 
MUSEUM CURATOR 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTS SPECIALIST 
SEWING CENTER DIRECTOR 
SCHOOL LUNCH DIRECTOR 
CAFETERIA SUPERVISOR 
SA.VINGS BANK HOME ECONOMIST 
SCHOOL LUNCH CONSUL TANT 
MOVING & STORAGE CONSULTANT 
HOTEL EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 
LAUNDRY CONSULTANT 
. i\VERAGE 
73.13 
72.82 
72.67 
72.21 
72.21 
72.06 
71.91 
71.91 
71.76 
71.76 
71.60 
71.60 
71.15 
70.99 
70.84 
70.69 
70.23 
70.08 
70.08 
70.08 
E,9.92 
69.47 
69.31 
69.31 
69.31 
69.16 
69.01 
66.85 
66.70 
68.40 
68.09 
67.94 
67.79 
67.63 
67.33 
67.02 
66.56 
66.41 
66.ll 
65.65 
65.65 
65.65 
65.34 
65.04 
65.04 
64.73 
64.58 
64.58 
64.12 
63.82 
63.51 
61.83 
61.68 
61.68 
61.22 
60.46 
60.46 
59.24 
58.02 
55.57 
55.27 
72.57 
I 58.001 
I 59.001 
I 60.001 
I 61.501 
I 61.501 
C 63.001 
I 64.501 
I 64.501 
I 66. 501 
I 66.501 
( 68.501 
I 68.501 
( 10.001 
1 n .001 
I 12.001 
I 73.00I 
I 74.001 
I 76.001 
I 76.001 
I 76.001 
I 78.001 
I 79.001 
I 81.001 
I 81.001 
I 81.001 
I 83.001 
I 84. 001 
I 85.001 
I 86.001 
I 87.001 
I 88.001 
( 89 .001 
I 90. 001 
I 91.001 
I 92.001 
I 93.001 
I 94.00I 
I 95.001 
I 96.001 
I 96.001 
I 98. 001 
I 96.001 
11 oo. 001 
1101.501 
1101.501 
1103.001 
ll04. 501 
1104.501 
I 106.001 
1107.001 
1108.001 
1109.001 
1110.501 
lll0.501 
1112.001 
1113.501 
1113. 501 
1115.001 
1116,001 
1117.001 
018.001 
..... 
..... 
-D 
ORDINAL SCALE FOR FRESHMEN 
OCCUPATION TITLE 
INTElIOR DESIGNER 
FASHION DESIGNER 
INTERIOR DECORATOR 
CLOTHING DESIGNER 
FASHION' EDITOR 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
DEPARTMENT STORE RUYER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FASHION ILLUSTRATOR 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
DEPiRTMENT STORE SUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
FOOD CHEMIST 
FURNITURE DESIGNER 
NUTRITION RESE~RCH SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AP.EA OF ART 
CLOTHING CONSULTANT 
FOOD RESEARCH SPECIALIST 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA JF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
DRESS PATTERN DESIGNER 
DEPARTMENT STORE RUYER IN AREA OF ART 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN APEA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
CHILD GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
SOCI'AL WORKER 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
D !ETITJ AN 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 
FABRICS COORDINATOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
OFFICE DESIGNER 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
'CHILO CARE SPECIALIST 
ADVERTISING ARTIST 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
CONSU~ER EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
TEST KITCHEN DIRECTOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
FAMILY LIFE CONSULTANT 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
FAMILY FINANCIAL COUNSELOR 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
WELFARE HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
PRODUCT DEVELQP~ENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EOUIPMENT 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
CITY PLANNING CONSULTANT 
TEST KITCHEN HOME ECO~OMIST 
RATE 
ql.89 I 
91.62 I 
90. 81 I 
90.54 I 
87.84 I 
87.57 I 
86.49 I 
85.14 l 
84.59 I 
83.78 [ 
83.24 ( 
83.24 I 
B2.16 I 
82.16 l 
82.16 I 
82.16 I 
Bl.62 I 
80.54 I 
80.00 I 
80.00 I 
BO.DO I 
79.19 t 
79.19 I 
78.92 i 
78.38 I 
78.38 I 
78.11 l 
78.11 I 
77.84 I 
77.57 I 
77.57 I 
77.30 I 
77.03 I 
77.03 I 
77 .03 I 
77.03 I 
77.03 I 
76.22 t 
75.68 I 
75.68 I 
75.41 I 
75.14 I 
75.14 I 
75.14 I 
75.14 I 
75.14 I 
74.86 I 
74.86 [ 
74.86 I 
74.59 I 
74.59 I 
74.05 I 
74.05 I 
74.05 I 
73. 51 I 
73.51 I 
73.24 I 
73.24, I 
IRANKI 
1.001 
2.001 
3.001 
4.001 
5.001 
6.001 
7.001 
s.001 
9.001 
10.001 
ll.501 
ll. 501 
14.501 
14. 501 
14.501 
14.501 
11.00) 
18.001 
20.001 
20.001 
20.001 
22. 501 
22.501 
24.001 
25.501 
25.501 
27.50) 
27.501 
29.001 
30.501 
30.501 
32.001 
35.001 
35.001 
35.00) 
35.001 
35.001 
38.001 
39.501 
39.501 
41. 001 
44.001 
44.001 
44.001 
44.001 
44.001 
48.001 
48.001 
48. 001 
50.501 
50.50) 
53. 001 
53.001 
53.001 
55. 501 
55.501 
57.501 
57. 501 
.... 
I.\) 
0 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
URBAN RENEwAL CONSULTANT 
HOTH MANAGER 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
EQUIPMENT DESIGNER 
FOOD COLU~NIST 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF ART 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF ART 
CO"-MUNITY AID HOME ECONOMIST l'.I AREA OF FAMILY RELATION & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN A<EA Uf FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGE~ENT 
CONSUMER MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
tDUCATIONAL ~ATERIALS WRITER IN A~EA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESTAURANT OWNER 
CO'ISUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FO!JO & NUTRITION 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
CONSU'IER INFOi<.'·!ATION SPFCIALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
AIRLINE FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER I~ AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
NEWSPAPER EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIP~E~T 
WELFARE HOME ECONO~IST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
COMMUNITY AIJ HOME ECONOMIST I~ AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITIO~ 
EXHIBIT DESIGNER 
MONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
PUBLIC HOUSING CONSULTANT 
RETAIL STORE TRAINING SPECIALIST 
KITCHEN PLANNER 
COLOR COORDINATOR 
NEWSPAPER FOOD EDITOR 
EDUCATIONAL ~ATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
RESTAURANT CHAIN MENU PLANNER 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
ARMED SERVICES DlcTITIAN 
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHER 
KITCHEN & EQUIPMENT EDITOR 
ADVERTISING COPY~RITER IN AREA OF FOOD£ NUTRITION 
?ACKAGE DESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS£ HOME MANAGEMENT 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST I~ A~EA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS E EQUIPMENT 
UTILITY HO~E ECONO~IST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
HOME LIGHTING CONSUL TA~T 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF ART 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS £ EQUIPMENT 
SEolNG CENTER DIRECTOR 
INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR 
APPLIANCE SPECIALIST 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTS SPECIALIST 
SAVINGS BANK HOME ECONOMIST 
CAFETERIA SUPERVISOR 
MUSEUM CURATOR 
SCHOOL LUNCH DIRECTOR 
MOVING£ STORAGE CONSULTANT 
SCHOOL LUNCH CONSULTANT 
HOTEL EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 
LAUNDRY CONSULTANT 
72. 70 
72.70 
72.43 
72.43 
72.43 
72.16 
11.09 
71.89 
71 • .89 
71.35 
10.54 
70.27 
10.21 
10.00 
10.00 
69.73 
69. 73 
69. 73 
69.46 
69.19 
69.19 
69.19 
69.19 
68.92 
66.92 
68.92 
66.65 
68.65 
68.36 
68.ll 
67.84 
67.57 
67.30 
67.30 
67.03 
67.03 
66.76 
66.76 
66.22 
65.68 
65.68 
65.68 
65.41 
64.86 
64.32 
64.05 
63.78 
63.78 
63.51 
62.16 
61.89 
61.35 
61.35 
60.54 
59.73 
59.73 
58.11 
57.84 
56.49 
54.86 
59.5DI 
59.501 
62.001 
62.001 
62.001 
64.001 
66.001 
66.001 
66.001 
68.001 
i 69.00I 
I 70. 501 
I 70.501 
I 12. 501 
I 72. 501 
I 75.001 
I 75.001 
I 75.001 
I 77.001 
I 79.501 
I 79.501 
I 79. 501 
I 79. 501 
( 83.001 
I 83.00l 
I 83.001 
( 85.501 
I 85.501 
I 87 .001 
·1 88.00I 
I 89.001 
I 90.001 
I 91.501 
I 91.501 
I 93.501 
I 93.501 
I 95.501 
I 95.501 
I 97.001 
I 99.001 
I 99.001 
I 99.001 
1101.001 
002. 001 
1103.001 
1104.001 
(105.501 
1105.501 
1107.001 
008.001 
1109.001 
1110. 501 
1110.501 
1112.001 
I l13. 501 
1113.501 
1115.001 
1116.001 
1117.001 
1118. 001 
..... 
I'.\:) 
..... 
ORDINAL S_CALE FOR. SEN !ORS 
OCCUPATJDN TI T_LE 
FASHION DES IGNEP 
~LOTHING DESIGNER 
INTER. 113R· DESIGNER. 
SPACE FOOD TECHNOLOGIST 
CHILD.GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
COSlUME OE-S.!Gt;H 
F:ASHION EDITOR 
l NTERI OR DECORATOR 
Fooo· CHEM 1ST 
FURNITURE ElESIGNER 
FOOD RESEARCH SPEClALIST 
TEXTILE DESIGNER 
FASHION llLUSTRATOR 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA Dt FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO'DEVELOPMENT 
ClTY PLANNIN~ CONSULTANT . 
~UTR\TJON RESEARCH SPECJALJST 
ADVERTISIN.G AOTIST 
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 
FASHION COORDINATOR 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
PESEARCH SPECIALIST' IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISH.INGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA ur TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
FOOD SERVICE SPECIALIST 
MAGAZINE EDITOR 'IN AREA OF ART 
MAGAZINE EDITOR .IN AREA. OF FAMILY .RELATIONS & CHrLD DEVELOPMENT 
TEST KITCHEN DIREC.TOR 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER.IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
(LOTH!NG CONSULTANT 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FMIILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
DIETITIAN 
DRESS PATTERN DESIGNfR 
EQUIPMENT DESIGNER 
CONSUMER MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER IN AREA OF ART 
YOUTH COUNSELOR 
HOME PLANNING SPECIALIST 
MARKETING SPECIALIST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
RESEARCH SPECIALIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
CONSUMER EDUCATION SPE:IALIST IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 
URBAN RENEWAL CONSULTANT 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WRITER IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
FAMILY LIFE CONSULTANT 
WELFARE HOME ECONO"IIST IM AREA JF FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
MOBILE HOMES DESIGNER 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF TEXTILES & CLOTHING 
MAGAZINE EDITOR IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
NUTRITION CONSULTANT 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN AREA OF ART 
RATE (RANKI 
89.82 I 1.00 I 
87.37 I 2.001 
87.02 I 3.001 
85.bl ( 4.001 
83.86 I 5.001 
83.51 I ·1.001 
83.51 I· 7,001 
83.51· I 7.001 
83.16 I 9.501 
83.16 I 9. 501 
82.81 I ll.001 
80.00 I 12.001 
79.65 I 13. 501 
79.65 I 13.501 
79.30 I 15.501 
79.30 I 15.50) 
78.95 I 1.8.00) 
78.95 I 18.001 
78.95 1 15;001 
78.60 I 20.001 
78.25 I 21.001 
77 .• 54 I 22.001 
77.19 I 23.001 
76.84 I 25.001 
76.84 I 25.·001 
76.84 I 25.COI 
76.49 I 27. 50! 
76.49 ( 27.501 
. 76.14 ( 30. 50) 
76.14 I 30.501 
76.14 I 30.501 
76.14 I 30.501 
75.79 I 33.001 
75.09 I 35.001 
75.09 I 35.001 
75.09 I 35.001 
74. 74 I 38. 001 
. 74. 74 I 38.-00 I 
74.74 I 38.001 
74.39 I 41.001 
74.39 I 41.00) 
74.39 i 41.001 
74.04 I 44.50) 
74.04 I 44.50) 
74.04 I 44.501 
74.04 I 44.501 
73.68 I 47.501 
73.68 I 47.501 
73.33 I 50.001 
73.33 I 50.001 
73.33 I 50. 001 
72.98 I 53.001 
72.98 I 53.001 
72.98 I 53.00I 
72.63 I 56 .001 
72.63 I 56.00l 
72.63 I 56.001 
.... 
I\) 
1.\:1 
EDUCATJJNAL MATERl4LS ilR!TER IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
FA5RICS COORDINATOR 
TEST KITCHEN HOME ECONOMIST 
FAMILY F !NAtsC I AL COUNSELOR 
P~ODUCT DEVELOPER IN AKEA OF TEXT !LES & CLOTHING 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT PUBLICITY J!P-ECTOR IN AREA QF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE IN A"-EA OF FAMILY ECONO'l!CS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
Al~LINE FOOD SE~VICE SUPERVISOR 
HOTEL MANAGER 
NEoSPAPER EDITOR IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHI!\IGS & EQUIP"IE~T 
SOCIAL WORKER 
COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR 
KfTCHEN PLANNER 
CONSUME"- CONSULTANT IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUI?MENT 
CONSU"IER I NFOR"IAT I O>i SPEC JALIST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST 
FOOD COLUMNIST 
COMMUNITY AID HOME. ECONOMIST IN AREA OF FAMILY RELATIO~ & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE DESIG'IIER 
NE~SPAPER FOOD EDITOR 
PUSLIC HOUSING CONSULTANT 
WELFARE HOME ECONO~IST I~ AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HO~E MANAGEMENT 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EOUIPME'IIT 
CONSUMER CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONOMICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
CONSUME~ CONSULTANT IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
EXHIBIT DESIGNER 
INSTITUTIJNAL FEEDING SPECIALIST 
KITCHEN & EOUIPME~T EDITOR 
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
TEXTILE LAB TECHNICIAN 
VISUAL AIDS SPECIALIST IN AREA OF ART 
RESTAURANT OWNER 
COLOR CDORDIN6TOR 
MONEY MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST 
COMMU~ITY AID HOME ECOND~IST IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR 
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHER 
HOME LIGHTING CONSULTANT 
INDUSTRIAL FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITE< IN AREA OF FOOD & NUTRITION 
APPLIANCE SPECIALIST 
UTILITY HOME ECONO,•!ST IN AREA OF FAMILY ECONO~ICS & HOME MANAGEMENT 
RETAIL STDO.E TRAINING SPECIALIST -
UTILITY HOME ECU~O~IST IN AREA OF HOUSING, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 
UTILITY HOME ECO~OMIST IN AREA UF FOOD & NUTRITION 
UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST IN AREA OF INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
MUSEUM CURATOR 
ARMED SERVICES DIETITIAN 
PACKAGE DESIGNER IN AREA OF ART 
PRODUCT DEVELOPER IN AREA OF ART 
SCHOOL LUNCH DIRECTOR 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTS SPECIALIST 
RESTAURANT CHAIN '~fliU PLANNER 
SCHOOL LU~CH CONSULTANT 
CAFETERIA SUPERVISOR 
SAVl~GS BANK HOME ECONOMIST 
SEWING CENTER DIRECTOR 
MOVING & STORAGE CONSULTANT 
LAUNDRY CONSULTANT 
HOTEL EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 
1'2.28 I 59.001 
72.28 I 59.001 
12.2s 1 59.001 
71.93 I 61.001 
71.58 I 63.501 
71.58 I 63.501 
71.58 I 63.501 
71.58 I 63.501 
71.23 I 67.501 
71.23 I 67.501 
71.23 I 67.501 
71.23 I 67.501 
70.88 I 70.501 
70. 88 I 70. 501 
70.53 I 73.001 
70.53 I 73.00I 
70.53 I 73.001 
70.18 I 75.001 
69.82 I 76.501 
69.82 I 76.501 
69.47 I 79.001 
69.47 I 79.001 
69.47 I 79.001 
69.12 I 81.501 
69.12 I 81.501 
68.77 I 85.001 
68. 77 I 85. 001 
68. 77 I 85. 001 
68.77 I 85.001 
68. 77 I 85. 001 
68.42 ( 88.501 
68.42 I 88.501 
68.07 I 90.001 
67. 72 I 91.00 I 
67.02 ( 92.001 
66.67 t 93.501 
66.67 I 93.501 
66.32 I 95.001 
65.96 I 96. 501 
65.96 I ,96.501 
65. 61 V 99. 001 
65.61 I 99.00I 
65.61 ( 99.001 
65.26 (102.501 
65.26 1102.501 
65.21> 1102.501 
65.26 1102.501 
64.56 nos.co, 
64.21 1106.001 
63.51 (107.501 
63.51 1107.501 
63.16 1109.001 
62.11 1110.001 
61.40 llll.001 
61.05 I 112.001 
60.35 (113.001 
59. 30 (114. 001 
58.95 1115.001 
57 .89 (116.001 
55. 79 1 ll 7.001 
54.39 IU8.00I 
..... 
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APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE ACCORDING TO MOST 
PREFERRED OCCUPATIONS 
121± 
First Choice-
Area of Study 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FRESHMEN BY FIRST AND SECOND CHOICE OF MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
Second Choice-
Area of Study 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FNIA 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
.HEED 
HEED 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
mD 
HID 
~ID 
ACCORDING TO MOST PREFERRED OCCUPATIONS 
First Choice-
Most Preferred Occupation · Rate 
Own Own Store 
Merchandising 
Textile Designer 
Fashion Coordinator 
Fashion Buyer 
Fashion Buyer 
Merchandising 
Beautician 
Fashion Buyer 
Public Relations Work in CTM 
Executive Buyer 
.Fashion Designer 
Department Store Buyer 
Fashion Buyer 
Fashion Buyer 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Buyer 
Clothing Buyer 
Fashion Buyer 
.Fashion Buyer 
Buyer - Textiles & Clothing 
Buyer Position 
Fashion Designer 
Buyer 
100 
80 
190 
100 
80 
100 
80 
80 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Bo 
80 
80 
80 
100 
100 
100 
80 
100 
80 
Second Choice-
Most Preferred Occupation 
Buyer-
Teacher 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Jr. Miss Buyer 
Model 
Shop Window Coordinator 
Buyer 
Work in Department Store 
Model · 
CTM Buyer 
Bridal Consultant 
Youth Counselor 
Model · 
Fashion Consultant 
Teacher 
Fashion Coordinator 
. Interior Designer 
Own Store 
Design 
Owner of La.dies Store 
Teacher 
Fashion Coordinator 
Buyer 
Fashion Coordinator 
Rate 
100 
80 
100 
100 
80 
. 60., 
·so 
80 
. 100 
80 
100 
100 
80 
100 
80 
80 
80 
80' 
80 
80 
100 
100 
100 
80 
~ 
l\) 
\J1 
First Choice-
Area of Study 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FNIA 
FNIA 
FNIA 
FNIA 
FNIA 
Second Choice-
Area of' Study 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FNIA 
FNIA 
FNIA 
HEED 
ID!EFE 
HMEFE 
HMEFE 
HID 
HID 
HRA* 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
FNIA 
HID 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
HEED 
--
First Choice-
Most Pref'erred Occupation 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Child Counselor 
Elementary Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Dietitian 
Social Worker 
Social Worker. 
Nursery School Teacher 
Nursery School Teacher 
Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Social Worker 
Teacher 
Nursery School Teacher 
Kinderg~rten Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Elementary Teacher 
Dietitian 
Nursing - Not Home Economics 
Dietitian 
Missionary & Dietitian 
Nutritional Researcher 
*Not in the College of' Home Economics 
Rate 
80 
100 
60 
100 
100 
100 
80 
100 
100 
80 
100 
80 
80 
60 
80 
100 
.60 
80 
100 
80 
100 
100 
100 
Second Choice-
Most Pref'erred Occupation 
Nursery School Supervisor 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Home Economics Teacher 
Pre-School Teacher 
Social Worker 
Elementary Teacher 
High School Teacher 
Elementary Education Teacher 
Child Guidance Counselor 
Secretary 
Interior Decorator 
Day Care Center Director 
Youth Counselor 
Social Work 
Social Worker 
Elementary Teacher 
Day Care Center Director 
Interior Decorator 
Social 
Dietitian 
Hospital Dietitian 
Dietitian or Home Extension 
Space Food Te.chnologist 
Rate 
80 
60 
60 
60 
100 
80 
60 
100 
60 
60 
80 
60 
80 
80 
100 
100 
80 
80 
80 
60 
100 
80 
100 
..... 
1.\:1 
0\ 
First Choice-
Area of Study 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HMEFE 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
-HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
.Second Choice- First Choice-
Area of Study Most Preferred Occupation 
Extension Home E:conomist 
Home Economics Teacher 
Rate 
100 
80 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM Home Economics Teacher - High 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FNIA 
HMEFE 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FRCD 
FRCD 
School 
High School Teacher 
Teacher 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Home Economics Extensionist 
Home Economics Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Teacher 
Home Economics Teacher 
Airline Reservationist 
Teacher - Second Grade 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Home Economics Teacher 
Public U_tili ty Worker 
Interior Designer 
Interior Designer 
Home Decorator 
Interior Designer 
Interior Decorator 
Airline Stewardess 
Home Decorator 
Interior Decorator 
Interior Designer 
Furniture Buyer 
60 
80 
80 
80 
100 
80 
80 
60 
80 
80 
100 
100 
80 
80 
100 
1 00 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
60 
100 
100 
Second Choice-
Most Preferred Occupation 
Home Economics Teacher 
Dress Pattern Designer 
Home Economics Teacher -
Jr. High School 
Private Clothing Instructor 
Housewife 
Teacher 
HEED 
Pre-School Teacher 
First Grade Teacher 
Extension Agent 
Public Utility Worker 
Writer 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Fashion Merchandiser 
Buyer - Furniture Department 
Home Economics Teacher_ 
Design Consultant 
Social Worker 
Field in Art 
Manager of Botique 
Interior Designer 
Rate 
100 
60 
60 
80 
0 
80 
80 
80 
80 
60 
80 
80 
80 
100 
80 
100 
80 
100 
100 
80 
100 
~ 
l\) 
-..J 
Declared Major 
Area of Study 
·cTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
CTM 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
FRCD 
SENIORS BY DECLARED MAJOR AREA OF STUDY 
ACCORDING TO MOST PREFERRED OCCUPATIONS 
First Choice-_ 
Most Preferred Occupation 
Costume Designer 
Store Owner 
Manager of Clothing Shop 
Buyer 
Retail Management Executive 
Window Display Designer-Large 
Company 
Store Buyer 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher-Public 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker(After Grad.Sch.) 
Elementary Education Teacher 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Rate 
100 
80 
60 
80 
80 
80 
80 
" 80 
60 
80 
80 
Teacher in Nursery School 
Elementary School Teacher 
Public School Preschool Teacher 
Family Counselor 
100 
80 
80 
80 
60 
80 
80 
Kindergarten Teacher-Public 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Heads tart 
Wife and Mother 
Kindergarten Teacher 
Guidance Clinic 
60 
60 
60 
100 
60 
100 
Second Choice-
Most Preferred Occupation Rate 
Pat tern Maker 80 
Buyer 100 
Work with Pre-School Children 80 
Merchandise Manager 100 
Designer 80 
Buyer for Large Retail Operation80 
Head of Store Training Prog. 80 
Artist 
Kindergarten Teacher-Private 
Nursery School 
Case Worker(If Not Grad Sch.) 
Nursery School Director 
Social Worker 
Social Work of Some Kind 
Director of Head Start Program 
Run a Nursery School 
Universary Prof. 
Nursery School Teacher-Priva·te 
Home Extention Agent 
Welfare 
Nursery School Teacher 
Operate Own Nursery School 
Social Worker 
80 
60 
80 
100 
60 
60 
80 
80 
60 
80 
60 
66 
60 
60 
60 
80 
~ 
I.I) 
CX) 
Declared Major 
Area of' Study 
FNIA 
FNIA 
DIA-
FNIA 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED. 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HEED 
HMEFE 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
HID 
· First Choice_ 
Mos~ Preferred O_c:cupa,!ion_ 
Consultant Dietitian 
Hospital Dietitian 
Therapeutic Nutritionist 
Hospital Dietitian 
···vocational Home Ee. Teache.r -
Missionary Work 
Rate 
. 80 
100 
100 
100 
60· 
Woman's Editor-Farm Publication 
100 
80 
60 
80 
60 
80 
.80 
Extension '·-
Teacher-Home Economics 
Home Economics Teacher 
Teaching 
Home Economist with O.G.E. 
High School Home Ee. Teacher 
Homemak.er · 
Home Economics Teacher 
Home Service Representative 
Home Ee. Teacher-High School 
Home Ee. Teacher 
Voe. Home Ee. Teacher 
Teacher 
Voe. Home Ee. Teacher 
HEED 
~xtension Home Economist 
Home Ee. Teacher 
School Librarian 
Teacher 
Utility Home Economist 
Interior Designer 
Mother-Wife Role 
Interior Design Consultant 
Interior Design 
Public Housing Consultant 
Housewife and Mother 
100 
80 
60 
60 
60 
60 
80 
80 
80 
60 
80 
60 
.80 
80 
100 
60 
100 
80 
100 
80 
100 
Second Choice-
Most Preferred Occupation 
Therapeutic Dieti.tian 
Administrational Dietitian 
Food,Research Specialist 
Consultant Dietitian .. 
Rate 
80 
100 
100 
···ao 
Public Service Repres·entative 60 
Teaching 100 
Reporter on Metropolitan Paper 60 
Teacher . 40 
Counselor-Child Guidance 80 
Airline Hostess 60 
Executive in Advertising Agency100 
Secondary Education Teacher 60 
Home Economist (Service Co.} 60 
Home Economics Teacher 80 
Home Economist-Utility Co. 60 
Vocational H.E. Teacher · 60 
Home Economist-Utilities Indust.60 
Rehabilitation Center 80 
Clothing Coordi·nator & Buyer 100 
Home Consultant 80 
Home Service 60 
Vocational Teacher · 60 
Te.acher of Voe. Home Economics 60 
Head Start Supervisor 60 
Voe. Home Ee. Teacher 60 
Extentionist 60 
Secondary Teacher Voe. HEED 
Urban Renewal Consultant. 
Home Designer Consultant 
Art Museum Curator 
Housing Specialist 
City Planning 
Inter_ior Design Shop-Part Time 
80 
80 
80 
100 
100 
80-
80 
..... 
t,) .· 
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APPENDIX H 
OCCUPATIONAL TITLES RELATED TO 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENTS 
130 
OCCUPATIONAL TITLES RELATED 
TO OSU DEPARTMENTS 
Clothing, Textiles and Merchandising 
Advertising Account Executi~e (in Area of Clothing and Textiles) 
Advertising Artist 
Clothing Designer 
Clothing Consultant 
Color Coordinator 
Consumer Consultant (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Consumer Education Specialist (in Area of Clothing and Textiles) 
Costume Designer 
Department Store Buyer (in Area of Clothing and Textiles) 
Department Store Buyer (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Display Designer 
.Dress Pattern Designer 
Fabrics Coordinator 
Fashion Illustrator 
Fashion Coordinator 
Fashion Designer 
Fashion Editor 
Laundry Consultant 
Laundry Products Specialist 
. Magazine Editor ( in Area of Housing·, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Museum Curator 
Product Developer (in Area of clothing and Textiles) 
1)1 
Product Development Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Product Publicity Director (in Area of Clothing and Textiles) 
Product Publicity Director (in Area.of Art) 
Product Publicity Director (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Research Specialist. (in Area of Clothing and Textiles) 
Research Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Retail Store Training Specialist 
Textile Designer 
Textile Lab Technician 
Ut i·li ty Home Economist ( in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Visual Aids Specialist (in Area of Art) · 
Sewing Center Director 
Family Relations .!!:m! f!!.i!!! Development 
Child Care Specialist 
Child Guidance Counselor 
Community Aid Home Economist ( in Area of Family Relations & Child Development) 
Educational Materials Writer (in Area of Family Eeonomics & Home Management) 
Family Life Consultant 
Guidance Counselor 
Maga1.ine Editor (in Area of Family Reiations & Child Development) 
Maga?.ine i;:rtttor (in l\rea of Family Economics & Home Management) 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist (in Area of Family Economics & Home Management) 
.Research Specialist (in Area of Family Relations & Child Development) 
Social Worker 
Youth Counselor 
Welfare fiome tconomist (in Area of Family Relations 6 Child Development) 
Welfare Home Economist ( i.n Area of Family Economics & Rome Management) · 
Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration 
Advertising Copywriter (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Airline Food Service Supervisor 
Armed Services Dietitian 
Cafeteria Supervisor 
College Food Service Director 
Consumer Consultant (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Consumer Marketing Specialist.(in Area of Institution Administration) 
Community Aid Home Economist (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Dietitian 
Educational Materials Wri.ter (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Educati.onsl Materials Writer (in Area of Institution Administration) 
Food Chemist 
Food Columnist 
Food Photographer 
Food.Service Specialist 
Food Research Specialist 
Home Service Director 
Hospital Dietitian 
Industrial Food Service Manager 
Kitchens and Equipment Editor 
Hotel Manager 
Institutional Feeding Specialist 
Marketing Specialist (in Area of Food. and Nutrition) 
Newspaper Food Editor 
Nutrition Consultant 
Nutrition Research Specialist 
Public Health Nutritionist 
Publicity Direct~r (in Area of F9od and Nutrition) 
Restaurant Chain Menu Planner 
Research Specialist (in Area of Institution Administration) 
School Lunch Director 
School Lunch Consultant 
Space Food Technologist 
Test Kitchen Director 
Test Kitchen Home Economist 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Institution Administration) 
Restaurant Owner 
Home Economics Education 
Cafeteria Supervisor 
Child Care Specialist 
Community Aid Home lconomist(in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Community Aid Home Economist (in Area of Family Relations and Child 
, Development) 
Consumer Consultant(in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Consumer Consultant (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Educational Materials Writer (in Area of Family Economics and Home 
Management) 
Educational Materials Writer (in Area of F6od and Nutrition) 
Guidance Counselor 
Home Service Director 
Moving and Storage Consultant 
Public Housing Consultant 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
School Lunch Consultant 
School Lunch Director 
Social Worker 
132 
Utility Home Economist ( in Area of Family Ec.onomics and Home Management) 
Utility ·Home Economist (in Ar'ea of Housing, Furnishings andEquipment) 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Food and Nutrition) 
Youth Counselor 
Home Management, Equipment and Family Economics 
Advertising Copywriter (in Area of Housing, Furnishings, and Equipment) 
Appliance Specialist · 
City Planning Consultant (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Cons.umer Consu 1 tant ( in Area of Family Economics and Home Management) 
Consumer Consultant (in Area of Housing, Furnishings, and Equipment) 
Consumer Information Specialist (in Area of Family Economics and Home 
Management) 
Department Store Buyer (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Ed.ucstional Materials Writer ( in AJ"ea of Family Economics and Home 
Equipment Designer 
Management) 
Family Financial Counselor 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Home Planning Specialist 
Kitchen Planner 
Laundry Consultant . 
Magazine Editor (in Area of Family Economics and Home Management) 
Magazine Editor (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Money Management Specialist 
Mpving and Storage Consultant 
Newspaper Editor (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Product Development Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and 
Equipment) 
(in.Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
1,'.3.3 
Product Publicity Director 
Public Housing Consultant 
Public Relations Executive (in Area of Family Economics and Home Management); 
Rehabilitation Specialist 
Research Specialist (in Area of Family Economics and Home Management) 
Research Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Savings Bank HomeEconomist 
Test Kitchen Director 
Test Kitchen Home Economist 
Urban Renewal Consultant. 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Family Economics and Home Management) 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
\\''elfare Home Economist 
Kitchens and Equipment Editor 
Housing !_lli! Interior Design 
Advertising Copywriter (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
City Planning Consultant 
Color Coordinator 
Consumer Consultant (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Department Store Buyer (in Area of Art) 
Department Store Buyer (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Furniture Dasigner 
Home Lighting Consultant 
Home Planning Specialist 
Interior Decorator 
Interior Designer 
Kitchen Planner 
Magazine Editor (in Area of Housing, Furnishings andEquipment) 
Mobile Homes Designer 
Newspaper Editor (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Office Designer 
Product Development Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and 
Equipment) 
Product Publicity Director (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and 
Equipment) 
Public Housing Consultant 
Research Specialist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Urban Renewal Consultant 
Utility Home Economist (in Area of Housing, Furnishings and Equipment) 
Miscellaneous 
Co~er Information Specialist (in Area of Art) 
Magazine Editor (in Area of Art) 
Package Designer (in Area of Art) 
Product Developer (in Area of Art) 
Product Publicity Director (in Area of Art) 
Public Relations Executive (in Area of Art) 
Hotel Executive Housekeeper 
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